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Sheila R. Schwager 1SB No. 5059 
Loren K. Messerly ISB No. 7434 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: srs@hteh.com 
lmes@hteh.com 
Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
IDAHO C O U N ~  DISTRICT COURT 
FILED 
AT / I,.&/ ocmcK--A-.~. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., 1 
) Case No. CV-2006-37067 
Plaintifflcounterdefendant, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
vs. ) PROTECTIVE ORDER 
1 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, j 
1 
Defendant/Counterclaiinant. ) 
) 
1 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 26(c), PlaintifVCounterdefendant Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
("Citibank"), by and through its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, 
respecthlly moves this Court for the entry of a Protective Order that the scope of discovery in 
this case be limited to the allegations set forth in the Complaint, Amended Answer and 
Counterclaim, and that as a result Citibank should not be required to supplement its responses to 
Defendant's recent Third Set Of Interrogatories, Requests For Admissions And Requests For 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - I 
Production Of Documents. This Motion is supported by a Memorandum in Support and an 
Affidavit of Sheila R. Schwager, filed concurrently herewith. 
DATED THIS 4th day of January, 2007 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWL Ft"' 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1 HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 41h day of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDERby the method 
indicated below, and addressed to each of the following: 
Ms. Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-11 BOX 366 
Kamialt, ID 83536 
k r o  se] 
__I(_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
___ I-Iand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
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Sheila R. Schwager ISB No. 5059 
Loren Messerly ISB No. 7434 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: srs@hteh.com 
lmes@hteh.com 
Attorneys For Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
IDAHO COUNTY DISTRICT C, .,dl- / /,"& FILiO 
AT ocmcKA.M. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, n\i AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CITlBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., ) 
1 Case No. CV-2006-37067 
PlaintiffYCounterdefendant. ) 
VS. 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, 
Plaintiff, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citibank"), by and through its attorneys of 
record, I-Iawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, hereby submits this Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Motion for a Protective Order. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTLFF'S MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER - 1 
.- . 2 E 3 
1. 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
On October 6, 2005, Citibank filed a collection action to collect a legitimate, outstanding, 
credit card obligation owed by the Defendant Miriam G. Carroll ("Defendant"). The Defendant 
has refused to pay the obligation and instead has asserted baseless counterclaims all arising from 
a purported billing error dispute letter that she purchased from an internet debt avoidance 
company that is no longer in business. Yet, as more specifically set forth herein, the Defendant 
admits that the outstanding credit card obligation is essentially based upon balance transfers that 
she requested that Citibank pay to other creditors. She does not dispute requesting these 
transfers or that the transfers were paid by Citibank. Nor does the Defendant dispute that all of 
the payments she made to Citibank were applied to the credit card debt. 
The only argument made by the Defendant to attempt to avoid her legitimate credit card 
obligation is that she sent Citibank a form letter she calls a billing error dispute that she 
purchased from an internet company. Thus, the pleadings at issue in this case are in regard to the 
obligations incurred by the Defendant's use of her credit card account, which obligations remain 
unpaid and the Defendant's counterclaims based upon her purported billing error dispute letter. 
Affidavit of Sheila R. Schwager ("Schwager Aff."), 7 2, Exhs. A, B. Specifically, the Defendant 
claims in her Amended Answer and Counterclaim that she should be permitted to avoid her 
entire credit card obligation, based upon the alleged billing error dispute letter. Id., Exh. B. 
Thus, both Citibank and the Defendant have engaged in written discovery. 
On or about October 30,2006, the Defendant served Citibank with Defendant's Third Set 
of Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and Requests for Production of Documents ("Third 
Discovery Request"). Schwager Aff. 3, Exh. C. The Third Discovery Request contains four 
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interrogatories, ten requests for production, and forty-four requests for admissions, that for the 
most part were unintelligible and went far beyond the scope of the pleadings. Id. On or about 
December 4,2006, Citibank served Defendant with responses to the Third Discovery Request 
("Citibank's Response"), responding to all of the discovery requests that were relevant to the 
pending action and setting forth specific objections to the discovery requests that were not 
intelligible or were irrelevant. Id., 7 4, Exhs. D, D-l . 
On or about December 13,2006, Citibank's counsel received correspondence from 
Defendant wherein she challenged the sufficiency of Citibank's Response by simply stating the 
objections were without merit. Id. 7 5, Exh. E. On December 13,2006, Citibank's counsel sent 
a letter to the Defendant requesting the Defendant specify the responses that she disputed. Id.: 
7 5, Exh. F. In addition, Citibank's counsel explained that the relevancy objections were due to 
the fact that her numerous requests were not relevant to the pending action. Id. For example, 
issues related to the Federal Reserve and whether certain payments or transfers constituted 
"money of account" or "money of exchange" are not relevant to her assertions that Citibank 
violated the Truth in Lending Act in connection with the alleged billing error dispute letter. Id 
Carroll was requested that if she believed her discovery requests were relevant, to set forth the 
responses she disputed and how they were relevant to the counterclaims she asgerted. Id. In 
response, Carroll sent a conclusory letter which essentially made four different assertions to the 
fifty-two disputed discovery requests. Id., 7 6 ,  Exh. G. Specifically, the Defendant stated either: 
(1) "This claim is relevant to Citibank's claim against me and 
relates to Citibank's apparent lack of standing in this Court. It 
appears that Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. is not the owner of this 
account and is not a real party in interest. The answer to this 
Interrogatory is needed to establish Citibank's standing;" or (2) 
"The request is relevant to Citibank's claim that Citibank is owed 
money and relates to the validity of the account;" or (3) "The 
request is relevant to Citibank's possible use of this transaction at 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
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trial and relates to the validity of Citibank's claim of damages. 
Citibank opened this transaction as a subject in discovery with 
possible use at trial and I have the right to seek supporting 
documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof of this 
evidence;" or (4) "This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been 
damaged." 
Id. (emphasis supplied). 
As more fully set forth below, the Defendant's conclusory reasons for the discovery 
requests are wholly without merit, as none of the disputed requests relate in any manner to 
Citibank's claim against the Defendant. First, there is simply no factual basis to contend that 
Citibank does not have standing to pursue this collection action and in fact the Defendant 
admitted in her Amended Answer that Citibank is the owner of the account at issue. Schwager 
Aff., Exh. B, 111. In addition, there are no affirmative defenses set forth in the Amended 
Answer, including but not limited to standing or real party in interest. Id. The Defendant has 
also failed to even contend that the discovery requests are relevant to her counterclaims and 
instead assert that they are relevant to Citibank's claim, which is a simple collection action. Yet, 
she fails in any manner to specify how the requests are relevant to Citibank's claim. This is a 
fatal failure in light of the fact that the Defendant has already admitted in discovery that the debt 
obligations at issue arise from balance transfers she requested Citibank to pay to other creditors 
and she admits Citibank paid those creditors. Schwager Aff., Exh. H (Defendant's Answer to 
Requests for Admissions Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52). The Defendant further admits in her 
discovery responses that Citibank applied to her account all the relevant payments at issue that 
she made to Citibank. Id. (Defendant's Answer to Requests for Admission Nos. 55, 57, 61). 
Thus, as more hl ly  specified below, none of the disputed Third Discovery Requests are relevant 
to Citibank's claim. 
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As a result, Citibank respectfully requests that this Court enter a protective order 
precluding the Defendant from seeking discovery outside the scope of the current plead~ngs, 
which are simply brought as part of the debt avoidance internet schemes to attempt to harass the 
creditors into compromising legitimate debt obligations. See Schwager Aff., Exh. I., (FRB: 
Supervisory Letter, SR 04-3 on Debt Elimination Scams). 
11. 
DISCOVERY IN THIS CASE SHOULD BE LIMITED TO THE PLEADINGS 
Rule 26(c) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure allows a "person from whom discovery 
is sought" to file a motion requesting a court order protecting the party from "annoyance, 
embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense." The court order can order "that 
certain matters not be inquired into, or that the scope of the discovery be limited to certain 
matters." I.R.C.P. 26(c)(4); see, e.g., Bailey v. Sanford, 139 Idaho 744,748-49, 86 P.3d 458 
(2004). ("[Tlhe trial court did not abuse its discretion when it issued the protective order. The 
trial court correctly perceived that control of discovery is within its discretion.") 
Citibank brings this motion because the Defendant, Miriam G. Carroll, seeks discovery 
regarding issues that are incomprehensible and are clearly outside the scope of the pleadings. 
Instead of seeking discovery related to Citibank's credit card collection action for the 
outstanding obligations admittedly incurred by the Defendant or related to Defendant's asserted 
counterclaims based on a purported billing error dispute letter, Defendant requests discovery 
regarding such matters as the Federal Reserve's "discount window;" whether credit card 
payments are "money of account;" the identification of the amount of cash reserves held by 
Citibank in relation to the amount of funds extended or available under the "Fractional Reserve 
System," and requests for documents regarding the funding Citibank used to pay the balance 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
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transfers requested by the Defendant. Schwager Aff,, Exh. C. These requests are patently 
outside the scope of the pleadings as indicated by the Defendant's inability to specify the 
relevancy of the requests to the Complaint or the Counterclaim. Id. 
As set forth in a Supervisory Letter issued by the Board of Gove~nors of the Federal 
Reserve System on January 28, 2004, creditors are being inundated with what are referred to as 
debt elimination scams which are proliferated on the intenlet in which organizers are charging 
borrowers up-front fees and commissions based upon the total amount of debt that they contend 
can be forgiven if their forms and arguments are used. Schwager Aff., Exh. I. In fact, Carroll 
has admitted in this case that she purchased the purported billing error dispute letter kom an 
internet company called Dynamic Solutions, Inc., which she contends is no longer in business. 
Schwager Aff., Exhs. H, H-1 (Defendant's Answers to Requests for Admission No. 32, 
Interrogatory Nos. 2, 8, 10, 17, Requests for Production No. 13 and 14, Exhs. X, Y, Z). 
Citibank has repeatedly been faced with pro se obligors attempting to avoid their 
legitimate credit card debt by making incomprehensible arguments and filing incomprehensible 
pleadings that they have obtained through fraudulent internet websites which promise to 
eliminate credit card debt obligations. Schwager Aff., 19 .  Not only are the pleadings and the 
disputed discovery in this case an abuse of the legal system, it causes Citibank to incur attorney 
fees and costs which are recoverable under the credit card agreement entered into with the 
Defendant, potentially subjecting her to an increased obligation. 
Set forth below are the specific disputed discovery requests and responses which 
demonstrate the harassment, undue burden, and expense that Citibank will be subjected to if 
required to respond to the discovery that is clearly outside the scope of the pleadings. Citibank's 
complaint is a simple collection action for an outstanding credit card obligation, and Carroll's 
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coui~terclaims all arise out of a single purported billing error dispute letter. Yet, Defendant's 
Third Discovery Requests seeks discovery that are unrelated to these issues and are, in many 
instances, impossible to decipher. As discussed below, none of the disputed discovery merits a 
response. 
A. All Discovery Related To The New Standing Contention Is Irrelevant, Harassing 
And Causes Undue Burden And Expense. 
The Defendant contends that Citibank is required to respond further to Interrogatory No 
2, and Requests for Productions Nos. 3,4, and 5, on the basis that "the request is relevant to 
Citibank's claim against me and relates to Citibank's apparent lack of standing in this Court. It 
appears that Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. is not the owner of this account and is not a real party 
in interest. The answer to this Interrogatory is needed to establish Citibank's standing." Not only 
is there no merit to this latest argument being spread throughout the debt avoidance internet 
schemes, the Defendant failed to plead an affirmative defense of standing and real party in 
interest and admitted that Citibank is the owner of the account at issue. Schwager Aff., Exh. B, 
'fi 111. Thus, any discovery related to a purported standing issue is not relevant to the pending 
action, and Citibank should not have to incur the expense and burden to respond. 
B. The Defendant's Discovery Requests Seeking Information And Documents 
Regarding The Federal Reserve And Where Citibank Obtained Funds That Were 
Utilized By The Defendant In Her Use Of The Credit Card Account Arc 
Incomprehensible, Irrelevant, And Beyond The Scope Of The Pleadings. 
The remaining disputed Interrogatories, Requests for Production of Documents, and 
Admissions, appear to go to issues regarding the Federal Reserve System; whether the transfer of 
the funds that the Defendant requested was a "money of account"; whether the Defendant's 
admitted payments to Citibank were "money of exchange"; and how Citibank funded the 
Defendant's admitted use of the credit card account. Schwager Aff., Exh. C. None of these 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
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discovery requests are even remotely relevant to the issue of whether the Defendant incurred a 
credit card debt for which she has failed to pay and whether the purported billing error dispute 
letter is sufficient to allow her to avoid her entire credit card obligation. This is evident by the 
Defendant's failure to be able to provide any specific facts to even argue relevancy. Id. Instead, 
the Defendant merely conclusory states either that "the request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
that Citibank is owed money and relates to the validity of the account;" "the request is relevant to 
Citibank's possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of Citibank's claim of 
damages;" or "that the request is relevant to Citibank's claim against me and relates to Citibank's 
claim that it has been damaged." Id. Yet, not only are the disputed discovery requests 
incomprehensible by the terms used by the Defendant for which she has still failed to sufficiently 
define or identify, they are patently outside the scope of the pleadings and therefore are merely 
used as a means of harassing and creating undue burden and expense on the part of Citibank. 
In add~tion, Citibank made significant efforts in the responses to the Third Discovery 
Requests to respond to those questions and to produce those documents which are relevant to the 
Defendant's credit card account and the obligations incurred thereunder. Schwager Aff., 
Exhs. D and D-1. This additional discovery was provided despite the fact that the Defendant has 
already in prior discovery responses admitted that the obligations that were incurred on the 
accounts at issue were in fact incurred by her and paid by Citibank and that all of her payments 
on the credit card account statement at issue were properly applied by Citibank. Schwager Aff., 
Exh. H (Defendant's Answer to Requests for Admissions, Nos. 38,40,41-43,45-52, 56, 57, 60). 
If there are any additional documents or information that the Defendant claims that Citibank has 
not provided that relate to the collection action and her Counterclaim, Citibank has no problem 
reviewing the matter and responding accordingly. Yet, that has not been raised by the Defendant 
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and instead she claims she is entitled to documents and information that are completely irrelevant 
and outside the scope of the pleadings. This the Defendant should be prohibited from doing, as it 
is an abuse of the legal process. 
111. 
CONCLUSION 
Although the purpose of Defendant's Third Discovery Request is not readily apparent, 
hence this motion, Defendant is seeking information related to irrelevant and incomprehensible 
issues that have been used repeatedly by internet debt avoidance schemes in an attempt to reduce 
or eliminate legitimate credit card debts. See, e.g., MBNA America Bank, N.A. v. Bodalia, - 
So.2d -, 2006 WL 179321 1, " 5  n.2 (Ala. Civ. App. June 30,2006) (explaining that "vapor 
money" or "no money lent" theory is commonly used lo attempt to avoid legitimate debts); 
Fmnces Kenny Family Trust v. World Savings Bank, 2005 WL 106792 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 19,2005) 
(sanctioning plaintiffs and their "vapor money" theory); United States v. Schiefen, 926 F. Supp. 
877,880-81 (D.S.D. 1995) (rejecting argument that consideration failed and that lender had 
"created money"). Irrelevant discovery as to frivolous arguments regarding the Federal Reserve 
or "money on account" is a waste of resources and only helps perpetuate and legitimize the 
inappropriate actions of debtors who seek to "overburden" their creditors in an attempt to avoid 
paying their legitimate debts. 
For the reasons set forth herein and pursuant to the documents in support, Citibank 
respeclhlly requests that this Court enter a protective order prohibiting all discovery outside the 
scope of the current pleadings, without hrther court order otherwise. 
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DATED THIS 4th day of January, 2007. 
NAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4'h day of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the iollowing: 
Ms. Miriam G. Carroll 
HC- 1 1 BOX 366 
Kamiah, Idaho 83536 
lpro se] 
__?i_ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
- Telecopy 
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Sheila R. Schwager ISB No. 5059 
Loren K. Messerly ISB No. 7434 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & I-IAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: srs@l~teh.com 
Imes@hteh.com 
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Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., 1 
Case No. CV-2006-37067 
PlaintifQCounterdefendant, ) 
\ AFFIDAVIT OF SHEILA R. 
vs. 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, 
j SCHWAGER IN SUPPORT OF 
) PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
) PROTECTIVE ORDER 
SHEILA R. SCHWAGER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. I am a partner with the law firm of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, counsel 
of record for PlaintiffICounterdefendant Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. ("Citibank") in the 
above-captioned case. I make this Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs Motion For Protective 
Order, based upon my personal knowledge 
2. On October 6, 2005, Citibank filed a collection action to collect a credit card 
obligation owed by the Defendant Miriam G. Carroll ("Defendant"). On August 14,2006, the 
AFFIDAVIT OF SHEILA R. SCHWAGER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
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Defendant filed an Amended Answer and Counterclaim. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true 
and correct copy of the Complaint filed by Citibank. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and 
correct copy of the Amended Answer and Counterclaim filed by the Defendant. 
3. On or about October 30, 2006, the Defendant served Citibank with Defendant's 
Third Set Of Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and Requests For Production of 
Documents ("Third Discovery Request"). Attached hereto as Exhlbit C and incorporated herein 
by reference is a true and correct copy of the Third Discovery Request. 
4. On or about December 4, 2006, I served Defendant, on behalf of Citibank, with 
responses to the Third Discovery Request ("Citibank's Response"). Attached hereto as 
Exhibit D and incorporated herein by reference is a true and correct copy of Citibank's 
Response. I subsequently also served Supplemental Responses to the Third Discovery Request. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit D-1 and incorporated herein by reference is a true and correct copy of 
the Supplemental Response. 
5 .  On or about December 13,2006, I received correspondence from Defendant 
wherein she challenged the sufficiency of Citibank's Response, by simply stating the objections 
were without merit. In response, on December 13,2006, I responded to the Defendant 
requesting the Defendant to specify the disputed responses. Attached hereto as Exhibit E and 
incorporated herein by reference is a true and correct copy of the letter that I received from the 
Defendant dated December 12,2006. Attached hereto as Exhibit F and incorporated herein by 
reference is a tiue and correct copy of my response letter to the Defendant dated December 13, 
2006. 
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6. On or about December 20,2006,I received a letter from Defendant, dated 
December 18, 2006. Attached hereto as Exhibit G and incorporated herein by reference is a true 
and correct copy of the letter I received from Defendant dated December 18,2006. 
7. I received Defendant's Third Set of Answers to Interrogatories, Requests for 
Production of Documents, and Requests for Admissions, and Defendant's Amended Answers to 
Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Admission, Interrogatories, and Requests for Production of 
Documents. Attached hereto as Exhibits H and H-1, and incorporated herein by reference are 
true and correct copies of Defendant's Third Set of Answers To Interrogatories, Requests For 
Production of Documents, and Requests for Admissions, and Defendant's Amended Answers to 
Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Admission, Interrogatories, and Requests for Production of 
Documents. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit I and incorporated herein by reference is a Supervisory 
Letter SR 04-3 on debt elimination scams issued by the board of governors of the Federal 
Reserve System dated January 28, 2004, obtained &om the internet at 
www. federalreserve.gov\boarddocs\SRI-ETTERS\2004\sr0403.htm. 
9. I have personally represented Citibank on several matters in whichpro se 
defendants have attempted to avoid their Legitimate credit card debt by making incomprehensible 
arguments and filing incomprehensible pleadings, that they have obtained through fraudulent 
internet websites, which promise to eliminate or reduce their respective credit card debt 
obligations. I have also represented other bank clients in this regard and it has been my 
experience that these incomprehensible and irrelevant pleadings cause the creditor to incur 
significant attorney fees and costs, which have generally been awarded against thepro se 
defendant, in my experience. 
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Further, your affiant sayeth naught. 
/' 
DATED THIS 4'h day of January, 2007. i i 
Attorney for ~laktiff/~ounterdekhdant 
STATE OF IDAHO 
) ss. 
County of Ada 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 4Ih day of January, 2007. 
G+?& - 
Name: Tammi ~a$& 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise, Idaho 
My commission expires 8/28/09 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4th day of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF SHEILA R. SCHWAGER IN SUPPORT OF 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDERby the method indicated below, and 
addressed to each of the following: 
Ms. Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-1 I Box 366 
Kamiah, ID 83536 
[pro se] 
_X__ U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand Delivered 
- Overnight Mail 
- Telecopy n 
I AFFIDAVIT OF SHEILA R. SCHWAGER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
I MOTION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER - 5 
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Z&wdd~ C~ttnQ Dt~trtec C~211'1 
~ l c ~ n  ?.,,, 
JEFFREY M. WILSON ATJL,.L::-~ ~,~~om..,.iq 
LISA B RASMUSSEN 
WILSON McCOLL & RASMUSSEN 
420 W. Washington O C T  0 6 2005 
P.O. Box 1544 . - ~ ~ ~ T F \ I  ~aaSt3N 
Boise, ID 83701 a,3r/ 'irnict court 
Telephone: 208-345-91 51 Julia D. Stapleton 
."v __- 
Facsimile:208-384-0442 
ISB # 1615 
ISB. # 4931 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LEWIS 
ClTlBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., 
CaseNo. Cv.2805-15'3 
Plaintiff, 
COMPLAINT 
VS . 
MIRIAM G CARROLL, 
Defendant. I 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff above named and for cause of action 
against the Defendant, complains and alleges as follows: 
That the Plaintiff is now and at all times pertinent hereto was a foreign 
corporation with its principal. place of business . Iodated . outside'ldaho. 
. . 
. .  . 
, . 
. . 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
. 
 his comrkunication is from .i debt collektor,tfie p ~ r p ~ s i o f  which is to collect adebt; any information 
obtained may be used for that purpose.. . 
. . 
. . . , 
. . 
COMPLAINT - 1 . , 
. . . .  . 
- ~. 
, . q. .. 3 
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I I 
That the Defendant at all times pertinent hereto was a resident of the County of 
LEWIS, State of ldaho. 
Ill 
That the Pla~ntiff 1s the owner of an account obligation or debt receivable 
originally owed by the Defendant to Citi Cards, account # xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-2596, which 
principal account balance currently totals $24,567.91. 
IV 
That said account was due and payable within thirty (30) days after receipt of a 
statement of account. 
That Defendant is in breach of said Account Agreement by reason of their failure 
I to make all required monthly payments in a timely fashion. As a result of such breach, 
I Plaintiff has declared the entire amount due and payable in full. 
VI 
That the Plaintiff, by reason of Defendant's failure to pay the account above 
I 
stated, has been required to retain the services of counsel and has retained the firm of 
Wilson & McColl to prosecute this action. Further, that should Plaintiff be successful in 
this action, that Defendant, in addition to being responsible for Plaintiff's costs incurred 
I 
herein, should be responsible for Plaintiffs reasonable attorney's fees incurred herein 
I 
I pursuant to Idaho Codes  12-l20(3). That a reasonable attorney's , .  fee, should this I . .  >. 
action beuncontested,. iS the'?.uk of $630.00;,and further, that should said 'action be I . . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. , ! This cpmrnuAcation is' f iom a debt coilector, the purposeofwhich iS  to  6olledt idebt; any infdimation 
. . obtained may be used for tha t  purpose. ' '  ' 1 
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contested, the sum of $135.00 per hour for time expended on Plaintiffs behalf is a 
reasonable attorney's fee herein. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays for judgment against the Defendant as follows: 
I. For the sum of $24,567.91; 
2. For Plaintiff's reasonable attorney's fees incurred herein pursuant to Idaho 
Code 3 12-120(3), in the amount of $630.00, should this matter be uncontested; 
otherwise, the sum of $135.00 per hour for the time expended on behalf of Plaintiff 
herein, should said action be contested; 
3. For Plaintiff's costs incurred herein; and, 
4. For such other and further relief as to the Court may appear just. 
DATED This /? day of September, 2005. 
WILSON McCOLL & RASMUSSEN 
. , 
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Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-11 BOX 366 
Kamiah, ID 83536 
208-935-7962 
FAX: 208-926-4169 
Defendant, in propria persona 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., ) 
) 
Plaintiff, j Case No. CV-2006-37067 
) 
vs. ) AMENDED ANSWER TO 
) COMPLAINT WITH 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, ) COUNTERCLAIMS 
) 
Defendant, ) 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Miriam G. Carroll, and answers the 
complaint against her as follows: 
I 
The Defendant admits that the Plaintiff is now and at all times pertinent 
hereto was a national bank with its pr~nc~ple place of business located outside 
Idaho. 
II 
R E C E I V E D  
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The Defendant admits that at all times pertinent hereto she was a resident 
of the County of Idaho, State of Idaho. 
Ill 
The Defendant admits that the Plaintiff is the owner of an account 
obligation or debt receivable originally owed by the Defendant to Citi Cards, 
account No. xxxx-xxxx-xxxx-2596. The Defendantdenies that the current 
balance totals $25,334.91. 
IV 
The Defendant denies that said account was due and payable within thirty 
(30) days after receipt of a statement of account The account is in dispute, and 
as such does not become due or payabie until the dispute is resolved. 
v 
The Defendant denies that she is in breach ofsaid Account Agreement. 
The Defendant has not failed to make all required monthly payments in a timely 
fashion. The Defendant properly notified Citi Cards (Citibank) of a billing error 
dispute, and after properly notifying Citi Cards (Citibank) of her right and intention 
. < 
to withhold payment of thedisputed amount under Title 12 CFR § 226.13(d)(l), 
has withheld payment as provided by law. 
v i  
The Defendant denies that the Plaintiff has been required to retain the 
services of counsel, and that such expense is not necessary and that she cannot 
be held responsible for such expense. 
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The Defendant asserts that the Plaintiff comes to this court with "dirty 
hands", and makes the following counterclaims: 
COUNTERCLAIMS 
1 That on or about the ~ 8 ' ~  day of December, 2004, the Defendant sent a 
letter conforming to the requirements of the Truth In Lending Act [TILAJ, 
specif~cally Title 15 USC 35 1666(a), and (b)(4), and Title 72 CFR 5s 
226.13(a)(4), and (b)(1),{2) and (3), regarding the Defendant's belief that 
the statement of December 16Ih, 2004 was inaccurate. 
2. Thai Citibank received this letter on or about the 3" day of January, 2005 
at the address indicated by Citibank for billing disputes. 
3. That more than 90 days have passed and Citibank has failed to act in 
accordance with Title 15 5 1666(a)(~)(i) or (ii), and Title 12 CFR § 
226.1 3(c)(1) or (2). 
4. That on or about the 7'h day of January, 2005, Citibank closed the 
Defendant's account in violation of Title 15 USC 5 1666(d), and Title 12 
CFR 226.1 3. 
5. That on or about the 7" day of January, 2005, Citibank accelerated the 
Defendant's indebtedness in violation of Title 12 CFR 3 226.13. 
6. That on or about the 13th day of May, the Defendant pulled a credit report 
from Experian, and found that Citibank had made an adverse credit report 
in violation of Title 15 USC § 1666a(a) and (b) and Title 12 CFR 5 
7 .  That on or about the 3rd day of June, 2005, the Defendant sent a letter to 
Citibank requesting that Citibank correct the errors on the defendant's 
credit report. 
8. That Citibank received this letter on or about the-9"' day of June, 2005, 
and has failed to correct its errors as required by law. 
9. That Citibank had also failed to indicate to Experian, and others, that the 
account was in dispute as required by Title 15 USC 5 1666a(a) and (b), 
Title 12 CFR 5 226,13(g)(4)(i), and has also violated the Fair Credit 
Reporting Act [FCRA], Title 15 USC § 1681(a), and §1681c(e)(f). 
10. That Citibank then proceeded to collections against the Defendant in 
violation of Title 15 USC § 1666(c)(1) and (2), and Title 12 CFR 5 
226.13(d)(I). 
11. That Citibank committed the tort of negligence perse comprised of the 
following elements: 
(a) That the Plaintiff had, and continues to have, a duty of care to the 
Defendant as specified in Title 15 USC § 1666(a)(2) and Title 12 
CFR § 226.1 3(d)(2). 
(b) That during the month of May, 2005, the Plaintiff breached that duty - 
of care by making an adverse credit report specifically prohibited by 
the above statute. That on or about the 3rd day of June, 2005, the 
Defendant sent a letter to Citibank requesting that Citibank correct 
the errors on the Defendant's credit report. That Citibank received 
this letter on or about the gth day of June, 2005, and has failed to 
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correct'the errors as required by law. And that the breach of duty 
of care continues to the present day. 
(c) That the Defendant's reputation and financial condition were 
harmed as a direct result of Citibank's breach of its duty of care, 
and, 
(d) That the harm caused by the adverse credit report continues to the 
present day. 
12 That Citibank committed the tori of Willful and Wanton Misconduct, 
comprised of the following elements: 
(a) That the Plaintiff had, and continues to have, a duty of care to the 
Defendant as specified in Title 15 USC § 1666(a)(2) and Title 12 
CFR 3 226.13(d)(2). 
(b) That the Plaintiff breached that duty of care willfully, when the 
Plaintiff either knew, or should have known that its actions were 
certain to cause harm or injury to the Defendant; and willfully, with 
wanton disregard to the harm arid injury to the Defendant, 
proceeded with its breach of duty of care. 
(c) That when notified in writing, of the harm it was doing to the 
Defendant, willfully and wantonly disregarded its duty of care, 
refusing to correct the damaging action, and, 
(d) Continues to this day to engage in this damaging act against the 
Defendant, and the Defendant continues to be harmed by the 
Plaintiff's actions 
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WHEREFORE, the Defendant prays that this court will: 
1. Dismiss the Plaintiff's complaint against the Defendant. 
2. Award statutory damages for each violation of T l lA  in 
accordance with Title 15 § 1640(a)(Z)(A)(i), which is twice 
the finance charge in connection with the transaction 
(finance charge, as disclbsed by Citibank is $4,461.91). 
3. Award damages in the amount of $25,000 for negligence 
per se. 
4. Award punitive damages as the court deems just for Willful 
and Wanton Misconduct. 
Dated this /qn' day of August. 2006. 
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persoi?a 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Miriam G. Carroll, do hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy 
of my AMENDED ANSWER TO COMPLAINT to the attorney for the Plaintiff, by 
Certified Mail # 7003 0500 0005 3304 9416 this dSy of August, 2006, 
with proper postage prepaid and affixed thereon, at the following address: 
Jeffrey M. Wilson 
Wilson & McColl 
420 W. Washington 
P.O. Box 1544 
Boise, ID 83701 
M : wa, 1 \ 
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona 
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Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-11 BOX 366 
Kamiah, ID 83536 
208-935-7962 
FAX: 208-926-4169 
Defendant, in propria persona 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
ClTlBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA), N.A., ) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. CV-2006-37067 
) 
vs . ) DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
) INTERROGATORIES, 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, ) REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 
Defendant, ) AND REQUESTS FQR 
1 PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the defendant, Miriam G. Carroll, and propounds her third set 
of Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and requests for production 07 
Documents pursuant to Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 33, 34 and 36 as follows: 
DEFINITIONS 
As used throughout these lnterrogatories and Requests for Production of 
Documents and requests for Admissions: 
1. The term "documents" shall mean and include any and all: 
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a. Tangible things or items, whether handwritten, typed, printed, tape 
recorded electronically recorded, videotape recorded, visually 
reproduced, stenographically reproduced, or reproduced in any other 
manner; 
b. Originals and all copies of any and all communications; 
c. Writings of any kind or type whatsoever; 
d. Books and pamphlets; 
e. Microtape, microfilm, photographs, movies, records, recordings, tape 
recordings, computer disks, and videotape recordings, 
stenographically or otherwise reproduced; 
f. Diaries and appointment books; 
g. Cables, wires, emails, memoranda, reports, notes, minutes, and inter- 
office and intra-office communications; 
h. Letters and correspondence; 
i. Drawings, blueprints, sketches, and charts; 
j. Contracts or agreements; 
k. Other legal instruments or official documents; 
I. Published material of any kind; 
m. Vouchers, receipts, invoices, bills, orders, billings, and checks; 
n. Investigation or incident reports; 
o. Files and records; 
p. Notes or summaries of conferences, meetings, discussions, interviews 
or telephone conversations, or messages; 
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q. Drafts or draft copies of any of the above; and 
r. Internet sites or web pages that can be printed. 
2. The term "identify" when referring to an individual, corporation, or other entity, 
shall mean to set forth: 
a. The narne 
b. Present or last known address; 
c. If a corporation, the principle place of business 
3. The term "identify when referring to a conversation, means to state with 
respect to that conversation the date, the participants, the place, and the 
substance of the conversation. 
4. The term "identify" when referring to a document, shall mean to set forth: 
(a) The name of the document; 
(b) The contents of the document; 
(c) The author of the Document; 
(d) The date of the document' 
(e) The document's present location and the name of its 
custodian; 
(f) The nature and substance of the document with sufficient 
particularity to enable it to be subpoenaed; and 
(g) Whether it will be voluntarily made available for inspection 
and copying. In lieu of the identification required by sub-[arts 
(a) - (g) above, you may attach a legible copy of the 
document to your answers to these Interrogatories if your 
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answer to the particular Interrogatory and sub-part thereof: (i) 
is sufficient to enable a reader thereof to determine which 
document or documents are referred to by your answer, and 
(ii) contains all information requested by sub-parts (a) - (g) 
above not contained in the document itself. 
5. "Tangible things" means any object, property, or thing of a corporeal nature 
which is not otherwise subsumed and included under the term "documents" 
as hereinabove defined. 
6. "Persons" means and includes any natural person, partnership, corporation, 
joint venture, unincorporated association, governmental entity (or agency or 
board thereof), quasi-public entity, or other form of entity, and any 
combinations thereof. 
7. The term "ACCOUNT" refers to the credit card account number 5424-1810- 
31 38-2596. 
8. The term "money of account" shall mean credit, bank credit, promissory notes 
and other similar instruments. 
9. The term "money of exchange" shall mean gold, silver, official currency notes, 
checks and drafts. 
10. All other terms and words have their usual meaning in their usual usage as 
defined in the Merriam - Webster dictionary. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Explain in detail the organizational and operational 
relationship between the following entities: Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., 
and Standard Credit Card Master Trust I. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Explain in detail how the ACCOUNT was created, 
funded, and made operational, including, but not limited to, all the uses of, andlor 
references to the document shown in EXHIBIT A. This includes, but is not limited to, 
"bank credit" and anything which includes, refers to, or references the "discount 
window" of the Federal Reserve. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: ldentify the person(s) responsible for, or involved in, 
the extension of "bank credit" or the "discount window" of the Federal Reserve in 
relation to, referencing, or referring to the ACCOUNT. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Identify the amount of cash reserves held by 
Citibank in relation to the amount of funds extended, andfor available in credit under 
the fractional reserve system used by Citibank. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 3: Please provide or 
make available for copying all documents relating to, or referring to, the ACCOUNT 
in relation to the following entities: Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., and 
Standard Credit Card Master Trust I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 4: Please provide or 
make available for copying all documents relating to, or referring to, the ACCOUNT 
which is, or was used to transfer, sell, change ownership, custody, location, or 
interest in the ACCOUNT between the following entities: Citicorp, Citibank (South 
Dakota) N.A., and Standard Credit Card Master Trust I. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 5: Please provide or 
make available for copying all documents relating to, or referring to, the ACCOUNT 
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in which any entity other than Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N A ,  and Standard 
Cred~t Card Master Trust I, are involved. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 6: Please provide or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly ident~fy (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the June 7th, 
2001 transfer of $19,500 to, or from, the ACCOUNT 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 7: Please prov~de or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the 
December 31S', 2001 transfer of $17,632.74 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 8: Please provide or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the 
September 26th, 2002 transfer of $20,059.13 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 9: Please provide or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the 
December 22", 2003 transfer of $12,300 to, or from, the ACCOUNT 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 10: Please provide or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the February 
I lth, 2004 transfer of $3,000 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 11: Please provide or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the February 
1 lth, 2004 transfer of $5,500 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO. 12: Please provide or 
make available for copying all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, 
transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify (without compromising 
security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for the February 
12'~, 2004 transfer of $4,000 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: Admit that Citibank is a member of the 
Federal Reserve System 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Admit that Citibank uses a fractional 
reserve system 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
June 7'h, 2001 transfer of $19,500 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
September 26th, 2002 transfer of $20,059.13 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
December 22"d, 2003 transfer of $12,300 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
February 1 lth, 2004 transfer of $3,000 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
February 1 lth, 2004 transfer of $5,500 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
February 12th, 2004 transfer of $4,000 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Admit that the June 7th, 2001 transfer of 
$19,500 was money of account 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Admit that the September 26th, 2002 
transfer of $20.059 13 was money of account 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37: Admit that the December 22nd, 2003 
transfer of $12,300 was money of account. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admit that the February 1 lth, 2004 
transfer of $3,000 was money of account. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39: Admit that the February I lth, 2004 
transfer of $5,500 was money of account. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Admit that the February 12'~, 2004 
transfer of $4,000 was money of account. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Admit that the January 24th, 2001 
payment of $120.12 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Admit that the June 28'h, 2001 payment 
of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43: Admit that the August 6th, 2001 payment 
of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Admit that the August ~ 8 ' ~ ,  2001 payment 
of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMiSSlON NO. 45: Admit that the September 28'h, 2001 
payment of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admit that the October 31St, 2001 
payment of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Admit that the December 7'h, 2001 
payment of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: Admit that the November 8'h, 2002 
payment of $417.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 49: Admit that the December gth, 2002 
payment of $410.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Admit that the January 7'h, 2003 payment 
of $410.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Admit that the February loth, 2003 
payment of $410.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 52: Admit that the April 4'h, 2003 payment of 
$800.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53: Admit that the May 6'h, 2003 payment of 
$75 00 from Miriam G Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Admit that the June 4th, 2003 payment of 
$75 00 from Miriam G Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: Admit that the July loth, 2003 payment of 
$41 0.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: Admit that the August 4'h, 2003 payment 
of $2,408.80 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 57: Admit that the September B ' ~ ,  2003 
payment of $5.47 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58: Admit that the February 2", 2004 
payment of $260.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 59: Admit that the March lSt, 2004 payment 
of $520.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60: Admit that the March 26th, 2004 payment 
of $520.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61: Admit that the April 3oth, 2004 payment of 
$500.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Admit that the May 31St, 2004 payment of 
$500.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Admit that the July 12'~, 2004 payment of 
$480.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: Admit that the August 2", 2004 payment 
of $475.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 65: Admit that the September 6th, 2004 
payment of $465.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 66: Admit that the October 18'~, 2004 
payment of $456.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 67: Admit that the November lst, 2004 
payment of $450.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 68: Admit that the November 2gih, 2004 
payment of $442.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was money of exchange. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 69: Admit that money of exchange can be 
used for, or included in, the cash reserves of Citibank. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 70: Admit that money of account cannot be 
used for, or included in, the cash reserves of Citibank. 
Dated this 30th day of October, 2006. 
t t-taYY\ k .  C--\\ 
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Miriam G. Carroll, hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of my 
Third Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and Requests for Production 
of Documents to the attorney for the plaintiff by Certified mail #7005 1160 0002 7630 
3043 this ,7& day of October, 2006, at the following address: 
Sheila R. Schwager 
Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley, L.L.P 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
. 
I W c l M  
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona 
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Sheila R. Schwager, ISB No. 5059 
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWIEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telephone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: srs@hteh.com 
jash@hteh.com 
Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TEE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
crrrsm (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., ) 
) Case No. CV-2006-37067 
PlaintifKounterdefendant, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO 
) GEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
VS. ) INTERROGATORIES, R E Q W T S  FOR 
) ADrYnSSXONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, ) PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
TO: MIRIAM G. CARROLL 
COMES NOW Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., PlaintifffCounterdefendant in the 
above-entitled action ("Citibank"), by and through its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis 
& Hawley LIP, and, in accordance with the requirements of Rules 33,34 and 36 of the Idaho 
Rules of Civil Procedure, hereby files its response to Defendant, Miriam G. Carroll's ("Carroll") 
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Third Set of Interrogatolies, Requests for Admissions and requests for Production of Documents 
(the "Carroll's Third Discovery Request"). 
GENERAL OBJECTIONS 
The following General Objections apply to and are incorporated in each individual 
discovery response: 
1. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent that it seeks 
information andlor materials that are protected by the attorney-client privilege, the consulting 
expert witness privilege, the attorney work product doctrine, andlor any other applicable 
privilege or immunity. 
2. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent that it seeks 
information andfor materials or to the extent that its instructions are beyond the scope of 
permissible discovery under the applicable rules of civil procedure. 
3. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent it implies or 
suggests that Citibank violated any laws or acted improperly, which implications Citibank 
denies. 
4. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request because it seeks 
confidential, proprietary and trade secret information. 
5. Citibank specifically objects to Carroll's definitions of "money of account," 
which is defined as "credit, bank credit, promissory notes and other similar instruments," and 
"money of exchange," which is defined as "gold, silver, official currency notes, checks and 
drafts." These terms and their definitions ark incomprehensible, do not explain what Carroll is 
refening to and makes requests containing the terms unclear, conhsing and vague. 
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6 .  By responding to Carroll's Third Discovery Request, Citibank. does not waive: (a) 
any objections to the admissibility, competency, relevancy, materiality, or privilege attaching to 
any information provided; (b) the right to object to other discovery requests or undertakings 
involving or relating to the subject matter ofthe requests herein, or (c) the use of any of the 
responses or documents or the subject matter thereof in any subsequent proceeding or trial in this 
or any other action for any other purpose. 
7. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent that it requires 
Citibank to produce information that is neither relevant to the subject matter of this lawsuit nor 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. 
8. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its responses to Carroll's Third 
Discovery Request. 
ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORTES 
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: Explain in detail the organizational and operational 
relationship between the following entities: Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., and 
Standard Credit Card Master Trust 1. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 2: In addition to its General Objections, on the 
grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information 
that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank also objects to this, request on the grounds that the phrase "Standard Credit 
Card Master Trust I" is vague, ambiguous and undeiined such that it is unclear what inforkation 
is being sought. 
1'1,AINTIEF'S IZESPONSES TO DEFEN1)AN'I"S TlIJlU) S I T  0 F  
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INTERROGATORY NO. 3: Explain in detail how the ACCOUNT was created, fimded, 
and made operational, including, but not limited to, all the uses of, andlor references to the 
document shown in EXISBIT A. This includes, but is not limited to, "bank credit" and anythmg 
which includes, refers to, or references the "discount window" of the Federal Reserve. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 3: In addition to its General Objections, 
Citibank objects lo this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in 
this Litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonabiy calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank's complaint is a collection action for the 
outstanding obligation due and owing by Carroll pursuant to the terms of her credit card 
ACCOUNT, as "ACCOUNT" is defined in CarrollYsThird Discovery Request. Carroll's 
counterclaim asserts causes of action for alleged violations of the Truth in Lending Act, 
- negligenceper se, and alleged willful and wanton conduct, all related to Carroll's purported 
"Billing Error Dispute Letter," which Citibank asserts is not a "billing error" under the 
law &d the impact of Carroll's alleged "signed note(s) or other similar instnunent(s)," which 
C i t i b d  asserts is not relevant because it is undisputed that Carroll made charges on the 
ACCOUNT, but failed to make required payments on the ACCOUNT. Citibank further objects 
to this request because it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous undefmed terms including 
%bank credit," "made operational" and "discount window." Subject to and without waiving its 
objections, see Carroll's application to create the ACCOUNT, which is attached as Exhibit A to 
Carroll's Third Discovery Reqkest. 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Identify the person(s) responsible for, or involved in, the 
extension of"bank credit" or the "discount window" of tlie Federal Reserve in relation to, 
referencing, or referring to the ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 4: In addition to its General Objections, 
Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in 
this litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank's complaint is a collection action for the 
outstanding obligation due and owing by Carroll pursuant to the terms of her credit card 
ACCOUNT. Carroll's counterclaim asserts causes of action for alleged violations of the Truth in 
Lending Act, negligenceper se, and alleged willhl and wanton conduct, all related to Carroll's 
purported "Billing Error Dispute Letter," which Citibank asserts is not a genuine "billing error" 
under ihe law and ihe impact of Carroll's alleged "signed note(s) or other similar instnunent(s)," 
which Citibank asserts is not relevant because it is undisputed that Carroll made charges on the 
ACCOUNT, but failed to make required payments on the ACCOUNT.. Ciiibank further objects 
to this request because it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous undefiled terms such that 
it is unclear what information is being sought. These terms include "bank credit" and "discounl 
window." 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Identify the amount of cash reserves held by Citibank in 
relation to the amount of funds extended, and/or available in credit under the fractional reserve 
system used by Citibank. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 5: In addition to its General Objections, 
Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in 
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this litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead 
to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank's complaint is a collection action for the 
outstanding obligation due and owing by Carroll pursuant to the tem~s ofher credit card 
ACCOUNT. Carroll's counterclaim asserts causes of action for alleged violations of the Truth in 
Lending Act, negligenceper se, and alleged willful and wanton conduct, all related to Carroll's 
purported %Billing Error Dispute Letter," which Citibank asserls is not a genuine "billing error" 
under the law and the impact of Carroll's alleged "signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s)," 
which Citibank asserts is not relevant because it is undisputed that Carroll made charges on the 
ACCOUNT, but failed to make required payments on the ACCOUNT.. Citibank further objects 
to this request because it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous undefined terms such that 
it is unclear what information is being sought. These terms include "cash reserves" and 
"fractional reserve system." 
RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
KEQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please provide or make available for copying 
all documents relating to, or referring to, the ACCOUNT in relation to the following entities: 
Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., and Standard Credit Card Master Trust I. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request, as it is overly broad, vague and ambiguous axd 
contains nnmerous undefined terms including "Standard Credit Card Master Trust I." Citibank 
also objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in this 
litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank 
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refers Carroll to the documents attached hereto, Exhibit 1 to Plaintiffs Tlird Set: of Admissions, 
Request for Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents, whichconsist of the 
duplicates copies of the available monthly statements for the ACCOUNT, correspondence 
relating to the ACCOUNT, the ACCOUNT application, and the Card Member Agreement 
governing the ACCOUNT, attached to Plaintiff's Supplemental Response to Defendant's 
Requests for Discovery and Plaintiffs Second Supplemental Response to Defendant's Request 
ibr Admissions, First Set of Interrogatories and Request for Discovery. In addition, Citibank 
will make available to Carroll non-privileged and available ACCOUNT documents to the extent 
additional documents are located. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to tiis 
request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: Please provide or make available ibr copying 
all documents relaling to, or referring to, the ACCOUNT which is, or was used to transfer, sell, 
change ownership, custody, location, or interest in the ACCOUNT betweea the following 
entities: Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., and Standard Credit Card Master Trust I. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request, as it is overly broad, vague, anlbiguous and contains 
numerous undefined terns including "Standard Credit Card Master Trust L" Citibank also 
objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in this 
litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. 
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REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: Please provide or make available for copying 
all documents relating to, or referring to, the ACCOUNT in which any entity other than Citicorp, 
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., and Standard Credit Card Master I, are involved. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5: In addition lo its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request, as it is overly broad, vague, ambiguous and contains 
numerous undefined terms including "Standard Credit Card Master Trust I." Citibank also 
objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in this 
litigation and it seeks informatiort that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery of admissible evidence. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: Please provide or make available for copying 
all T-balance sheets aid entries, transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly identify 
(without compromising security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were used for 
the June 7th, 2001 transfer of $19,500 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank also objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous 
undefined terms including "T-balance sheets," "entries," and "authorizations" Subject to and 
without waiving its objections, Carroll does not dispute that she requested and received a 
$19,500 balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Carroll to the 
ACCOUNT Statements. If available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer 
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check for this balance transfer. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to this 
request 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: Please provide or make available for copying 
all T-balances sheets, ledger sheets and entries, transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly 
identify (without compromising security) the account(s) from which, and to which, fimds were 
used for the December 31~1,2001 transfer of $17,632.74 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous 
undefined tenns including "T-balance sheets," "entries," and "authorizations" Subject to and 
without waiving its objections, CaoU does not dispute that she requested and received a 
$17,632.74 balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Cmoll to the 
ACCOUNT Statements. Xf available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer 
check for this balance transfer. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to this 
request. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: Please provide or make available for copying 
all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly 
identify (without comprolnising security) the account(s) fjrom which, and to which, fmds were 
used for the September 26th, 2002 transfer of $20,059.13 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
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defense in this litigation and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous undefined 
terms including "T-balance sheets," "entries," and "authorizations" Subject to and without 
waiving its objections, Carroll does not dispute that she requested aud received a $20,059.13 
balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Carroll to the ACCOUNT 
Statements. If available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer check for tbis 
balance transfer. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to this request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: Please provide or make available for copykg 
all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly 
identify (without compromising security) the account(s) from which, and to which, funds were 
used for the December 22nd, 2003 transfer of $12,300 to, or kom, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous 
undefined terms including "T-balance sheets," "entries," and "authorizations" Subject to and 
without waiving its objections, Carroll does not dispute that she requested and received a 
$12,300 balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Carroll to the 
ACCOUNT Statements. If available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer 
check for this balance transfer. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to tlus 
request. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please provide or make available for copying 
all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly 
identify (without compromising security) the account(s) from which, and to which, h d s  were 
used for the February 11 th, 2004 transfer of $3,000 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and is not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous 
undefined terms including "T-balance sheets," "entries," and "authorizations" Subject to and 
without waiving its objections, Carroll does not dispute that she requested and received a $3,000 
balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Carroll to the ACCOUNT 
Statements. If available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer check for this 
balance transfer. Citibank reserves the rigkt to supplement its response to this request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION N u :  Please provide or make available for copying 
all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and eutxies, transfers, authorizations, and records and clearly , 
identify (without compromising security) the account(s) fiom which, and to which, hnds were 
used for the February 1 lth, 2004 transfer oF$5,500 to, or from, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11 : In addition to its General 
objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it i~ not relevant to any claim or 
I 
I 
defense in this litigation and is not'rei~onabl~ calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous 
undefined terns including "T-balance sheets," "en~es,"  and "authorizations" Subject to and 
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without waiving its objections, Can-011 does not dispute that she requested and received a $5,500 
balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Carroll to the ACCOUNT 
Statements. If available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer check for this 
balance transfer. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to this request. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Please provide or make available for copying 
all T-balance sheets, ledger sheets and entries, transfers, autholizations, and records and clearly 
identify (without compromising security) the account(s) &om which, and to which, h d s  were 
used for the February 1211% 2004 transfer of $4,000 to, or &om, the ACCOUNT. 
RESPONSE TO REOTJEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and is not reasonably calculated-to lead to the discovery of admissible 
evidence. Citibank objects to this request, as it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous 
undefined tenns including "T-balance sheets," "entries," and "authorizations" Subject to and 
without waiving its objections, Carroll does not dispute that she requested and received a $4,000 
balance transfer to her ACCOUNT and, therefore, Citibank refers Carroll to the ACCOUNT 
Statements. If available, Citibank will also make available the balance transfer check for this 
balance transfer. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its response to fhis request. 
RESPONSES TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSIONS 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: Admit that Citibank is a member of the Federal 
Reserve System. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
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defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably 
calculated lo lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank also objects because the 
request is overly broad, vague, ambiguous and contains undefined terms including 'Znember." 
RtlQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Admit that Citibank uses a fractional reserve 
system. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMiSSION NO. 28: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank fiuther objects to this 
request because it is vague, ambiguous and contains numerous undefined terms including 
"fractional reserve system," rendering the request so unclear and confusing that it is not possible 
to respond. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Admit that Citibank intends to use the June 7th, 
2001 transfer of $19,500 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
RtlSPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on grounds that it seeks information that is protected 
by the attorney-client privilege andlor the work product doctrine. Citibank further objects to this 
request on grounds that Citibank has not yet detem-rined what evidence it intends to use in this 
lawsuit and on grounds that this is not a proper request pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
because it does not request admission related to "statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuineness of any document described in the request." 
Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits that Carroll requested that 
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Citibank pay the amount of $19,500 to a third party for an obligation owed by Carroll to that 
third party and on or about June 7,2001, Citibank paid that obligation and charged Carroll's 
ACCOUNT accordingly, and that such facts may be used by Citibank as evidence in this 
litigation. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
September 26th, 2002 transfer of $20,059.13 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on grounds that it seeks information that is protected 
by the attorney-client privilege andlor the work product doctrine. Citibank further objects to this 
request on grounds that Citibank has not yet determined what evidence it intends to use in this 
lawsuit and on grounds that this is not a proper request pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
because it does not request admission related to "statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuineness of any document described in the request." 
Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits that Carroll requested that 
Citibankpay the amount of $20,059.13 to a third party for an obligation owed by Carroll to that 
third party and on or about September 26,2002, Citibank paid that obligation and charged 
Carroll's ACCOUNT accordingly, and that such facts may be used by Citibank as evidence in 
this litigation. 
RE:OUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3 1: Admit that Citibank intends to use the 
December 22nd, 2003 transfer of $12,300 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3 1: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on grounds that it seeks information that is protected 
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by tile attorney-client privilege andlor the work product doctrine. Citibank further objects to this 
request on grounds tbat Citibank has not yet determined what evidence it intends to use in this 
lawsuit an4 on grounds that this is not a proper request pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
because it does not request admission related to "statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuineness of any document described in the request." 
Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits that Carroll requested that 
Citibank pay the amount of $12,300 to a third party for an obligation owed by Carroll to tbat 
third party and on or about December 22,2003, Citibank paid that obligation and charged 
Carroll's ACCOUNT accordingly, and that such facts may be used by Citibank as evidence in 
this litigation. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32: Admit that Citibank intends to use the February 
1 llh, 2004 transfer of $3,000 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32: In addition to its General 
objections, Citibank objects to this request on grounds that it seeks infomiation that is protected 
by the attorney-client privilege andlor the work product doctrine, Citibartk further objects to this 
request on grounds that Citibiuik has not yet determined what evidence it intends to use in this 
lawsuit and on grounds that this is not a proper request pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
because it does not request admission related to "statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuine~less of any document described in the request." 
Subject to and without waiving these objections, Citibank admits that Carroll requested that 
Citibankpay the amount of $3,000 to a third party for an obligation owed by Carroll to that third 
party and on or about February 11,2004, Citibank paid that obligation and charged Carroll's 
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ACCOUNT accordingly, and that such facts may be used by Citibank as evidence in this 
litigation. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Admit that Citibank intends to use the February 
1 lth, 2004 transfer of $5,500 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Iil addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on grounds that it seeks information that is protected 
by the attorney-client privilege andlor the work product doctrine. Citibank further objects to this 
request on grounds that Citibank has not yet determined what evidence it intends to use in this 
lawsuit and on grounds that this is not a proper request pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
because it does not request admission related to "statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuineness of any document described in the request." 
Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits that Carroll requested that 
Citibank pay the amount of $5,500 to a third party for an obligation owed by Carroll to that third 
party and on or about February 11,2004, Citibank paid that obligation and chazged Carroll's 
ACCOUNT accordingly, and that such facts may be used by Citibank as evidence in this 
litigation. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Admit that Citibank intends to use the February 
lZth, 2004 transfer'of $4,000 as evidence in this lawsuit. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on grounds that it seeks information that is protected 
by the attorney-client privilege and/or the work product doctn'ne. Citibank further objects to this 
request on grounds that Citibank has not yet detennined what evidence it intends to use in this 
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lawsuit and on grounds that this is not aproper request pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 
because it does not request admission related to "statements or opinions of fact or of the 
application of law to fact, including the genuineness of any document described in the request." 
Subject to and witl~out waiving its objections, Citibank admits that Cmoll wrote a check on her 
Citibank ACCOUNT for $4,000 and Citibank paid that check and charged Carroll's ACCOUNT 
accordingly, and that such facts may be used by Citibank as evidence in this litigation. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO. 35: Admit that the June 7th, 2001 transfer of 
$19,500 was "money of account." 
WSPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request as it is overly broad, vague, and ambiguous as to the 
term "transfer" and "money of account" as defined by Carroll is incomprehensible and because it 
seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank refers Carroll to 
Response to Request for Admission No. 29, and denies all remaining allegations set forth 
therein, including that the "transfer" was a "credit, bank credit, promissory note[] or other similar 
inshmnent[] ." 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Admit that the September 26th, 2002 transfer of 
$20,059.13 was "money of account". 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request as it is overly broad, vague, and ambiguous as to the 
term "transfer" and "money of account" as defined by Carroll is incoraprehensible and because it 
seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
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admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank refers Carroll to 
Response to Request for Admission No. 30, and denies all remaining allegations set forth 
therein, including that the "transfer" was a "credit,. bank credit, promissory note[] or other similar 
instrument[] ." 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO, 37: Admit that the December 22nd, 2003 transfer of 
$12,300 was "money of accouW. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request as it is overly broad, vague, and ambiguous as to the 
term "transfer" and "money of account" as defined by Carroll is incomprehensible ahd because it 
seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasoilably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evide~ice. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank refers Carroll to 
Response to Request for Admission No. 3 1 and denies all remaining allegations set forth therein, 
including that the "transfer" was a "credit, bank credit, promissory note[] or other similar 
instrument[]." 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admit that the February 1 lth, 2004'transfer of 
$3,000 was "money of account". 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request as it is overly broad, vague, and ambiguous as to the 
term "transfer" and "money of account" as defined by Carroll is incomprehensible and because it 
seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank refers Carroll to 
I 
i Response to Request for Admission No. 32 and denies all remaining allegations set forth therein, 
i 
i 
I 
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including that the "transfer" was a "credit, bank credit, promissory note[] or other similar 
ins'tmmeut[]." 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39: Admit that the February I lth, 2004 transfer of 
$5,500 was "money of account". 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this  request.^ it is overly broad, vague, and ambiguous as to the 
term "transfer" imd "money of account" as defined by Carroll is incomprehensible and because it 
seelcs information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 
admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank refers Carroll to 
Response to Request for Admission No. 33, and denies all remaining allegations set forth 
therein, including that the "transfer" was a "credit, bank credit, promissory note[] or other similar 
instrument[]." 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Admit that the February 12th, 2004 transfer of 
$4,000 was "money of account". 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request as it is overly broad, vague, and ambiguous as to the 
term "transfer" and "money of account" as defined by Canoll is inconlprehensible and because it 
seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to tlie discovery of 
admissible evidence. Subject to and without waiving its objectio~rs, Citibank refers Carroll to 
Response to Request for Admission No. 34, and denies all remaining allegations set forth 
therein, including that the "transfer" was a "credit, bank credit, promissory note[] or other similar 
iustmment[]." 
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REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Admit that the January 24th, 2001 payment of 
$120.12 from f i i a m  G. Carroll to Citibarrk was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: hl addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for Admission No. 41 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exclxinge," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a $120.12 January 24,2001 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admissioh No. 41. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Admit that the June 28% 2001 payment of 
$425.00 &om Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for Admission No; 42 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.' Subject to 
and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a June 
28,200'1 $425.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank deiues all 
remaining allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 42. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43: Admit that the August 6th, 2001 payment of 
$425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
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RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMSSXONNO. 43: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for Admission No. 43 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks informationthat is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
f ~ e r  objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank adinits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an August 6,2001 $425.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 43. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Admit that the August 28th, 2001 payment of 
$425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank Objects to Request for Admission No. 44 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this Litigation and it seeks infomation that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange,'' as deiined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an August 28,2001 $425.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
. . 
Admission No. 44. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO. 45: Admit that the September 28th, 2001 payment 
of $425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for Admission No. 45 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a September 28,2001 $425.00 payment on the 
ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in 
Request for Admission No. 45. 
REVUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admit that the October 31st, 2001 payment of 
$425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ARMlSSION NO. 46: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for Admission No. 46 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks infomiation that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defied by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an October 31,2001 $425.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 46. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Admit that the December 7th, 2001 payment of 
$425.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 47 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and anlbiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a June 28,2001 $425.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 47. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: Admit that theNovember 8th, 2002 payment of 
$417.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 48 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a November 8,2001 $417.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 48. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 49: Admit that the December 9th, 2002 payment of 
$410.00 from Miriain G. roll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
i 
I 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMZSSION NO. 49: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 49 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in tbis litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to ihe term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a December 9,2002 $410.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 49. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Admit that the January 7th, 2003 payment of 
$410.00 fkom Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 50 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a January 7,2003 $410.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 50. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Admit that the February loth, 2003 payment of 
$410.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51 : In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 51 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
fwther objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a February 10,2003 $410.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
BaSed upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 51. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO, 52: Admit that the April 4th, 2003 payment of 
$800.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO MQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 52: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 52 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further,objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an April 4,2003 $800.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 52. 
i j REQUEST FOR ADMTSSION NO. 53: Admit that the May 6th, 2003 payment of 
I $75.00 h m  Miriam G. carrollto Citibank was "money of exchange." 
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admissionNo. 53 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits 
that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a May 6,2003 $75.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. 
Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for 
Admission No. 53. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Admit that the June 4th, 2003 payment of 
$75.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange". 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 54 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll. Citibank M e r  objects to this request on grounds that it is 
vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of exchange," which, as dehed  by Carroll, is 
incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank admits that the 
ACCOUNT statements reflect a June 4,2003 $75.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon 
the objections, Citibank denies all remaining allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 
54. 
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REOUEST FOR ADMISSION N O Z :  Admit that the July loth, 2003 payment of 
$410.00 fiom Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 55 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
M e r  objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a July 10,2003 $75.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon these objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set fort11 in Request for Admission No. 55. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: Admit that the August 4th, 2003 payment of 
$2,408.80 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 56 on &e grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neithe~ 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defmed by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an August 4,2003 
$2,408.80 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all 
remaining allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 56. 
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REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 57: Admit that the September 8111,2003 payment of 
$5.47 fiom am G. Cmoll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 57: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 57 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
fwrther objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a September 8,2003 $5.47 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 57. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58: Admit that the February 2n4 2004 payment of 
$260.00 &om Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RfSSPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 58 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
M e r  objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objectiohs, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a February 2,2004 
$260.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 58. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 59: Admit that the March Ist, 2004 payment of 
$520.00 &om Miriam G. Carroll to ~itibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 59: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 59 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is u~comprel~ensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a March 1,2004 $520.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 59. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60: Admit that the March 26th 2004 payment of 
$520.00 eom Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60: In addition lo its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 60 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
Ntber objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a March 26,2004 $520.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 60. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61: Admit that the April 30th, 2004 payment of 
$500.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 61 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," wbich, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an April 30,2004 $500.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 61. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Admit that the May 3 lst, 2004 payment of 
$500.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchage." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 62 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further' objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a May 31,2004 $500.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 62. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Admit that the July 12th, 2004 payment of 
$480.00 from Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO =QUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 63 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defmse iu tbis litigation and it seeks infomalion that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request ongrounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," wbich, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibahk admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a July 12,2004 $480.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 63. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: Admit that the August 2nd, 2004 payment of 
$475.00 &om Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 64 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defied by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an August 2,2004 $475.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 64. 
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REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 65: Admit that the September 6th, 2004 payment of 
$465.00 from Mi~iarn G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 65: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 65 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to thisrequest on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defmed by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject and without waiving its 
objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a September 6,2004 $465.00 
payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 65. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 66: Admit that the October 18th, 2004 payment of 
$456.00 from Ivfiriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 66: In additigon to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 66 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect an October 18, 2004 
$456.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for AdmissionNo. 66. 
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REQUEST FOR ADWSSION N O A :  Admit that the November Ist, 2004 payment of 
$450.00 kom Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 67: addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admissionNo. 67 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
fiuther objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defied by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibanlc admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a November 1,2004 
$450.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 67. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 68: Admit that the November 29th, 2004 payment 
of $442.00 kom Miriam G. Carroll to Citibank was "money of exchange." 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 68: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to Request for admission No. 68 on the grounds that it is not 
relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither 
admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank 
&her objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Subject to and without waiving 
its objections, Citibank admits that the ACCOUNT statements reflect a November 29, 2004 
$442.00 payment on the ACCOUNT. Based upon the objections, Citibank denies all remaining 
allegations set forth in Request for Admission No. 68. 
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REOUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO. 69: Admit that money of exchange can be used for, 
or included in, the cash reserves of Citibank. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 69: In addition to its General 
Objections, Citibank objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or 
defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank further objects to this 
request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of exchange," which, as 
defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Citibank's complaint is a collection action for the 
outstanding obligation due and owing by Carroll pursuant to the terms of her credit card 
ACCOUNT. Carroll's counterclaim asserts causes of action for alleged violations of the Truth in 
Lending Act, negligenceper se, and alleged willhl and wanton conduct, all related to Carroll's 
purported "Billing Error Dispute Letter," which Citibank asserls is not a genuine "billing error" 
under the law and the impact of Carroll's alleged "signed note(s) or other similar instmnent(s)," 
wbich Citibank asserts is not relevant because it is undisputed that Carroll made charges on the 
ACCOUNT, but failed to make required payments on the ACCOUNT. The funding of the 
ACCOUNT is not relevant to Carroll's counterclaims, and neither is the question of whether 
"money of exchange" can be used for, or included in, the cash reserves of Citibank. Citiba& 
M h e r  objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the tenn "money of 
exchange," which, as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Based upon these objections, 
Citibank denies Request for Admission No. 69. 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 70: Admit that money of account cannot be used 
for, or included in, the cash reserves of Citibank. 
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RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 70: Citibank objects to this request 
on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim or defense in this litigation and it seeks 
information that is neither admissible nor reasonably calculated to lead to the discoveiy of 
admissible evidence. Citibank's complaint is a collection action for the outstanding obligation 
due and owkg by Caroil pursuant to the terms of her credit card ACCOUNT. Carroll's 
counterclaim asserts causes of action for alleged violations of the Truth in Lending Act, 
' negligenceper se, and alleged willful and wanton conduct, all related to Carroll's purported 
"Billing Error Dispute Letter," which Citibank asserts is not a genuine '"oilling e~ror" under the 
law and the impact of Carroll's alleged "signed note(s) or other similar instnunent(s)," which 
Citibank asserts is not relevant because it is undisputed that Carroll made charges on the 
ACCOUNT, but failed to make required payments on the ACCOUNT. Whether "money of 
account" can be used for, or included in, the cash reserves of Citibank is irrelevant. Citibank 
further objects to this request on grounds that it is vague and ambiguous as to the term "money of 
exchange," as defined by Carroll, is incomprehensible. Based upon these objections, Citibank 
denies Request for Admission No. 70. 
DATED THIS - day of December, 2006. 
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
87 
Attorneys for ~l&tiff/~ounterdefen&t 
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
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'04/08 b1ON 15:41 FAX 8185 ( '0 CCSI USA LEGAL 
VERXFXCATXON 
Tem Ryning hereby states that she is a paralegal employed by Citicorp Credit Services, kc. 
(USA), a servicing company for Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., and states that she has read the 
within and foregoing PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO DEFEmA.NT'S T D  SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMlSSIONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, which responses were gathered by agents, servants andor 
employees of Citibank, and are true and correct to the best of her knowledge, information and belief 
based on information kept in the noma1 course ofbusiness. 
STA~OFMISSOURZ ) 
) ss. 
County of PIatte ) 
SWORN TO and subscribed before me this day of December, 2006 by TERN 
RYNING, who is personally known to me. 
ERHES' #HEIN Nfi otary Public 
nOfp Publfc-No& $& 
&ta (If Hk%$ Residing at 
fim%n& My commission expires Cb fh%dssiofi Expiper Fob. 22,2008 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thi day ofDecember, 2006, I caused to be served a 4 
true copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSES TO CARROLL'S TXRD SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the 
following: 
Miriam G. Carroll - U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
HC-11 Box 366 __Hand Delivered 
Kamiah, ID 83536 Overnight Mail 
[PYO sej - Telecopy 
Email 
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Ozte KeQuestcd 12/4/2006 
Requested By Angie Sohmacher 
check 
PobCed : ZLIZUJ2006 
B a d .  : 0032 
R/T : aozx27267 
Rccaunt : 312S59.4709042 
Check : 1164  
, Aindurrt : 1400.00 
DIN : l,40570101491~0000 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TEAM ACID DISP OVR REL CRD~I/TEXT 
-------- ----- ---- ------ ---- ---- -------- ---- --- --- ---- 
07/09/03 22:46 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEMOl 
AN1 MATCH - 2089357962 
07/09/03 22:46 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEMOl 
CM VERIFIED CARDS RECVD 
07/09/03 22:46 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEM01 
EWS PROCESS COMPLETE 
07/09/03 20:46 ZZ SY ZP 8000 SYSTEMB 
400280-DIAM PREF ENT CARD DIR & SUMM 
06/17/03 00:00 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
2,090.00 SONY PTS CONVERTED TO ENTERTAINMENT 
06/17/03 04:08 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
REPLACEMENT CARD SENT 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES RETRIEVAL REQUEST : ( R - TO INITIATE A REQUEST) 
( C - TO CANCEL A REQUEST) 
BACKWARD - PE-7 
END-OF-DISPLAY 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TEAM ACID DISP ovx REL CRD#JTEXT 
-------- ----- ---- ------ ---- ---- -------- ---- --- --- ---- 
09/08/03 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
SEP BC 03 BALCON OBTM 09/15/03-11/08/03 
09/08/03 00:Ol ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
SEP BC 03 BALCON OFFER SENT 4LY RBD 11/10/03 
01/17/04 02:55 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
TRIAD/Cash Convenience Stmt Check Sent 
12/23/03 20:37 ZZ SY ZP 8000 SYSTEMB 
410199-OTCL AND BAL XFER-PASS OFR3 
12/23/03 D2:56 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
INITIATED 
12/19/03 13:37 TX PH UP 3065 TCS1040 I 
BAL XFR: 59V REPL/ADDL PH $12300.00 FEE: 0.00 
12/19/03 13:33 TX PH UP 3065 TCS1040 
C W  PASSED 
06/27/03 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
ENTERTAINMT CATALOG/DOUBLE POINT ON ELIG PUR 8/1-10/31 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES R~TRIEVAL REQUEST : ( R - TO INITIATE A REQUEST) 
( C - TO CANCEL A REQUEST) 
FORWARD - PF8 BACKWARD - PF7 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TEAM ACID DISP OVR REL CRD#/TEXT 
-------- ----- ---- _----- ---- ---- --___--- --_- --- --- ---- 
02/12/04 02:55 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
BXFR $ 5500.00 DISCOVER 
02/12/04 02:55 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
BXFR $ 3000.00 MBNA AMERICA 
02/09/04 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
FEE BC 04 BALCON OFFER SENT 7H7 RBD 
02/09/04 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
FEB BC 04 FOUR CHECKS MAILED TO CM 
01/21/04 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
ECMOl 04 PURCHASE RATE SALE-CALL TO 
12/24/03 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
JAN BC 04 BALCON OFFER SENT 59V RBD 
12/24/03 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
JAN BC 04 FOUR CHECKS MAILED TO CM 
12/23/03 02:56 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
BXFR $12300.00 MBNA AMERICA 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES RETRIEVAL REQUEST : 
FORWARD - PF8 BACKWARD - PF7 
ACT BY 03/05/04 
02/23/04 
,CFID101670224 
( R - TO INITIATE A 
( C - TO CANCEL A 
REQUEST) 
REQUEST) 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TE&Y ACID DISP OVR REL CRD#/TEXT 
-------- ----- ---I ------ ---- -_-- -------_ -_-- --- --- ---- 
05/19/04 19:34 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEMOl 
VRU REJECTED ENTERTAINMENT CARD VALUE PROP TEASER 
05/11/04 12:57 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEMOl 
AN1 MATCH - 2089357962 
05/11/04 12:57 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEMOl 
CM VERIFIED CARDS RECVD 
05/11/04 12:57 NV ZP ZZ 8000 SYSTEM01 
EMS PROCESS COMPLETE 
05/08/04 04:05 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
MARCH CIT-ACCOUNT REMOVED FROM CIT 
10/28/03 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
NOV BC 03 OFR CCLIS 4CQ 00500 TCLS25090 RBD 12/29/03 
10/28/03 00:01 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
NOV BC 03 BAbCON OBTM 11/10/03-01/03/04 
02/12/04 20:22 ZZ SY ZP 8000 SYSTEMB 
410073-OFR3 BXFR CONFIRM 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES RETRIEVAL REQUEST : ( R - TO INITIATE A REQUEST) 
( C - TO CANCEL A REQUEST) 
FORWARD - PF8 BACKWARD - PFI 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TEAM ACID DISP OVR REL CRD#/TEXT 
-------- ----- ---- ------ ---- ---- -------- ---- --- --- ---- 
01/07/05 06:24 SD CL CO 2039 SFC1399 
STATUS CHANGE 44 TO 00 
01/07/05 02:44 ID CI AM 0001 AIP0048 
600001-IT0014/GS0001/CL0058 
01/05/05 09:14 SD CL CO 2039 SFC1399 
FORCE COLLECTION SCREEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
01/05/05 09:13 SD CL CO 2039 SFC1399 
RECD MONETARY PROTESTOR LTR FROM CM/ STAT CODE CHANGE. 
01/05/05 09:13 SD CL CO 2039 SFC1399 
STATUS CHANGE 00 TO 44 
05/19/04 19:38 CI PH BT 0013 KYPHG74 
DECLINED NBS OFFER CP - $0.69/$300 NEW BALANCE 
10/30/04 04:07 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
SEPT CIT SOLO MAILER SENT IN OCTOBER DUE TO DELAY 
03/09/04 04:11 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
PORTFOLIO CHANGE IN TERMS NOTICE 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES RETRIEVAL REQUEST : ( R - TO INITIATE A REQUEST) 
i C - TO CANCEL A REQUEST) 
FORWmD - PF8 BACKWARD - PF7 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNTI/==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TEAM ACID DISP OVR REL CRD#/TEXT 
-------- -_I-- -_ - _-__-- __-_ _ _ _ _  _--__-__ _-_- __- --_ ---- 
02/03/05 04:13 ZZ ZY ZP 8000,SYSTEM 
ACCOUNT SELECTED FOR PORTFOLIO CIT VIA STMT INSERT 
01/19/05 18:33 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
120111-CREW/CLD-ON-US INFORMATION 
01/19/05 18:32 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
RISK FLAG U5 APPLIED 
01/19/05 18:32 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
CREDIT LINE REDUCTION 
01/19/05 18:32 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
CEILING FROM 999990 TO 22100 
01/19/05 18:32 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
CLD 25090 TO 22100 
01/19/05 18:31 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
CREW 8351 REVIEW / CLD DUE TO DELQ 
01/19/05 18:31 MD CW CW 4250 CREW299 
CREW RVW Q351/CBR CB/FICO 684/TOP 10/UT 56/ACTUT 86 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES RETRIEVAL REQUEST : ( R - TO INITIATE A REQUEST) 
( C - TO CANCEL A REQUEST) 
FORWARD - PF8 BACKWARD - PF7 
NOTR <==TRNCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031382596 
C/S CONTACT NOTES RETRIEVAL PROCESS 
DATE TIME SITE OPR-ID ACTM TEAM ACID DISP OVR REL CRD#/TEXT 
-------- -em-- ---- ------ ---- ---- -------- ---- --- --- ---- 
07/22/05 0f3:ZO KC CL CO 5000 KCB3104 
MEDIA SENT BY KCB3104 ................................. 
06/15/05 13:38 SD NB NB 0001 SDC0264 
RR TO COLLECTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
06/09/05 O5:27 ID CI AM 0001 AIP0020 
RR TO SD-CB. 
07/13/05 10:04 KC CL CL 5000 KCB5318 
STMT COPY REQ D 0105 TO 0705 
07/12/05 11:43 KC CL CO 5000 KCB5300 
STMT COPY REQ D 0605 TO 0605 
10/16/04 04:10 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
CIT MAILING ENTERTAINMENT TO TYRN CONV DATE 11/15/05 
03/16/05 06:22 SD CL CO 2039 SFC1399 
STATUS CHANGE 00 TO 32 
09/17/04 04:09 ZZ ZY ZP 8000 SYSTEM 
PORTFOLIO CHANGE IN TERMS NOTICE 
ENTER HISTORICAL NOTES RETRIEVAL REQUEST : ( R - TO INITIATE A REQUEST) 
( C - TO CANCEL A REOUESTI 
FORWARD - PF8 
TOP-OF-DISPLAY 
HNOT <==TIWCD ACCNT#==> 5424181031392596  DATE: 0 5 / 1 7 / 0 6  
COLLECTION HISTORY NOTES L I S T  SCREEN PAGE: 0 1  OF 0 1  
DATE TIME OPID RDC NOTE 
0 5 0 1 0 7  0425  SFC1399 I N F  SENT BANKCARD LETTER - 0 1 / 0 7 / 2 0 0 5  
0 5 0 1 0 7  0425  SFC1399 SYS QCHG FROM: RNTJ20000000 TO: RNDZPROTEST 
0 5 0 1 0 7  0 4 2 5  SFC1399 INF ***** RECD MONETARY PROTESTOR LTR FROM CM DATED 
0 5 0 1 0 7  0425  SFC1399 NNN 1 2 2 8 0 4 /  CEASE AND DESIST/ FILED C&D 
0 5 0 1 0 7  0424 SFC1399 SYS DO NOT CALL BP208-926-4372 -WRITTEN 
0 5 0 1 0 7  0424 SFC1399 SYS DO NOT CALL HP208-935-7962 -WRITTEN 
0 3 0 6 1 6  0000  BATCH SYS 4128003828457807  TRANSFERRED FROM THIS NUMBER 
0 3 0 4 9 7  1 4 2 3  KC55115 MOR ANI=702797S300 
0304'07 1 4 2 3  KCL5115 CBR SPK W/ CM RFD:STM EDUC:SOA DUDT SPK W/ MAU AND THEY 
0 3 0 4 0 7  1 4 2 3  KCL5115 NNN REPRICED APR//ADVSD CM NOT GO PDU AGAIN OTHRWISE APR 
0 3 0 4 0 7  1 4 2 3  KCL5115 NNN WLL GO UP//POHTL ENDED CLL// 
0 3 0 4 0 7  1 4 2 2  ALL2788 INM ** ALB MAU* REP RQSTNG APR ADJSTD AGRD TO ASST 
HN01-0741 NO PAGING ALLOWED FOR THIS ACCOUNT *** ONLY 
SheilaR. Schwager, ISB No. 5059 
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228 
HAWEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Telepllone: (208) 344-6000 
Facsimile: (208) 342-3829 
Email: srs@hteh.com 
jash@hteh.com 
Attorneys for Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE? 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TI= COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CXTIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., ) 
) Case No. CV-2006-37067 
PlaintifflCounterdefendant, ) 
) PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
) RJ3SPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S 
vs. ) THIRD SET OF INTERROGATO~S, 
) . REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND MIRIAM G. CARROLL, REOUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
TO: MIRIAM G. CARROLL 
COMES NOW Citibank (Soutl~ Dakota), N.A., PlaintifflCounterdefendant in the 
above-entitled action ("Citibank'), by and through its attorneys of record, Hawley Troxell Ennis 
& Hawley LLP, and, in accordance with the requirements of Rule 34(a) of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure, hereby files its supplemental response to Defendant, Miriam G. Carroll's 
PLALNTIFF'S SWPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S TEIRD SET OF 
m Z R T t o G A T o m s ,  REQUesTs FOR AmmssloNs m ReQUesTs FOR XHIBIT$-l 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 1 -- - . 
, . -  
- 1  I 3 6 6  . 41834.0007.QO4727.1 
("Carroll") Third Set of Interrogatories, Requests for Admissions and requests for Production of 
Documents (the "Carroll's Third Discovery Request"). 
GENERAL OBJECTIONS 
The following General Objections apply to and are incorporated in each individual 
discovery response: 
1.  Citibank objectsto Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent that it seeks 
information and/or materials that are protected by the attorney-clienl privilege, the consulting 
expert witness privilege, the attorney work product doctrine, and/or any other applicable 
privilege or immunity. 
2. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent that it seeks 
information and/or materials or to the extent that its instructions are beyond the scope of 
permissible discovery under the applicable rules of civil procedure. 
3. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent it implies or 
suggests that Citibank violated any laws or acted improperly, which implications Citibank 
denies. 
4. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request because it seeks 
confidential, proprietary and trade secret information. 
5. Citibank specifically objects to Carroll's definitions of "money of account," 
which is defined as "credit, bank credit, promissory notes and other similar instruments," and 
"money of exchange," which is defined as "gold, silver, official currency notes, checks and 
drafts.'' These terms and their definitions are incomprehensible, do not explain what Carroll is 
referring to and makes requests containing the terms u~~clear, confusing and vague. 
PLMYTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, RBQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 2 - 
6. By responding to Carroll's Third Discovery Request, Citibank does not waive: (a) 
any objections to the admissibility, competency, relevancy, materiality, or privilege attaching to 
any information provided; (b) the right to object to other discovery requests or undertakings 
involving or relating to the subject matter of the requests herein; or (c) the use of any of the 
responses or documents or the subject matter thereof in any subsequent proceeding or trial in this 
or any other action for any other purpose. 
7. Citibank objects to Carroll's Third Discovery Request to the extent that it requires 
Citibank lo produce information that is neither relevant to the subject matter of this lawsuit nor 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence 
8. Citibank reserves the right to supplement its responses to Carroll's Third 
Discovery Request. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please provide or make available for copying 
all documents relating to, or referring to, t11e ACCOUNT in relation to the following entities: 
Citicorp, Citibank (South Dakota) N.A., and Standard Credit Card Master Trust I. 
SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: In 
addition to its General Objections, Citibank objects to this request, as it is overly broad, vague 
and ambiguous and colltains numerous undefined terms including "Standard Credit Card Master 
Trust I." Citibank also objects to this request on the grounds that it is not relevant to any claim 
or defense in this litigation and it seeks information that is neither admissible nor reasonably 
calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. Citibank fiutller objects to this 
PLALNTEF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
LNTERROGATORZES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 3 -. . . 
I !  3.6 9 41834.0007.(104727.1 
request because it seeks information that is confidential, proprietary, sensitive commercial and 
trade secret information. 
Subject to and without waiving its objections, Citibank refers Carroll to the documents 
attached hereto in addition to those referred to and attached to Plaintiffs Responses to 
Defendant's Tbird Set of Inte~ogatories, Requests for Admissions and Requests for Production 
of Documents. 
DATED THIS 2nd day of January, 2007. 
LZLZWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA 
Attorneys for 
Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S TH'JRJ3 SET OF 
LNTERROGATORZES, RFQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS - 4 
- ' 1  3 6 9  4183400079047272 
V E R I F I C A T I O N  
Teni Ryning hereby states that she is a paralegal employed by Citicorp Credit Services, Inc. 
(USA), a servicing company for Citibank (South Dakota), N.A., and states that she has read the 
within and foregoing PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S 
7xrrrz> SET OF INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, which responses were gathered by agents, servants 
and/or employees of Citibank, and are true and correct to the best of her knowledge, information 
and belief based on information kept in the noimal course of business. 
STATE OF MISSOURI ) 
) ss. 
County of Plafle 1 
SWORN TO and subscribed before me this day of December, 2006 by TERRI 
RYMNG, who is personally blown lo me. W 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL mSPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S THJRD SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND RJ3QUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF D O C W N T S  - 5 - 
- I 3'18- 4183400078047271 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 3Td day of January, 2007, I caused to be served a true 
copy of the foregoing PLAINTIFF'S SWPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO CARROLL'S 
THIRD SET OF XNTERROGATORIES, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS 
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS by the method indicated below, and addressed to each 
of the following: 
Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-11 BOX 366 
Kamiah, ID 83536 
[pro se] 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
H a n d  Delivered 
- Overnight Mail 
___ Telecopy 
- Email 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSES TO DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
INTERROGATOIUf?S, REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMEI4TS - 6 - 
i 4  3 7 1  4183400079047272 
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JariuarylG - February 16,2004 Page l of 2 
- MIRIAM c CARROLL 
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596 
~ t a f e r n e n t ~ ~ ~ o s i n g  Date: 02/16/04 
How t o    each Us . 
. 
wwwriticards.com ?, 
,I 
Citibank Customer Service Ctr 
. ,,I-' BOX 6000 
__,- THE LAKES NV 89163-6000 
. .I 
, , 1-866-380-$413 . . Quick Reference 
~lnimum payment 513.00 Cerdmembei ~ e &  
Payment Due Date* 
. ~ 
March 8,2004 
.Payient mmt b= receivalbf IflSpin local limeon theP;lymentdue date. IMPORTA,NT PROGR M I'NFORMATION: 
' *P~yment.mvst bc recelvd by i f l o p  1,wl time d i  the payment due Jate. Mastercard renewed their insurmce coverage Total Ciedrt Line ' 25,090.00 with Virginia SUretfCornpany, extending : 
ACaiailable' CreditLije 
Cash Advance Llmrt .' 443.00 ' Purchaie &5sUnnce;€xfend6d Warrant)ajjd 5.000.00 Available Cash Advance Limit 443.00 Masten7enlal thmugh Januaryil, 2005. 
Account Summary . . 
. . 
pi iy idui l~alahce ~ l d  yaul(noio 
: Payments and Adjustments 12.343.79 260.00 YouICvi card can provide ship$ng canveniqnce Purchases 12.500.00 an*accpunt piofection. Cail1-86~-284-4428 
Cash Advances 0.00 to learn how io protec~ y,ouraccount and . . 
- 
Fees & Finance Charges 62.69 receive,a $15 rebate coupon when yo" enroll. Nevi Balance $24.646.48 
P ~ r ~ h e i i  Categories . . . .  . . .  
~iscellaneous $12i00.00 . . . Total Purchases $1z,500:00 
, . 
1 ' 
, , 
. . 
. . 
. - date paid amount paid check # 
, .. 
. ,.., 
, . 
. . 
. ,  . 
. . 
. . 
!"'D"& payment I~trudloos outlined In the lmpo$ant lnrtruitlons for ~ a k l n g  ksymcnts~scctl~i~ of tha 
. . 
. .  , 
January 16-February 16,2004 
MIRIAM G CARROLL 
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596 
StatementlClosing Date: 02/16/04 
Page 2 OF 2 
Payments and Adjustments 
66. (id. Peat Pat. ~ c i l n t ~  A m ~ n t  
02/02 PAYM~NT THANK YOU 13418137 S2600OCR 
Tota l  Paymen tsand  Ad jus tmen ts  S260.0OCR 
Purchases 
~ l i c ~ l l a n e o v s  . . 
. . .  Balanc.TrrxlSla -Charged Tq0lf.r 4 
rue oa* pest  at- ~ct iv i ty  hmsunt 
OUlZ . 0 2 i h  ' BAL XFER CHECK* 1087. , 10075& S4.000.00 
eslznc. rnn%kr-cturq.d To 0ff.r 5 
srr. olt. p.i 6.t ~ d i r i t y  
OUl l  0Ull 6AL XfcR MBNA AMERICA 
02/11' 02/ll BALXfER DISCOVER 
Total Mlr;cetlaneous 
Tota l  Plirchases 
i i s o i o  Total Cash ~ d k n t e s  ;!i 
. . 
. . Financ? Charga Enformation 
. . .  
, , 
' Dayr in Balance pededic kd"mctiqn .-, 
Nominal Perisdk x 8111h$ x S"bI& to = hNANcE . + FeeiFlNAHcE PmCE TAGE 
APR Rate . Pen'? . financ$CRarde . , w: . . . , C H ~  *. 
. . . . .  
. . .  PURCHASES ,, . . 
; Sland8rdPur~ 8 . ~ 0 %  .02438%(~) x 31 : X' $0.00 ,,-' , . $0.00 *', '- s iob , B.9m%. 
Ot(er 4 6.990% .01915%(D) x 31 x $645.4,. = $183 + , :: $0.00 - . 6990% 
oiler 5 4.990% .01367%(~) x 31 ' X  ~ 1 i ~ 8 & 9 3  = ~ 5 8 8 6 .  t $0.00 
... 
4.990%' : 
CASH ADVANCES . . 
standard Adv 19.990% ' .0547i%(0) x ' 31 ' x . ' . . .  . . 
. . .  . . . .  
s0.w + sd.ob..., ,S.$W%" 
. . 
* CITI ENTERTA~NMENT REWARDS SUMMARY* 
. . .  PieviousPoinls Balance :...:....&--. ...... ........... ..... 2,090 
. . .  . . 
. .......- ..... . ..... ..... ......... Purchase Points Earned Lait Period 2 2 : .........:... + L-L..: z ; -- 0 
.. Poi"lsRedeenled/Expir?d ,. . .  .. : ....... -.L.: ..L.LLLLLLL. . L.: . .L ..-.. L ...-- Li.ii.i . 0 
. . 
. .  , 
. , 
, . : PoinlsAdj~rtmenl/Bonus Points>. .: .. .... 2....;..-:.-:.; ...:  ............... L . . . .....L.......... . .z 2 0 
, .. 
. . 
. . .  Total Points- ... L 2 ~ 0 9 ~  
. . .  . . . . 
. . .. ' 
O~n'1 l ~ j e l !  Yo.llClti Il#ahlorid ,'retc.rred tl:lerl~inlllr.nl Car0 is tl s j r d  Illat rewJrd,you loral l  01 yljrlr rbeQOa/~urcI~ascr. 
Ujc )uur ~ l : d  ~ l d e a r r l  Eillerl3'~lorenl h i n t s  lor mew plllrhdiri. See Cl l r  web5 1: w w . e i l l c r l 2 i l ~ n ~ e : 1 l r P W J ~ J s . ~ ~ I ~ C a I d ~ . ~ 0 ~ t ~  
or C J : ~  1-&:0-36:3 6246 lor  illore inlatmJlior! 
. . 
. , 
. . a , a @ ~ g ~ ~ ~ p j  
. . 
. . 
niecka;nau": $%so."" 
MICR V21 : 0 
Check Amu : $0.00 
cnick Rejen: nearon : o 
. . 
. . 
, . . . . . 
. , . ? 
. , 
~ i t i "  .~iarn@iidPreferrec-~" ~nter~aii-mIent Card 
February 16 -March 16.2004 
- MIRIAM G CARROLL 
Account 5424 1810 3138 2596 
Quick Reference 
Page l of Z 
How t o  ~ e a c h '  UE 
www.citicards.com 
Citibank Customer Service Ctr 
BOX 6000 
THE LAKES NV $9!63-6000 
1-866-38p<413 
. . 
J,,"uu:uv . . 
860.00 your Dill. Regislei nowat ~.citjcards.(arn 
Account Summary 
Previous Balance 
- Payments and Adjustments 
Purchases 
Cash Advances 
- 
Fees & F~nance Charges 
New Bafance 
Purchase Categories 
Total Purchases $0.00 
. , 
. . 
. . d a t e  paid . ?ma".?+ paid c$&h li 
- . .  
. . 
, . 
se fdllbw payment lnrtrudlonr auttincd in the "important lnstiuetl6ni FoiMulinq vaypcntr"re~t lan  ofttie rtst;mene 
. . .  
Februaiy 16 -March 16,2004 
MIRIAM G-CARROLL . 
Account 5 4 2 4  1810 3138 2596 Page 2 of 2 
Payments and AdJustments 
sac< ~ r ( i  Post  if. Activity Amount 
03/01 P~YMENT HANK YOU 14330723 S520.00CR 
Total Payments and Adjustments $520.M)CR 
Purchases 
5da  Da( Po? Oat. Activity Amoud 
Total Purchases $0.00 
Casfi Advances . . .  . . . 
. . 
srk oa. P.S~ ~ ~ f i v i i y  ~ m ~ ~ n t  
Total Cash Advances $0.00 I 
Finance Charge I n f o r m a t i o n  
d . . . .  , . .  , 
. .  . . 
. .. . . 1. 
Nominal Periodic x 
APR Rate 
. . PURCHASES . , 
staodard Purch 8.900% .02438%/oi~) x 29 x 
011er.i 6.990% .c1915%(0) x . 29 x' 
Oflei 5 4.990% .01367°m(D) x 
CASH ADVANCES . . 
Stindard Adv 19.990% .05477%(D) x 29 x . 
. . .  
. . .  . 
~ o t a i  FINANCECHARGE . .  , = $103.14 
. : 
Rewards . . , . 
.. I 
. . 
. . 
? C~TI ENTERTAINMENTREWARDS SUMMARY i . , . .  , . , 
. .  . . 
~re~iorrsPoinls8alance~--l.~~--~ i_ ~ . ~ - - ~ ~ - f f f f f f f f f f f f , f f . f f f ~ - ~  ---.-.: .... 2 9 0 ,  
. . . . Purchase PointsEarned Last Period .&.si-.; -.-.i A ~-L..-;~..-~-A .?+- 0; . . 
. .  . . .. . . .  
PainlsRedeemed/Expire& ; -..----- ;---. .?.... ; I.: ..ll.lll.l i".: A-v.. I I-. . 0 
. ,. 
. . ,  . . 
~oints~r(jurtment/BonusPoint~ L;.--.-L'L~-~..-.;--.- 2 . .  - :  . .  . 0 . , 
, . . . . . . . 
. Total Poin6-- A I . ; L ~ ~ ~ L . . - ~ ~ L . . . . , - , . ~  ;,.).---;I_- 2,090 
. , ... 
. . 
. oqn2t lorget !~our~i t i  DiarnondPieferred Entert>inment cardis lh$ca ,mL l~a t .~e~rd ry?~  tor+ ~.ot yoit.eveday purchases. . '. 
: Us&, yoorcardand earn Entertainment Points fornevjpurchases see ourwebsite. www.entertain.rne~~~wards.ciiicardrtor 
prcali I-800.363.-6246 formare inlormalion! . ' 
. . 
&& 
. . 
Print: 
MICR RT: 373173193 
WOOfZm ID : 0042633322 
Pmi nejeor : o 
. . 
I I 
~ i t i ~ ~ i a m o n d p r e f e r i ~ c f .  - ~ntertainrnenf Card ,' 
. . 
June 16 - July 16,2004 
~ t ~ t ~ ~ e n t / c ~ o s i n q  Dater 07/16/04 
puick deference 
Mln[m"m Payment 47i.00 
. ~ u i u s t  10.2004 
P a ~ ~ ~ , " ~ ~ ~ t  e::e:e,j t,;, prn iocal timeon the pwmentjuedate. . : 
+paymen,,m,,*t,c,eteirenby fiFmloLal ~meanthepa~ment~~~e~t~ .  '. 
. rota1 Cred~t  Line 25 090.00. 
Available Credit Line 2:442.00 . 
Cash Advance Limit 5 000.00 
Available Cash Advance ~ i m i t  2:442.00 . . 
~ .~ 
. .  bunt Summary 
- previbus Balance 23 0 2 6 2 5  k80.00 payments and Adjustments 0.00 '. 
- Purchases 0.00 cash ~ d v a n c e s  100.92. 
~ ~ 6 s  & ~ i n a n c e  Charges $22.647.17 
- . N ~ W  Balance 
How to Reach Us 
www.citicards.com 
Citibank customer service Cti 
BOX 6 0 0 0  . 
THE LAKES. N V  89163-6000 
1-866-3805413 
Cardmember News 
P I ~ Z S P  see the enclosed P ~ V ? C Y  n~tlce for 
IS your account protected if somethlnrl 
unexpected 
happens? Cali us at 1-866-247-0638. We can 
help! 
purchase Cateqorres 
$0.00 Total Purchases 
,. . date paid ahgunt paid chec?* 
Chedi+mount : $480.00 
MICR RT : 3 U L 7 3 L 9 3  HlCt~ccouot  :O O O l o s s s o  
Mrcn ir code : 1020 
Pmt Re$- cod? : o 
AmountVal: 0 
c h e c k ~ ~ t l :  $0.00 
. . 
. ... 
. . . . 
3 . .  . . 
i 
. . 
.. . 
. . I j  
. , 
~. . I  i . .  . 
. . 
:. -:.: . .. I,., 
August 18 - September 17.2003 
-. MIRIAM G CARROLL 
Account 5424 1820 3138 2596 ' ., 
Statement/Closing Date: 09/17/03 
, 
Quick Reference 
Mlnlmum Payment 
Payment Due Date* NONE 0.00 DUE
*Paymint mubdi.received by I>?? ppm local time on the payment#ve ifat,,. 
'*paument mu?kreceived WY IKG pm facai i~me on tnepaymentdt~e dsti. 
Total Credit Line 
Available Credit Line 24,590.00.. 
Cash Advance Limit 24,590.00 
Available Cash Advance Limit 5,000.00 
How to Reach Lis 
wWw.citicards.com 
Cititiank Customer Service Ct i  , 
BOX 6000 .. i THE W E S .  NV 89163-6000 
1-866-380-54!3 . , 
cardmember News 
How will you pay you? Cltl &rd 6111 If 
rsrnethlnq 
unexpected happens7~ailus a1 1-866-631-0344. 
We can help! 
. . 
Account Summary .. . Questfdns about crpdlt In ~p 'n lsh?  Para i: 
lnlorrniclon ' ,  i Previou$ Balance 5.47 Paym-ents and Adjustments 5.47 sobre co@iutllizarsu credit6 purchases ) 4.00 ies~oniablernenfe. en Espanol. vMie 
Cash Advances / 0.00 www.CuidaluCredito.cg~ 
- 
Fees &Finance Charges 0.00 I New Balance $0.00 1 purchase categories 
. , 
io ta i  ~ u n h a s e s  $0.00 i 
date Paid irnbunt'paid , checx ii 
. . 
. .  , 
5. folrawpaymdnt rnstrudfons 0stlinCd In tha '"lmportani lnstrucfion~ for ~ r t l n q  ~a~menfr"rect10n of tha statement: 
. . . , 
. . 3N M.C 00 A 1 ~ ~ 7 3 2 1 2 2 1  ' , ' 
, . .  
. ~ ~ , a ~ t v ~ ~ ~ i z ~ c ~ ~ i r ~ ~ s c ~ ~ ~ * f t t c z c ~ ~ o ~ c t t i ~ ~ ~ ~ n t t i ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ i z ~ x ~ ~ r ~  . . I~~,I,~~ I. I~I I~~~~~~II,~~~,,I.,~,,,I~,,,II~,~,~~ . .  t 
. ~ 
. . 
. . 
c,ri&Riji . . . . . MIRIAM G @RROLL . . . , . . .  
. . P.O. BOX 6411 . . . . HCllEOX366 . ' 
. . THELAKES. NV 88901-6411 ' -  : .. I KAMIAHII) 83536.9410 
. fl~f'!z~l1f~~~ll1'~lr~~~-~li~~lfl1~.1ffl,.,~ff~f,l,lllf~1,,f,fl~ . . . ' . 
. . .  
. . 
. . 
, . 
*August 18 -September 17,2003 
MIRIAM G CARROLL 
Account 5414 1810 3138 7596 
5 t ~ t e ~ i e ~ t . n  De!;.: 0)/17/03 
Payments and Adjustments 
s.1* Date Pelt D.t. *ct:nty *mwnt 
09/08 PAYMENT THANK YOU 14437145 S547CR 
Total Payments and Adjustments 55.47CR 
Purchases 
sd. pzt. P Q S ~  D;te ~ d i v i t y  , nmount 
r o t i f  Purchases 50.00 
* ,  
Cash Advances 
Sd. Dd. Post Dlta 8stMty 
- Finance Charqe information 
. .  ' . .  
D&S 1". Babme' . ~eriodic.. Transactbi &@& 
Nominal ~erladic x Bllllng x Sublectto' = BNANcE +FCC/- PERCENTAGE. . 
APR Rats : ~ e i i o d  Fioanc6 Cndrg& GEE%?. CHARGE. .. RATE 
PUR@SES ! , . . . . . . . 
st?ndardPurch asoo% .02438%(~) x 30 x SO.& = ' SO.W + SO:OO 8.900% 
ofler 4.900% .01342%(0): x 30 x $0.00 = , SO:? i , SO.&' 4.900% 
CASH ADVANCES 
standard ndv 19 .~0% .os4n%co) x M x - s . o . ~  = ' SO.@ r Soao 
. . 
. . 
"-990% 
. , 
. . 
Total FI'NANCECHARGE = $0.00 
. . 
* cln ENTE~TAINMENT REWARDS SUMMARY * . ~. 
. . . . .  . . . . , . 
PreviousPoiots Balance ... ~2~i.iiiiiiiii.iii.i~L~ .-... iiii.i..ii.~ .---: ... 2090 
. . . .  , . . . 
.. . Purchaie ~ o h t s  Earned ~ a s t  period L... : .-. - . ; -  o 
. . . .  
.... .... . .... Points RedeemedIExpireO - .  - .  0. 
., . .  . . .  . . .  
. . 
, . .  
. . 
................ Points Adju.stment/Bonus Points 0 '- 
. . . . .  j 
. To&t~Poink--..--~---- -.A- "--- --.-.,.L;-..z ----". L ' 2 ! 0 9 0  . . .  ' 
. . .  . . .  . . . .  
. . 
, , 
Doll'l IorSet! Your Clli OiJnond I'ielerred C,lleri2itlme!ll Card is  the t;rd lllal rewaldr you lor i l l  ol yo, r rtt!lyday pbicBa>es. 
( Ire )our can$ ard earn Fnlrit~iltnr~nt l%ilils lo1 new purtllasei. See o.r weh5lle. nu .w .~$~ le~ la tnr~er l r twa~as .~ i l i ra rd~ . rom 
or (211 1-800:36 W246 (of mure ir  lolnration! 
. . 
Clle&Amount: 25.47 
MICR RT: 323173193 
~ i & A c m u n t  : 000085460 
~ i&i i lm ID : 006Z355u;. MICR PC Code : 1 4 1 2  
Prnt Rejkctor : a ' Prnt RsieCt Code : o 
nmoilnt Val : O 
viiruai va~idaie : a EundleTolai : tS1.251.44 
Che&Amr1: $0.00 
Check m i 2  : $0.00 
acck  am= : ~ b . 0 0  
Cltgck ~ e i i c t ~ e u ~ o n  :  ale&liliditimil: a 
ATC Ream" : o Arc 1nro : 0 
C E ~ I "  giarnond Preferred" Entertainment Card 
July f7 - A U ~ U S ~  18.2003 
- MIRIAM G CARROLL 
Account 5424 1810 3138  2596 
Page 1 o f  2 
Statement/Closing Date: 08/18/03 H o w t o  Reach Us 
./" ,, ,,'" www.citicards.com . . 
,- 
Citibank Customer Service Ctr 
,' BOX 6 0 0 0  
*... THE LAKES.NV 89163-6000 
1-866-380-5413 
Quick Reference 
~ l n l m u m  ~ i y m i n t  S.47 ~ e r d m e m b e r  New? , . 
Pavment  Due Date+ September If, 2003 Unde(the termsot your CaM Agreement, the 
.PAymentm!~$ bereceive3 by lacq Dm iocai lime on the caymefitfie hte. 
.*Payment mrid bereceived by 1% om :ocal time on the paymentdlie hte. f inance Charges oh this biiii?g statemint "ere 
Total Credit Line 24,590.00 calculated on the f i~&~alance shown on !$or 
- Available Cash Advance Credit.Li?e Limit 24584.00 ' previousmonlh's billing slatement unlilpayment. 5;OOO.OO wascrediled to youraccount. 
Available Cash Advance Limit  5,000.00 
- 
Account Summary 
Previbus Baiance 
- , Psynients a n d ~ d j u d m e n t s  
purchases 
Gash'Adfances 
Fees h Finance Charges 
- NeYl Baldnce 
Purchase Categorles 
Total Purchais  
Celebrate Weekends ul th '  ' 
~aiter~ardl~)7/1-9/30/03! , 
Every time you'u2e youi~iti(R)~i?rn&nd . , 
Pretened(SM)En\erlain&l Card.'y?u,:re , 
closer to enio~n@oreat rewards. Ndolirthake 
. . .  .. 
necessary. ~wcomp!<lgdetaiis visit" ' ., 
ww.mastenard.comlcitibanX/sweePstakes 
Ibdav! 
Even when ati is ~?II, b r ~ & ~ t l o ~  is abed, 
t o  havti, Call 1-866-465-5097 lor inlormalioo'bn 
how you Can petect  your Cili Cdrd acc?u,pt it 
your income is interrupted! 
date paid amount paid check li 
fonaiv payment lnrtructlon~outlined h the '"Important inrtructlons fw Msllng Payment?" dction ai the rfatcmCnt 
. . 
~ ~ u A ; r m n 6  H-r 
o s u ~ ~ ~ e ~ o ~ ~ ~ e 2 s ~ ~ o a o s ~ 7 b ~ s ~ 7 s i o b  . , 5 4 2 4  1810 3 1 3 8 2 5 9 6  . 1 . . . . .  
. , RUG En+cAm&ot ~ f ~ ~ < ~ n t E n c l n c l u d  
. . 
\ . . 
. . 
. . 
. . , . 
. . .  . . .  
. , .  
. . . . ,$' 
. : i- 
ZN MC Ob A 1 ~ ~ 7 3 2 1 2 2 ~  . . =.. , . 
. . 
. . 
. . 
a 
. .  . 
. .  . . 
. . .  
, . :. 
. . .. , 
, I 
. CIT~ CARDS . : . . .. : MIRIAM G ChRROL1. . . . . 
: .  P.O. BOX 6411 . , 
, HCllB.OX366 . . -;.THE LAKES,.NV 88901-6.111'. .  . , 
KAMl&H 10 83536.9410 
. . .. 
. . , . :. , . , . 
. . . . ' . .  l l ~ f r i , ~ l f ~ ; , i ~ f f ~ l ~ ~ l f ~ ' f l r ~ ~ l l f , , t l l i , , , ~ ~ ' ~ , l , f l l l ~ l , , l , f f l  . 
. . 
. , I ? o r  , . . .  ~ 
July"i7 -August 18,2003 
MIRIAM G CARROLL 
Account  5424 1810 3138 2596 
Staternent/Closing Date:08/18/03 
Page 2 of 2 
P a y m e n t s  a n d  A d j u s t m e n t s  
rd. ea; pdrt 0s.; ~ c v Y i t y  ~ m e u n t  
08lM PAYMENT THANK YOU . . 14259477 S2.408.80~R 
ro ta1 Payments  and  AdJustments $2.408.80CR 
P u r c h a s e s  
SdeDrtr  Port Dxt. l c f l ~ t y  IAmount 
Totel purchases $0.00 
Cash Advances 
srl.~zt. P a t  Oat. ~ c t h t y  Amount 
~ o t a l  Cash Advances $0.00 
- Finance Charge  Information 
PURCHASES 
Standard Purch 
Offer 5 
CASH ADVANCES 
Staodard M v  
~ $ y $  in . ' , Balanc<. Periodic Transaclloo 
Nominal ~cri?dit x , Bill!"g x Subject to ,, = +,FWFINAKCE PERCENTA- 
WR ' Rate . Period Finance Cliarge CHARGE 
. ,. 
CHARGE KATE 
$ 
Total 'FINANCE CWARGE = $5.47 
Rewards 
. . 
*'CITI ENTERTAINMENT REWARDSSUMMARY * 
. . , .  . 
. . . . . 
PreviousPointr Balance L ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ L ~ I . ~ - I L L . L L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -  . . i-i-,i-i-i-i- i- i-i- ..i-i-.i- 2,090 
. . P"rc!ia$e . . PoiintsEarned Last Period; :L "-- ~..:.LL.~-~.~~.~..-. 0 
Points~edeemed/Expired--.A . . .  -- . . ----. 1 ..---....:...--d-..7----L4 0 
, .. 
: ~oi~tsAaiustment/8onusPoint~ "---...: L ~ . ~ . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . . . . . 0 ' 
Total . . Po lnh  .. .-;-- ,-- "-----..---,-:-- -...-~j:--~-~; z.040 
. . 
. . . . 
. . 
. , 
, . .. 
' . '  . , '  
Welcome to Entertainment Rewards! Use your Citi Diamo"d ~ r ~ l e & e r i  Entertairiminl Can! lor all ol youi everyday pliichases 
andwatch the pointsadd up! , . 
. . .  . . 
. .  . 
. .  . . .  . . : 
. 
DOnZ lo?~et!i'aurCiti Di'?mo"d Preferred Eoteriiinment Card is ti7ec!ar{ thatrewards ydu lorel/?f yo!lreveiyday purchases. , . 
Useyqur card and earn Entertainment Points lor new pkrrchaies. See ol l i  ~ebi,te,'w~~.6~l~~tainn1entiewa~ds.~~icard~.com .  
, , !' orcllll-806~363-6246. formore inlormation! . . .  
Profile Processing Date: August 2, 2003 Envelope: 238 
- UCS Batch Number: 14259 
Aca Number : 5424181031382596 Check ltem.Re(: 477 
awck ~ m u p  ~q : 1458175 m ~ k m o u n t  :$2,408.80 
MlCR RT: 323173193 MiCR Amount : 000085460 
MinDfilm 16 : 0041330045 MlCR Code : 1367 
P m t R e j ~ t o i  :0 Pmt Rejed Code : O 
MICR Val : 0 
Wriuai vaidate : a 
Tmnc : 0 
ChedRmtZ: $0.00 
mecu A m s  : $o.oo 
Check Reject ~ea ion :o 
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Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-11 Box 366 
Karniah, ID 83536 
208-935-7962 
FAX: 208-926-4169 
Defendant, in propria persona 
December 1 2'h, 2006 
Sheila R. Schwager 
Hawley Troxeil Ennis & Hawley, LL.P 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
208-344-6000 
FAX: 208-342-3829 
Re: CV-2006-37067 - Meet and Confer - Discovery 
Rear Ms. Schwager: 
I have received your response to discovery from Citibank and I am concerned 
over your client's lack of response. Your objections are generally without merit 
and serve only to project your client as being deceptive and evasive. 1 am asking 
you to resolve this problem voluntarily by having your client supply the requested 
information as soon as possible. 
Please let me know whether or not your client will voluntarily supply the 
requested information. 
Thank you 
Sincerely, 
Miriam G. Carroll 
SHEILA R. SCHWAGER 
EMAIL: SRS@HTEH.COM 
DIRECT DIAL: (208) 388-4928 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1617 
(208) 344-6000 Fax (208) 342-3829 
www.hteh.com 
December 13,2006 
m U.S. MAlL 
Ms. Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-I I BOX 366 
I h i a h ,  Idaho 83536 
Re: Citibanlc v. Carroll 
Dear Ms. Carroll: 
In response, to your correspondence dated December 12, 2006, you do not state which 
responses you dispute. Citibank's responses t'o your discove'ry requests set forth the nature of 
Citibank's objections, most of which are on relevance grounds. More specifically, I do not see 
how issues related to the Federal Reserve and whether certain payments or transfers constitute 
"money of account" or "money of exchange" are relevant to this action in any way. You have 
asserted that Citibank violated the Truth in Lending Acting in cowection with your alleged. 
'23illing Error. Dispute Letter," but your discovery requests do not appear relevant to that 
assertion. If you believe otherwise, then please explain which responses youdispute and how 
the responses are relevant to the counterclaims you have asserted and Citibank will re-address its 
objections upon the submission of further information. 
My client has obtained another record from your file and it is enclosed as bate stamped 
No. ClTI0036. 
If you or Mr. Capps would like to discuss this matter with me, please do not hesitate to 
give me a call. I can be reached by calling (208) 344-6000. 
Sincerely, 
HAWLEY TROXELL E 
Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-1 1 BOX 366 
Kamiah, ID 83536 
208-935-7962 
FAX: 208-926-4169 
Defendant, in propria persona 
December 18'~ 2006 
Sheila R.  Schwager 
Hawley, Troxell, Eniss & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Re: Discovery - CV-2006-37067 
Dear Ms. Schwager: 
Thank you for your letter of December 1 3'h 2006.. The following responses are 
disputed: 
1. lnterrogatory No. 2 -The request is relevant to Citibank's claim against 
me and relates to Citibank's apparent lack of standing in this court.. It 
appears that Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. is not the owner of this account 
--and is not a real party in interest. The answer to this interrogatory is 
needed to eSta 
6 Citibank's claim that 
of the account. 
claim that 
damaged. 
4. lnterrogatory No. 5 -The request is relevant to Citibank's claim that 
Citibank is owed money, and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been 
5. Request for Production No. 3 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's apparent lack of standing in this court. 
It appears that Citibank (South Dakota) N.A. is not the owner of this 
account and is not a real party in interest.. The answer to this request for 
Production is needed to establish Citibank's standing. 
6. Request for Production No. 4 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's apparent lack of standing in this court, 
as above, 
7. Request for Production No. 5 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's apparent lack of standing in this court 
as above. 
8. Request for Production No. 6 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Second Meet and Confer letter 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence.. 
9. Request for Production No 7 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence. 
10.Request for Production No. 8 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence. 
11. Request for Production No. 9 - This request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence. 
12. Request for Production No. 10 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence. 
13.Request for Production No. 11 his request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence. 
14Request for Production No. 12 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
possible use of this transaction at trial and relates to the validity of 
Citibank's claim of damages. Citibank opened this transaction as a 
subject in discovery with possible use at trial and I have the right to seek 
supporting documentation to demonstrate the validity, or lack thereof, of 
this evidence. 
15.. Request for Admission No. 27 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
claim against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged 
16. Request for Admission No. 28 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
17. Request for Admission No.. 35 -This request is relevant to Citibank's 
claim against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged 
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18. Request for Admission No. 36 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
19.Request for Admission No. 37 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
20.Request for Admission No. 38 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
21 .Reauest for Admission No. 39 -This reauest is relevant to ditibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claik that it has been damaged. 
22. Reauest for Admission No. 40 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
ag;nst me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
23.Request for Admission No. 41 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
24.. Request for Admission No. 42 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
25.Request for Admission No. 43 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
26.Request for Admission No. 44 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
27. Request for Admission No, 45 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
28. Request for Admission No.. 46 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged 
29. Request for Admission No. 47 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
30.Request for Admission No. 48 -This request is relevant to Citibank's ciaim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
31. Request for Admission No.. 49 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
32Request for Admission No. 50 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
33.Request for Admission No. 51 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
34. Request for Admission No. 52 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged 
35.Reauest for Admission No.. 53 -This reauest is relevant to Citibank's claim 
ag4nst me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged 
36. Request for Admission No. 54 - This reauest is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
37. Request for Admission No. 55 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
38.Request for Admission No.. 56 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
39. Request for Admission No. 57 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
40. Request for Admission No. 58 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
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41 .Request for Admission No, 59 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
42. Request for Admission No. 60 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
43Request for Admission No. 61 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
44.Request for Admission No. 62 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
45. Request for Admission No. 63 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
46 Request for Admission No. 64 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
47. Request for Admission No. 65 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
48. Request for Admission No. 66 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged.. 
49. Request for Admission No. 67 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
50. Request for Admission No.. 68 - This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
51. Request for Admission No.. 69 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
52. Request for Admission No. 70 -This request is relevant to Citibank's claim 
against me and relates to Citibank's claim that it has been damaged. 
Please forward Citibank's responses as soon as possible 
Thank you 
Sincerely, 
Miriam G. Carroll 
Second Meet and Confer letter 
Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-I 1 BOX 366 
Karniah, ID 83536 
208-935-7962 
FAX: 208-926-4169 
DefendantlCounterclaimant, in propria persona 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., ) 
) Case No. CV-2006-37067 
PIaintiffICounterdefendant, 1 
) DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF 
VS . ) ANSWERS TO 
1 INTERROGATORIES, 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, ) REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 
) OF DOCUMENTS AND 
Defendant/Counterclaimant, ) REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 
COMES NOW the DefendantlCounterclaimant, Miriam G. Carroll, and 
answers the interrogatories, requests for production of documents, and requests 
for admissions as follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 22: Admit that YOU have sent BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS to banks, credit card companies, or lenders other 
than Citibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 22: Admitted 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS Pg 1 of 25. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 23: Admit that YOU have sent BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS to banks, credit card companies, or lenders other 
than Citibank in which YOU make a claim regarding or otherwise reference 
"signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s)" or other similar language. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 23: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 24: Admit that YOU have not given Citibank 
any signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s)." 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 24: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 25: Admit that the "agreement" to which YOU. 
refer in the third sentence of the second paragraph of YOUR December 28, 2004 
letter to Citibank is the agreement entered into in 1999. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 25: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Admit that YOU are unaware of any error 
reflected in YOUR December 16, 2004 Citibank credit card account statement. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 26: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 27: Admit that YOU (or David F. Capps) 
obtained assistance from some other source, including, but not limited internet 
merchants, to draft the December 28, 2004 letter to ~it ibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 27: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Admit that neither YOU nor David F. 
Capps is the sole author of the December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 28: Admitted. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Admit that neither YOU nor David F. 
Capps is the sole author of the Motion for Evidentiary Hearing on Defendant's 
Dispute Letter. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 29: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 30: Admit that another individual or entity, 
other than David F. Capps, assisted YOU (or David S. Capps) in drafting YOUR 
December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO: 30: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31: Admit that another individual or entity, 
other than David F. Capps, assisted YOU (or David S. Capps) in drafting at least 
some of YOUR pleadings or briefing in this case. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 31: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 32: Admit that e:ither YOU or David F. Capps 
agreed to compensate another individual or entity, whether in the past, present or 
future, for services rendered in assisting YOU or David F. Capps, in preparing 
the December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank, or otherwise assisting YOU in YOUR 
dealings with Citibank with regard to your Citibank credit card account. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 32: The Defendant admits that 
an entity was compensated for assisting in the drafting of the dispute letter to 
Citibank, the follow-up letter and the letter regarding credit reporting violations to 
Citibank. The Defendant denies any other assistance in dealings with Citibank. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 33: Admit that Citibank has applied all of 
YOUR payments to YOUR Citibank credit card account. 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
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ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS NO 33: Denied 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS NO. 34' Admit that, prior to December 28,2004, 
YOU had never d~scussed or referred to, whether verbally or in writing, "note(s) 
or other similar instrument" with Citibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Admit that YOU are not aware of any 
"credits" to which YOU are entitled with regard to Citibank credit card account. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 35: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Admit that YOU and David F. Capps were 
not lawfully married on December 28, 2004 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 36: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37: Admit that YOU and David F. Capps are 
not lawfully married at present 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 37: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admrt that on or about June 7,2001, 
YOU transferred the amount of $19,500 to YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 38: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39. Admit that on or about June 7,2001, 
Citibank paid a debt owed by YOU in the sum of $19,500. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 39: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Admit that on December 31,2001, YOU 
paid Citibank the sum of $17,632.74 on YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 40: Admitted. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Admit that when YOU paid the sum of 
$17,632.74 on YOUR ACCOUNT, the remaining obligation owed by YOU was 
zero at that time. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 41: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Admit that the amount owed by YOU on 
YOUR ACCOUNT as of January 16,2002 was zero at that time. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 42: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43: Admit that on or about September 26, 
2002, YOU transferred the amount of $20,059.13 to YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 43: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Admit that on or about September 26, 
2002, Citibank paid a debt owed by YOU in the sum of $20,059.13. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 44: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45: Admit that as of September 17,2003, the 
amount owed by YOU on YOUR ACCOUNT was zero at that time. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 45: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admit that on or about December 22, 
2003, YOU transferred the balance of $12,300 from YOUR MBNA America 
account to YOUR Citibank ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 46: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Admit that on or about December 22, 
2003, Citibank paid $12,300 to YOUR MBNA America Account. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 47: Admitted. 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: Admit that on or about February 1 1, 2004, 
YOU transferred the balance of $3,000 from YOUR MBNA America account to 
YOUR Citibank ACCOUNT 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 48: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 49: Admit that on or about February 11,2004 
Citibank paid $3,000 to YOUR MBNA America Account. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 49: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Admit that on or about February 11,2004, 
YOU transferred the balance of $5,500 from YOUR Discover Account to YOUR 
Citibank ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 50: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Admit that on or about February 11,2004 
Citibank paid $5,500 to YOUR Discover Account 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 51: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 52: Admit that on or about February 12,2004, 
YOU wrote a check on YOUR Citibank ACCOUNT in the sum of $4,000. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 52: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 53: Admit that on or about February 12,2004, 
Citibank paid $4,000 for YOUR benefit. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 53: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Admit that from February 16,2004 
through November 29,2004, YOU made payments on YOUR account in the total 
sum of $4,808. 
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ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 54: Admitted 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55: Admit that Citibank applied all the 
payments YOU made on YOUR ACCOUNT from February 16,2004 through 
November 29,2004, to YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 55. Admitted 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 56: Admit that as of February 16,2004, YOU 
OWED $24,646.48 on YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 56: Denied 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 57: Admit that from February 16,2004 
through December 27, 2004, YOU did not request that Citibank apply any credits 
to YOUR ACCOUNT other than the payments totaling $4,808 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 57: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 58: Admit there are no improper charges on 
YOUR ACCOUNT 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 58: Denied 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 59: Admit that YOU accepted all of the 
goods, services or loans reflected on the ACCOUNT statements attached hereto 
as Exhibit 1 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 59: Denied 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 60: Admit that the Account Statements 
attached hereto as Exhibit 1 include all the charges, loans, and/or debts, YOU 
incurred on YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 60: Denied. 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61: Admit that the ACCOUNT Statements 
attached hereto as Exhibit 1 include all the payments YOU made on YOUR 
ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 61: Admitted. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Admit that the ACCOUNT Statements 
attached hereto as Exhibit I include all the credits YOU were entitled to on 
YOUR ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 62: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Admit that in your letter of December 28, 
2004, attached hereto as Exhibit 2, you never complained to Citibank about the 
disclosure of credit terms. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 63: Denied 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: Admit that you have never complained to 
Citibank about the disclosure of credit terms. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 64: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMlSSlON NO. 65: Admit that your letter of December 28, 
2004, attached hereto as Exhibit 2, does not contain any specific allegations 
constituting a billing error dispute. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 65: Denied. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 32: For each REQUEST FOR ADMISSION that YOU 
have denied, state all specific facts upon which each such denial is based. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 32: 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS 
Re: Request for Admission No. 24, The Defendant provided a signed note 
to the Plaintiff as shown in EXHIBIT A. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 25, the word "agreement" does not appear 
in the third sentence of the second paragraph of the December 28,2004 
letter to Citibank. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 26, the Citibank statement of December 
16, 2004 contains several errors; among them is a statement for money 
owed as a minimum payment for money owed to the Defendant rather 
than the Plaintiff, money shown as being owed to the Plaintiff which 
actually is owed by the Plaintiff to the Defendant, and money received as 
credit by the Plaintiff which has not been shown on any statement, the 
interest for which is part of the interest charged to the Defendant on the 
December 16, 2004 statement. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 29, David F. Capps is the sole author of 
the Motion for Evident/ary Hearing on Defendant's Dispute Letter. 
Re: request for Admission No. 31, David F. Capps drafted the pleadings in 
this case. 
Re: Requestfor Admission No. 32, David F. Capps drafted all other 
documents sent to Citibank. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 33, Citibank has not applied any credits 
which it has received in regard to this account to the statements 
Re: Request for Admission No. 35, see EXHIBIT A. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 36, see EXHIBIT B 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
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Re: Request for Admission No. 37, see EXHIBIT B. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 39, no evidence has been presented to 
identify the alleged transaction as payment of a debt. 
,Re: Request for Admission No. 44, no evidence has been presented to 
identify the alleged transaction as payment of a debt. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 53, no evidence has been presented to 
determine that the alleged amount paid was for the benefit of Miriam G 
Carroll. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 56, the amount stated is not owed by the 
Defendant. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 58, the account contains a number of 
improper charges, including, but not limited to, improper statement of 
actual money owed. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 59, the statement contains amounts 
presented as loans which are not in fact loans, but credits which should 
have been listed on the statements as credits. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 60,  the statements supplied contain late 
charges which are prohibited by law, interest which is prohibited by law, 
and other charges which were not incurred by the Defendant. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 62, the statements do not include the 
credit for signed notes which were provided to Citibank, which Citibank 
used to monetize the account. 
DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
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Re: Request for Admission No. 63, the letter also complains that credits 
. 
which were agreed to were not shown on the statement, and asks "why". 
This is a complaint about undisclosed credit terms. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 64, the letter of December 28,2004 asks 
"why" credits were not applied to the account. This is a complaint about 
the disclosure of credit terms. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 65, the letter contains a complaint about 
credits which were not shown on the statement as provided in Title 15 
U.S.C. § 1666(b)(4). 
Re: above answers; these answers will be supplemented by affidavits and 
testimony at trial by our expert witness as discovery continues. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 33: Explain in detail what YOU mean by the 
"agreement" to which YOU refer in the third line of the second paragraph of 
YOUR December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank, by including the date of the 
"agreement", the terms of the "agreement", and the person from Citibank who 
agreed to the terms of the "agreement". For your convenience, the December 28 
letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 33: The "agreement" is evidenced by the 
signed note provided to Citibank with a date of 16, February, 1999, which 
Citibank used to monetize the ACCOUNT in the Defendant's name. The name of 
the person from Citibank will be determined during discovery, as the Defendant 
: , w....',. ;'.:(p . , :  . '  ' 
was not pr~vy to that information at the time. The implied terms of the agreement 
are:thaf:Citibank , . . ... ... . . . r~ .~L i  - .  would monetize the signed note and place it in an ACCOUNT in 
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the Defendant's name, which Citibank did, and make the funds available through 
the use of a "card" for the Defendant. which Citibank also did. Citibank would be 
paid a reasonable fee for this service, which the Defendant has also done. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 34: Describe with specificity any "note(s) or other 
similar instrument(s)" that YOU contend have not been accepted by Citibank as 
money, credit or payment, as referenced in YOUR December 28, 2004 letter to 
Citibank by setting forth the date of the "note(s) or other similar instrument(s)", 
the amount of the "note(s) or other similar instrument(s)", and when they were 
sent to Citibank. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 34: See EXHIBIT A. 
INTERROGATORY NO 35: Explain in detail any payment or credit of any kind 
that YOU contend Citibank has not reflected on YOUR December 16, 2004 
Citibank credit card statement by setting forth the date of the payment or credit, 
the amount of the payment or credit, the account from which it was sent to 
Citibank. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 35: Citibank either used "bank credit" 
based on the Defendant's signed note to fund the ACCOUNT or Citibank 
monetized the ACCOUNT, based on the Defendant's signed note, at the discount 
window of the Federal Reserve, which will be determined during discovery. The 
exact amount and the account from which it was received will also be determined 
during discovery. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 36: Identify any persons, entities, internet sites, or 
documents that have assisted either YOU or David F. Capps in drafting YOUR 
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December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank or any of the pleadings or briefing in this 
matter. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 36: Dynamic Solutions Inc. assisted in 
the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER, the follow-up letter sent to Citibank, 
and the credit reporting letter sent to Citibank. The pleadings and briefings were 
drafted and produced by David F. Capps without assistance. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 37: Describe with specificity each and every error that 
YOU claim to be on YOUR December 16, 2004 Citibank credit card statement. 
This interrogatory does not call for a repetition of the contentions made in YOUR 
December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank. Rather, this interrogatory asks YOU to 
specifically describe in detail every error YOU contend to be on the statement, 
including, but not limited to, any credits that YOU believe should appear on the 
statement, any charges that YOU believe should not appear on the statement, or 
any "signed note(s) or instrument(s)" that YOU contend Citibank has not 
recognized or credited to YOU. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 37: The statement dated 12/16/04 is 
inaccurate because of, but not limited to, the following reasons; it fails to show 
credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, incorrectly shows a balance of $20,884.30 
and incorrectly shows a finance charge of $92.96. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 38: Identify in detail every billing error that YOU 
contend Citibank has ever made on YOUR ACCOUNT by specifying the error, 
when it was made. and when YOU notified Citibank about the error 
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO 38: Objection: the request is overly 
burdensome and covers a period of time over which the Defendant no longer has 
records or documents to prepare a proper answer. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 39: Identify in detail how the ACCOUNT statements 
sent to YOU (attached hereto as Exhibit 1) are not accurate, by setting for the 
date of the ACCOUNT statement that is not accurate and how it is not accurate. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 39: The statements in Exhibit 1 are 
inaccurate for, but not limited to, the following reasons: 
Statement dated 05/17/99: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 04/17/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 05/17/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 06/19/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 07/18/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 08/17/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 09/18/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 10/16/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 11/15/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 12/15/00: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 01/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a late fee of $29.00 and a finance charge of $1.18. 
Statement dated 02/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 0311 9/01: Faifs to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 04/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
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Statement dated 05/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 06/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $33.19 
Statement dated 07/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $1 16.87. 
Statement dated 08/16/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $108.42 
Statement dated 09/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $113.00. 
Statement dated 10/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $104.12 
Statement dated 11/15/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $99.15. 
Statement dated 12/17/01: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $107.99. 
Statement dated 01/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 02/15/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 03/18/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 04/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 05/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 06/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 07/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 08/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
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Statement dated 09/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 01/16/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 10/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $59.13. 
Statement dated 11/15/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $77.77. 
Statement dated 12/17/02: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $84.37. 
Statement dated 01/16/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $77.68. 
Statement dated 02/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $81 39.  
Statement dated 03/18/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a late fee of $35.00 and a finance charge of $375.57. 
Statement dated 04/16/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $ . I8 and $58.30. 
Statement dated 05/15/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $.09 and $10.00. 
Statement dated 06/16/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $.I0 and $10.74. 
Statement dated 07/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $10.28. 
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Statement dated 08/18/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, and 
incorrectly shows a finance charge of $5.47. 
Statement dated 09/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 10/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 11/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 12/17/03: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A 
Statement dated 01/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 12,343.79, and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $43.79. 
Statement dated 02/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,646.48 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $62.69. 
Statement dated 03/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,229.62 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $103.14. 
Statement dated 04/15/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $23,814.30 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $104.68. 
Statement dated 0511 7/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 23,424.53 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $1 10.23. 
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Statement dated 06/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $23,026.25 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $101.72. 
Statement dated 07/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 22,647.17 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $100.92. 
Statement dated 08/17/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $22,277.48 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $105.31. 
Statement dated 09/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $21,909.95 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $97.47. 
Statement dated 10/18/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 21,592.02 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $103.07. 
Statement dated 11/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 21,233.34 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $91.32. 
Statement dated 12/16/04: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 20,884.30 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $92.96: 
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Statement dated 01/17/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 21,465.37 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge and fees of $542.07. 
Statement dated 02/15/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhib~t A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 22,013 02 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $508.65. 
Statement dated 03/17/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 22,591.85 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $539.83. 
Statement dated 04/15/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 23,205.81 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $539.96. 
Statement dated 05/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 23,878.19 and incorrectly shows a finance 
charge of $598.38. 
Statement dated 06/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91 and incorrectly shows a late fee of 
$39.00, an over credit limit fee of $35.00, a f~nance charge of $8.14, $1 17.24 and 
$490.34. 
Statement dated 07/18/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91. 
Statement dated 08/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,456.91. 
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Statement dated 09/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91. 
Statement dated 10/17/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.92. 
Statement dated 11/15/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91. 
Statement dated 12/16/05: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91. 
Statement dated 01/17/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91. 
Statement dated 02/15/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91. 
Statement dated 0311 7/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $24,567.91. 
Statement dated 04/17/06: Fails to show credit for the signed note, Exhibit A, 
incorrectly shows a balance of $ 24,567.91. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 40: Identify each and every "signed note or similar 
instrument" that YOU have ever sent to Citibank, by setting forth the date of the 
note or similar instrument, the amount, and date you sent the note or similar 
instrument to Citibank. 
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO. 40: See EXHIBIT A. Additional notes will 
be produced as a result of ongoing discovery and will supplement this answer as 
acquired. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: Please produce the marriage certificate 
or other documents sufficient to establish your marriage to David F. Capps 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 30: See EXHIBIT B. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 31: Please produce all documents in 
YOUR custody, possession, or control that refer to or relate to BILLING ERROR 
DISPUTE LETTERS. This request would include, but is not limited to, all 
documents, other than state or federal statutes or regulations, that could be used 
to assist one in drafting BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. This request 
would also include, but is not limited to, all documents describing how one goes 
about using BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 31: See EXHIBIT C. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: Please produce all documents YOU or 
David F. Capps relied on or used in drafting the December 28, 2004 letter to 
Citibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 32: See EXHIBIT C. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: Please produce all documents in 
YOUR possession, custody or control, whether used by YOU, David F. Capps, or 
any other individual or entity, that provide information or instructions on how to 
draft BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 33: See EXHIBIT C. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 34: Please produce all documents 
provided to YOU or David F. Capps from any person or entity that assisted YOU 
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or David F. Capps in drafting, or advised YOU or David F. Capps on how to draft 
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 34: See EXHIBIT C, D, & E. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 35: Please produce all documents that 
refer to, support, compromise or evidence any communications between YOU or 
David F. Capps and any person that drafted, assisted YOU or David F. Capps in 
drafting, or advised YOU or David F. Capps on how to draft BILLING ERROR 
DISPUTE LETTERS 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 35: See EXHIBIT C. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 36: Please produce all documents 
provided to YOU or David F. Capps by any other person or entity relating or 
referring to BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 36: See EXHIBIT C. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 37: Please produce all documents that 
reflect fees paid by YOU or David F. Capps, or to be paid by YOU or David F 
Capps, to any service related to BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS or DEBT 
CANCELLATION. This request would include, but not be limited to, documents 
evidencing payment or an agreement to make payment or other consideration of 
any kind 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 37: Objection: the request is 
not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 38: Please produce all documents that 
reflect any engagement letter, financial arrangement, or any other agreement 
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between YOU or David F. Capps and any attorney or other individual or entity 
related to this matter. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 38: The Defendant, Miriam 
G. Carroll or David F. Capps, have not engaged or made financial arrangements 
with any attorney or legal professional, individual or entity in this matter. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 39: Please produce all documents referring 
to, relating to, or evidencing the "agreement" to which YOU refer in the third 
sentence of the second paragraph of your December 28,2004 letter to Citibank, 
attached hereto as exhibit 2. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 39: The third sentence of the 
second paragraph does not refer to an agreement. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: Please produce all documents referring 
to, related to, or evidencing the "signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s)" to 
which YOU refer in the second paragraph of YOUR December 28,2004 letter to 
Citibank, attached hereto as exhibit 2. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 40: See EXHIBIT A. 
Additional notes will be provided as obtained during discovery and will be 
supplemented as acquired. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 41: Please produce all drafts of the 
December 28, 2004 letter to Citibank. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 41: See EXHIBIT C. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: Please produce all documents that 
refer to, are in regard to, relate to, or support the basis for YOUR answers to the 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: See EXHIBITS A 
through F. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: Please produce all documents that 
refer to, are in regard to, relate to, or support the basis for YOUR answers to the 
REQUESTS FOR INTERROGATORIES. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 42: See EXHIBITS C 
through F. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: Please produce all documents that 
refer to, are in regard to, related to, or support the basis for YOUR answers to the 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 43: See EXHIBIT A through 
F. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: Please produce ail documents that 
refer to, relate to, are in regard to, or support the facts upon which YOU denied 
any of the REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 44: See EXHIBIT A through 
F. Additional facts will be provided in affidavits and testimony by our expert 
witness as discovery continues and will be supplemented as acquired. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: Please produce any documents that 
you identify in YOUR answers to interrogatories. 
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ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 45: See EXHIBITS A 
through F. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: Please produce any documents that 
you consulted or referred to in YOUR answers to the Discovery Requests. 
ANSWER TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 46: See EXHIBIT F, Modern 
Money Mechanics, produced by the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago. This 
answer will also be supplemented by affidavits and testimony of our expert 
witness as discovery continues, and at trial. 
Dated this 17 ?@day of October, 2006. 
M w-*- G, c---\ \ 
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Miriam G. Carroll, hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of 
my DEFENDANT'S THIRD SET OF ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES, 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND REQUESTS FOR 
ADMISSIONS to the attorney for the plaintiff by Certified Mail # 7005 1160 0002 
7630 3074 this ]7p day of October, 2006, with proper postage affixed 
thereon at the following address: 
Sheila R. Schwager 
Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise. ID 83701-1617 
L'',4h 
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona 
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[Your name] 
[Your address] 
[Your City, State and Zip Code] 
[Credit Card Company] 
[Address of billing disputeiinquiry department] 
[City, State and Zip Code] 
[Moilth, Day and Year] 
RE: Billing Inquiry on Account if XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX 
Amount in Dispute: $[AMOUNT OF LAST STATEMENT] 
Dear [Credit Card Company]: 
I am writing regarding the above account. I believe that my most recent statement, 
[DATE OF LAST STATEMENT YOU RECEIVED MUST BE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF 
RECIEVING IT] is inaccurate. 
I an1 disputing the above amount because I believe that you failed to credit my account 
for prepayments you agreed to credit on the statement dated [DATE OF LAST STATEMENT 
YOU RECEIVED]. It was my understanding that when I entered into the agreement with you 
that you would accept my signed note(s) or other similar instnunent(s) as money, credit or 
payment for previous account transactions, and then reflect those credits in the statement dated 
[DATE OF LAST STATEMENT YOU RECEIVED]. They do not appear in the statement and I 
am wondering why. The amount of the credits on the prepayments of money or credit accepted 
by you should be the approximate amount that I list above. I am making this billing inquiry 
since I am uncertain of all the dates of the prepaid credits, charges and also since there may be 
additional credits that 1 am entitled to. Please provide me with a written explanation wily these 
credits are not showing. 
I am requesting that you provide me with an acknowledgement of this billing error and 
complete a full investigation by sending me a written explanation report related to the subject 
matter of this billing error. 
I am also requesting additional documentary evidence of indebtedness of the account 
charges, which includes copies of the account charges and entries that made you arrive at the 
recent balance shown on my statement. 
I am exercising my right to withhold the disputed amount until you comply. Thank you 
for your time and consideration in this matter. If you have any questions please contact me 
immediately, but make sure your questions reference an acknowledgement to this billing error 
dispute. 
Sincerely, 
v o u r  Name] 
[Bank Name] 
[Bank address] 
[City, State, Zip] 
[DATE] 
RE: Billing Error on Account # XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX 
Amount in Dispute: $[XJUUC CURRENT BALANCE AS INDICATED ON LAST 
STATEMENT OR WHEN YOU CALL THE BANK'S AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR A 
BALANCE REQUEST] 
Dear [Credit Card Company]: 
I am writing because you have not responded as requested to my billing error letter dated 
[DATE OF YOIJR FIRST BILKING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER], 2004. 
I encourage you to comply with the resolution procedures to avoid noncompliance. I 
therefore ask you to complete your investigation as soon as possible. If you have any questions 
please write to me at the below address. 
Sincerely, 
[Your Name] 
[Your address] 
[City, State, Zip] 
Regular Mail 
Certified Mail#: XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX 
Datei [date] 
[Credit card company] 
[Address] 
RE: Billing Error on Account: # xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Original Amount of Dispute [original disputed balance] 
Date of Statement Under'Dispute: [date] 
Dear [Credit card company]: 
I pulled my credit report with [credit reporting agency or agencies] dated [date] and 
found that you have misreported my account. It shows that account number# [acct 
number] has been closed by the creditor and is pow many days late], with an incorrect 
balance reported. 
Based on Title 12 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) sec 226.13 (d)(l), pending the 
outcome of the billing error dispute investigation, which has yet to be addressed or 
investigated by you, I am exercising my right to "withhold disputed amount: collection 
action prohibited. This section also states that "the consumer need not pay (and the 
creditor may not try to collect) any portion of any required payment that the consumer 
believes is related to the disputed amount (including related finance or other charges.) ", 
so the amount reported is in error. As I have reiterated to you before, this is not an 
attempt to avoid paying a debt that I may legally owe. 
Title 12 CFR section 226.12 (c) (2) states: 
(1) Adverse credit reports prohibited. If, in accordance with paragraph (c)(l) of this 
section, the cardholder withl~olds payment of the amount of credit outstanding for 
the disputed transaction, the card issuer shall not report that amount as 
delinquent until the dispute is settled or judgment is rendered. 
The Fair Credit Reporting Act, Title 15 United States Code (USC) Section (sec) 168 1 (a) 
requires accuracy and fairness of credit reporting and if you are not providing true and 
accurate information to the credit bureaus, you are therefore violating my substantive 
rights and my right to privacy. 
Section 1681c(e)(i) of this Act states that you may not report fraudulent information. In 
my initial Billing Error Dispute Letter dated [date] I did not request that you close my 
account, yet you did close it. Title 15 USC sec. 1666 (c)(i) prohibits you from closing 
this account for non-payment as this dispute remains unresolved. 
In summary and in compliance to the above federal laws, please: 
1. Change the credit report to read "account in dispute". 
2. Remove any reference to late payments. 
3. Report the correct balance listed in my initial billing dispute as shown above 
minus the late fees and interest. 
Once the facts have been reported correctly please forward me proof that the changes 
have been made. I will be expecting a response within 30 days, thank you. 
Sincerely, 
[Your name] 
[address] 
Regular Mail 
Certified Mail #:XXXX-XX 
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Introduction 
The purpose of this booklet is to describe the basic process ofmoney creation in a 
'Factional reserve" banking system. The approach taken illustrates the changes in bank 
balance sheets that occur when deposits in bank change as a result of monetary action 
by the Federal Reserve System - the central bank of the United States. The relationships 
shown are based on simplfying assumptions. For the sake of simplicity, the rela~ionships 
are shown as ifthey were mechanical, but they are not, as is described later in the 
booklet. Thus, they should not be interpreted to imply a close and predictable 
relationship between a specific central bank transaction and the quantity of money. 
The introductory pages contain a briefgeneral description ofthe characteristics of 
money and how the US. money system works. The illustrations in the following two 
sections describe two processes: first, how bank deposits expand or contract in response 
to changes in the amount of reserves supplied by the central bank; andsecond, how those 
reserves are affected by both Federal Reserve actions and other factors. AJinal section 
deals with some of the elements that mod&, at least in the short run, the simple 
mechanical relationship between bank reserves and deposit money. 
Money is such a routine part of everyday living that its existence and acceptance 
ordinarily are talcen for granted. A user may sense that money must come into being 
either automatically as a result of economic activity or as an outgrowth of some 
government operation. But just how this happens all too often remains a mystery. 
What is Money? 
If money is viewed simply as a tool used to facilitate transactions, only those media that 
are readily accepted in exchange for goods, services, and other assets need to be 
considered. Many things - from stones to baseball cards - have served this monetary 
h c t i o n  through the ages. Today, in the United States, money used in transactions is 
mainly of three kinds - currency (paper money and coins in the pockets and purses of the 
public); demand deposits (non-interest bearing checking accounts in banks); and other 
checkable deposits, such as negotiable order of withdrawal (NOW) accounts, at all 
depository institutions, including co~nmercial and savings banks, savings and loan 
associations, and credit unions. Travelers checks also are included in the definition of 
transactions money. Since $1 in currency and $1 in checkable deposits are heely 
convertible into each other and both can be used directly for expenditures, they are 
money in equal degree. However, only the cash and balances held by the nonbank public 
are counted in the money supply. Deposits of the U.S. Treasury, depository institutions, 
foreign banks and official institutions, as well as vault cash in depository institutions are 
excluded. 
This transactions concept of money is the one designated as MI in the Federal Reserve's 
money stock statistics. Broader concepts of money (M2 and M3) include MI as well as 
certain other financial assets (such as savings and time deposits at depository institutions 
and shares in money market mutual funds) which are relatively liquid but believed to 
represent principally investments to their holders rather than media of exchange. While 
funds can be shifted fairly easily between transaction balances and these other liquid 
assets, the money-creation process takes place principally through transaction accounts. 
In the remainder of this booklet, "money" means MI. 
The distribution between the currency and deposit components of money depends largely 
on the preferences of the public. When a depositor cashes a check or malces a cash 
withdrawal through an automatic teller machine, he or she reduces the amount of deposits 
and increases the amount of currency held by the public. Conversely, when people have 
more currency than is needed, some is retuned to banks in exchange for deposits. 
While currency is used for a great variety of small iransactions, most of the dollar amount 
of money payments in our economy are made by check or by electronic transfer between 
deposit accounts. Moreover, currency is a relatively small part of the money stock. About 
69 percent, or $623 billion, of the $898 billion total stock in December 1991, was in the 
fonn of transaction deposits, of which $290 billion were demand and $333 billion were 
other checkable deposits. 
What Makes Money Valuable? 
In the United States neither paper currency nor deposits have value as commodities. 
Intrinsically, a dollar bill is just a piece of paper, deposits merely book entries. Coins do 
have some intrinsic value as metal, but gencralIy far less than their face value. 
What, then, malces these instruments - checks, paper money, and coins - acceptable at 
face value in payment of all debts and for other monetary uses? Mainly, it is the 
confidence people have that they will be able to exchange such money for other financial 
assets and for real goods and services whenever they choose to do so. 
Money, like anything else, derives its value from its scarcity in relation to its usellness. 
Commodities or services are more or less valuable because there are more or less of them 
relative to the amounts people want. Money's usefulness is its unique ability to command 
other goods and services and to permit a holder to be constantly ready to do so. HOW 
much money is demanded depends on several factors, such as the total volume of 
transactions in the economy at any given time, the payments habits of the society, the 
anlount of money that individuals and businesses want to keep on hand to take care of 
unexpected transactions, and the forgone earnings of holding financial assets in the form 
of money rather than some other asset. 
Control of the quantity of money is essential if its value is to be kept stable. Money's real 
value can be measured only in terms of what it will buy. Therefore, its value varies 
inversely with the genera1 level of prices. Assuming a constant rate of use, if the volume 
of money grows more rapidly than the rate at which the output of real goods and services 
increases, prices will rise. This will happen because there will be more money than there 
will be goods and services to spend it on at prevailing prices. But if, 011 the other hand, 
growth in the supply of money does not keep pace with the economy's current 
production, then prices will fall, the nations's labor force, factories, and other production 
facilities will not be fully employed, or both. 
Just how large the stock of money needs to be in order to handle the transactions of the 
economy without exerting undue influence on ihe price level depends on how intensively 
money is being used. Every transaction deposit balance and every dollar bill is part of 
somebody's spendable funds at any given time, ready to move to other owners as 
transactions take place. Some holders spend money quickly after they get it, making these 
funds available for other uses. Others, however, hold money for longer periods. 
Obviously, when some money remains idle, a larger total is needed to accomplish any 
given volume of transactions. 
Who Creates Money? 
Changes in the quantity of money may originate with actions of the Federal Reserve 
System (the central bank), depository institutions (principally commercial banks), or the 
public. The major control, however, rests with the central bank. 
The actual process of money creation takes place primarily in hanks.U As noted earlier, 
checkable liabilities of banks are money. These liabilities are customers' accounts. They 
increase when customers deposit currency and checlcs and when the proceeds of loans 
made by the banks are credited to borrowers' accounts. 
In the absence of legal reserve requirements, banks can build up deposits by increasing 
loans and investments so long as they keep enough currency on hand to redeem whatever 
amounts the holders of deposits want to convert into currency. This unique attribute of 
the banking business was discovered many centuries ago. 
It started with goldsmiths. As early bankers, they initially provided safekeeping services, 
making a profit from vault storage fees for gold and coins deposited with them. People 
would redeem their "deposit receipts" whenever they needed gold or coins to purchase 
something, and physically take the gold or coins to the seller wl~o, in tum, would deposit 
them for safekeeping, often with the same banker. Everyone soon found that it was a lot 
easier simply to use the deposit receipts directly as a ~neains of payment. These receipts, 
which became known as notes, were acceptable as money since whoever held them could 
go to the banker and exchange them for metallic money. 
Then, bankers discovered that they could make loans merely by giving their promises to 
pay, or bank notes, to borrowers. In this way, banks began to create money. More notes 
could be issued than the gold and coin on hand because only a portion of the notes 
outstanding would be presented for payment at any one time. Enough metallic money had 
to be kept on hand, of course, to redeem whatever volume of notes was presented for 
payment. 
Transaction deposits are the modern counterpart of bank notes. It was a small step from 
printing notes to making book entries crediting deposits of borrowers, which the 
borrowers in turn could "spend" by writing checks, thereby "printing" their own money. 
What Limits the Amount of Money B a ~ ~ k s  Can Create? 
If deposit money can be created so easily, what is to prevent banlcs from making too 
much - more than sufficient to keep the nation's productive resources fully employed 
without price inflation? Like its predecessor, the modem bank must keep available, to 
make payment on demand, a considerable amount of currency and funds on deposit with 
the central bank. The bank must be prepared to convert deposit money into currency for 
those depositors who request currency. It must make remittance on checks written by 
depositors and presented for payment by other banks (settle adverse clearings). Finally, it 
must maintain legally required reserves, in the form of vault cash andlor balances at its 
Federal Reserve Bank, equal to a prescribed percentage of its deposits. 
The public's demand for currency varies greatly, but generally follows a seasonal pattern 
that is quite predictable. The effects on bank funds of these variations in the amount of 
currency held by the public usually are offset by the central bank, which replaces the 
reserves absorbed by currency withdrawals from banks. (Just how this is done will be 
explained later.) For all banks taken together, there is no net drain of funds through 
clearings. A check drawn on one bank nornlally will be deposited to the credit of another 
account, if not in the same bank, then in some other bank. 
These operating needs influence the minimum amount of reserves an individual bank will 
hold voluntarily. However, as long as this minimum amount is less than what is legally 
required, operating needs are of relatively minor importance as a restraint on aggregate 
deposit expansion in the banking system. Such expansion cannot continue beyond the 
point where the amount of reserves that all banks'have is just suFficient to satisfy legal 
requirements under our "fractional reserve" system. For example,. if reserves of 20 
percent were required, deposits could expand only until they were five limes as large as 
reserves. Reserves of $10 million could suowort deoosits of $50 million. The lower the 
A A 
percentage requirement, the greater the deposit expansion that can be supported by each 
additional reserve dollar. Thus, the legal reserve ratio together with the dollar amount of 
- - 
bank reserves are the factors that set the upper limit to money creation. 
What Are Bank Resewes? 
Currency held in bank vaults may be counted as legal reserves as well as deposits 
(reserve balances) at the Federal Reserve Banks. Both are equally acceptable in 
satisfaction of reserve requirements. A bank can always obtain reserve balances by 
sending currency to its Reserve Banlc aud can obtain currency by drawing on its reserve 
balance. Because either can be used to support a much larger volume of deposit liabilities 
of banks, currency in circulation and reserve balances together are often referred to as 
"high-powered money" or tile ""monetary base." Reserve balances and vault cash in 
banks, however, are not counted as part of the money stock held by the public. 
For individual banks, reserve accounts also serve as working balances.(Z1 Banks may 
increase the balances in their reserve accounts by depositing checks and proceeds from 
electronic funds transfers as well as currency. Or they may draw down these balances by 
writing checks on them or by authorizing a debit to them in payment for currency, 
customers' checks, or other funds transfers. 
Although reserve accounts are used as working balances, each bank must maintain, on 
the average for the relevant reserve maintenance period, reserve balances at their Reserve 
Bank and vault cash which together are equal to its required reserves, as determined by 
the amount of its deposits in the reserve computation period. 
Where Do Bank Resewes Come From? 
Increases or decreases in bank reserves can result from a number of factors discussed 
later in this booklet. From the standpoint of money creation, however, the essential point 
is that the reserves of banks are, for the most part, liabilities of the Federal Reserve 
Banks, and net changes in them are largely determined by actions of the Federal Reserve 
System. Thus, the Federal Reserve, through its ability to vary both the total volume of 
reserves and the required ratio of reserves to deposit liabilities, influences banks' 
decisions with respect to their assets and deposits. One of the major responsibiIities of the 
Federal Reserve System is to provide the total amount of reserves consistent with the 
monetary needs of the economy at reasonably stable prices. Such actions take into 
consideration, of course, any changes in the pace at which money is being used and 
changes in the public's demand for cash balances. 
The reader should be mindful that deposits and reserves tend to expand silnultaneously 
and that thc Federal Reserve's control often is exerted through the market place as 
individual banlcs find it either cheaper or more expensive to obtain their required 
reserves, depending on the willingness of the Fed to support the current rate of credit and 
deposit expansion. 
While an individual bank can obtain reserves by bidding them away from other banks, 
this cannot be done by the banking system as a whole. Except for reserves borrowed 
temporarily from the Federal Reserve's discount window, as is shown later, the supply of 
reserves in the banking system is controlled by the Federal Reserve. 
Moreover, a given increase in bank reserves is not necessarily accompanied by an 
expansion in money equal to the theoretical potential based on the required ratio of 
reserves to deposits. What happens to the quantity of money will vary, depending upon 
the reactions of the banks and the public. A number of slippages may occur. What 
amount of reserves will be drained into the public's currency holdings? To what extent 
will the increase in total reserves remain unused as excess reserves? I-low much will be 
absorbed by deposits or other liabilities not defined as money but against which banks 
might also have to hold reserves? How sensitive are the banks to policy actions of the 
central bank? The significance of these questions will be discussed later in this booklet. 
The answers indicate why changes in the money supply may be different than expected or 
may respond to policy action only after considerable time has elapsed 
In the succeeding pages, the effects of various transactions on the quantity of money are 
described and illustrated. The basic working tool is the "T" account, whichprovides a 
simple means of tracing, step by step, the effects of these transactions on both the asset 
and liability sides of bank balance sheets. Changes in asset items are entered on the left 
half of the "T" and changes in liabilities on the right half. For any one transaction, of 
course, there must be at least two entries in order to maintain the equality of assets and 
liabilities. 
1 In order to describe the money-creation process as simply as possible, the term "bank" used in this booklet should be uniieistood to 
encompass all depository institutions. Since the Depository Institutions Deregulation and Moneary Control Act of 1980, ail deposiloiy 
institutioin have been permitted to offer interest bearing tiacisaction accounts to ccrtain customen. Transaction accounts (interest bearing as 
well as demand deposits on which payment of interest isstill legallyprohibited) at ail depository institutions are subject to the reserve 
requirements set by the Federal Reserve. Thus all such institutions, not just commercial banks, have the potential for creatieg monoy &&& 
2 ~ u i  of an individual banks reserve account may represent its reserve balance used to meet its reserve requirements while another part may be 
ici required clearing balance on which earnings credits me generated to pay far Federal Reserve Bank services. && 
Bank Deposits - How They Expand or Contract 
Let us assume that expansion in the money stock is desired by the Federal Reserve to 
achieve its policy objectives. One way the central bank can initiate such an expansion is 
through purchases of securities in the open market. Payment for the securities adds to 
bank reserves. Such purchases (and sales) are called "open market operations." 
How do open market purchases add to bank reserves and deposits? Suppose the Federal 
Reserve System, through its trading desk at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, buys 
$10,000 of Treasury bills from a dealer in U. S. government securities.Q) In today's 
world of computerized financial transactions, the Federal Reserve Bank pays for the 
securities with an "telectronic" check drawn on i t s e l f a v i a  its "Fedwire" transfer 
network, the Federal Reserve notifies the dealer's designated bank (Bank A) that payment 
for the securities should be credited to (deposited in) the dealer's account at Bank A. At 
the same time, Bank A's reserve account at the Federal Reserve is credited for the amount 
ofthe securities purchase. The Federal Reserve System has added $10,000 of securities to 
its assets, which it has paid for, in effect, by creating a liability on itself in the forin of 
bank reserve balances. These reserves on Balk A's books are matched by $10,000 of the 
dealer's deposits that did not exist before. See illi.csiration 1. 
How the Multiple Expansion Process Works 
If the process ended here, there would be no "~nultiple" expansion, i.e., deposits and bank 
reserves would have changed by the same amount. However, banks are required to 
maintain reserves equal to only a fraction of their deposits. Reserves in excess of this 
amount may be used to increase earning assets - loans and investments. Unused or excess 
reserves earn no interest. Under current regulations, the reserve requirement against most 
transaction accounts is 10 percent.@ Assuming, for simplicity, a uniform 10 percent 
reserve requirement against all transaction deposits, and further assuming that all banks 
attempt to remain fully invested, we can now trace the process of expansion in deposits 
which can take place on the basis of the additional reserves provided by the Federal 
Reserve System's purchase of U. S. government securities. 
The expansion process may or may not begin with Bank A, depending on what the dealer 
does with the money received from the sale of securities. If the dealer immediately writes 
checks for $10,000 and all of them are deposited in other banks, Bank A loses both 
deposits and reserves and sl~ows no net change as a result of the System's open market 
purchase. However, other banks have received them. Most likely, a part of the initial 
deposit will remain with Bank A, and a part will be shifred to other banks as the dealer's 
checks clear. 
It does not really matter where this money is at any given time. The important fact is that 
these deposits do not disappear. They are in some deposit accounts at all times. All banks 
together have $10,000 of deposits and reserves that they did not have before. However, 
they are not required to keep $10,000 of reserves against the $10,000 of deposits. All they 
need to retain, under a 10 percent reserve requirement, is $1000. The remaining $9,000 is 
"excess reserves." This amount can be loaned or invested. See illzlstration 2. 
If business is active, the banks with excess reserves probably will have opportunities to 
loan the $9,000. O f  course, they do not really pay out loans from the money they receive 
as deposits. If they did this, no additional money would be created. What they do when 
they make loans is to accept promissory notes in exchange for credits to the borrowers' 
transaction accounts. Loans (assets) and deposits (liabilities) both rise by $9,000. 
Reserves are unchanged by the loan transactions. But the deposit credits constitute new 
additions to the total deposits of the banking system. See illustration 3. 
3 ~ o l l a r  amounts used in die various illustrations do not nnessaiily beax any resemblance ro actual wansaclions For example, open market 
operations typically are conducted with many dcalen and in amounts totaling several billion dollars. 
&deed, many transactions today are accomplished thiougJ> an electronic transfw of funds between acwiinls rather than Uuough issuance of a 
paper clieck. Apart fiom the time of posting tho accounting ufiios an: the same whetlier a hansfei is made will1 a paper check or 
electronically. The term "check," therefore, is used Tor both types of transfers. 
%or each bank, the ieselve iequirenient is 3 percent on a specified base amount of transaction accounts and 10 percent on tho amount above 
this bare. Initially, the Monetary Conuol Act set this base amount - called the "low reserve tcanclio" - at $25 million, and provided fox it to 
changeannually in line with thegrowth in transaction deposits nationally. The low reserve tranche was $41.1 million in 1991 and $42.2milIioil 
in 1992. The Cam-St. Geimain it@ of I982 fbther modified tliese requireinents by exempting ihe first $2 million of rescrvable liabilities f1om 
reserve requirements Like the low reserve uaache, tlie exempt level is adjusted each year to ioflect growth in reservable liabilities. The exempt 
levcl was $3.4 million in 1991 andg3.6 million in 1992. back 
Deposit Expansion 
1 . When the Federal Reserve Bank purchases government securities, bank reserves 
increase. This happens because the seller of the securities receives payment through a 
credit to a designated deposit account at a bank (Bank A) which the Fedcral Reserve 
effects by crediting the reserve account of Bank A. 
r- FR - BANK 
Assets Liabilities ' Assets Liabilities 
US govt Reserve acct. Reserves with Customer 
securities.. +10,000 Bank A,. +10,000 FR Banks.. +10,000 deposit.. +10,000 
The customer deposit at Bank A likely will be transferred, in part, to other banks and 
quickly loses ils idenlity amid the huge interbankflow of deposits. 
Total reserves gained from new 
2 .As a result, all banks taken deposits ....... 10,000 
less: required against new deposits (at 10%). together 
now have "excess" reserves on which 1,000 
equals: Excess reserves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . deposit expansion can take place. 9,000 
Expansion - Stage 1 
3 .~xpansiA takes place only if the banks that hold these excess reserves (Stage I 
banks) increase their loans or investments. Loans are made by crediting the borrower's 
account, i.e., by creating additional deposit money. 
I 
-. 
STAGE 1 BANKS 
-
I 
Assets Liabilities 
Loans ....... +9,000 Borrower deposits .... +9,000 
This is the beginning ofthe deposit expansion process. In the first stage of the process, 
total loans and deposits of the banks rise by an amount equal to the excess reserves 
existing before any loans were made (90 percent of the initial deposit increase). At the 
end of Stage I, deposits have risen a total of $19,000 (the initial $10;000 provided by the 
Federal Reserve's action plus the $9,000 in deposits created by Stage 1 banks). See 
illustration 4. However, only $900 (10 percent of $9000) of excess reserves have been 
absorbed by the additional deposit growth at Stage 1 banks. See illustration 5. 
The lending banks, however, do not expect to retain the deposits they create through their 
loan operations. Borrowers write checks that probably will be deposited in other banks. 
As these checks move through the collectio~~ process, the Federal Reserve Banlts debit 
the reserve accounts of the paying banks (Stage 1 banks) and credit those of the receiving 
banks. See illustrufion 6. 
Whether Stage 1 banks actually do lose the deposits to other banks or whether any or all 
of the borrowers' cbeclts are redeposited in these same banks makes no difference in the 
expansion process. If the lending banks expect to lose these deposits - and an equal 
amount of reserves - as the borrowers' checks are paid, they will not lend more than their 
excess reserves. Like the original $10,000 deposit, the loan-credited deposits may be 
transferred to other banks, but they remain somewhere in the banking system. Whichever 
banks receive them also acquire equal amounts of reserves, of which all but 10 percent 
will be "excess." 
Assuming that the banks holding the $9,000 of deposits created in Stage 1 in turn make 
loans equal to their excess reserves, then loans and deposits will rise by a further $8,100 
in the second stage of expansion. This process can continue until deposits have risen to 
the point where all the reserves provided by the initial purchase of government securities 
by the Federal Reserve System are just sufficient to satisfl reserve requirements against 
the newly created deposits.(See pagesD and U.) 
The individual bank, of course, is not concerned as to the stages of expansion in which it 
may be participating. Inflows and outflows of deposits occur continuously. Any deposit 
received is new money, regardless of its ultimate source. But if bank policy is to make 
loans and investments equal to whatever reserves are in excess of legal requirements, the 
expansion process will be carried on. 
How Much Can Deposits Expand in the Banking System? 
The total amount of expansion that can take place is illustrated on page 11. Carried 
through to theoretical limits, the initial $10,000 of reserves distributed within the banking 
system gives rise to an expansion of $90,000 in bank credit (loans and investments) and 
supports a total of$100,000 in new deposits under a 10 percent reserve requirement. The 
deposit expansion factor for a given amount of new reserves is thus the rsciprocal of the 
required reserve percentage (11.10 = 10). Loan expansion will be less by the amount of 
the initial injection. The multiple expansion is possible because the banks as a group are 
like one large b a k  in which checks drawn against borrowers' deposits result in credits to 
accounts of other depositors, with no net change in the total reserves. 
Expansion through Bank Investments 
Deposit expansion can proceed from investments as well as loans. Suppose that the 
demand for loans at some Stage 1 banks is slack. These banlcs would then probably 
purchase securities. If the sellers of the securities were custoiners, the banks would make 
payment by crediting the customers' transaction accounts, deposit liabilities would rise 
just as if loans had been made. More likely, these banks would purchase the securities 
through dealers, paying for them with checks on themselves or on their reserve accounts. 
These checks would be deposited in the sellers' balks. In either case, the net effects on 
the banking system are identical with those resulting from loan operations. 
4 As a result of the process so far, total assets and total liabilities of all banks together 
have risen 19,000. back 
r---- -. - ALL BANKS 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F. R. Banks ...+ 10,000 Deposits: Initial. . .  .+10,000 
Loans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 9,000 Stage 1 . . . . . . . . .  + 9,000 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +19,000 Total . . . . . . . . . .  .+l9,000 
5 ~ x c e s s  reserves have been reduced by the an~ount required against the deposits created 
by the loans made in Stage I. back 
Total reserves gained from initial deposits. ... 10,000 
less: Required against initial deposits. ....... -1,000 
less: Required against Stage 1 requirements .... -900 
equals: Excess reserves. .................. .8,100 
Why do these banks stop increasing their loans 
and deposifs when they still have excess reserves? 
6 ... because borrowers write checks on their accounts at the lending banks. As these 
checks are deposited iri the payees' banks and cleared, the deposits created by Stage 1 
loans and an equal amount of reserves may be transferred to other banlcs. 
r-- -- STAGE 1 BANKS 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F. R. Banks. -9000 Borrower deposits . . .  -9,000 
(matched under FR bank (shown as additions to 
liabilities) other bank deposits) 
F ~ E R ~ G ~ S E R V E  BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
3 
Reserve accounts: Stage 1 banks . - 
9,000 
Other banks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
+9,000 
- 
OTHER BANKS 
- 
Assets Liabilities 
. . . . . . . . . .  Reserves with F' R' Banks Deposits +9,000 
+9,000 
Deposit expansion has just begun! 
Page 10 
7 ~ x ~ a n s i o n  co tinues as the banks that have excess rcscrves increase their loans by that 
amount, crediting borrowers' deposit accounts in the process, thus creating still more 
money. 
I--- STAGE 2 BANKS 
Assets 
-- i 
Liabilities 
. . .  Loans . . . . . . . .  + 8100 Borrower deposits +8,100 
8 ~ o w  the banking system's assets and liabilities have risen by 27,100. 
r"- ALL BANKS 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F. R. Banks . +10,000 Deposits: Initial . . . .  +10,000 
Loans: Stage 1 . . . . . . . . . .  :t 9,000 Stage 1 . . . . . . . . . . .  +9,000 
Stage 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  + 8,100 Stage 2 . . . . . . . . . . .  +8,1OO 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  Total. +27,000 Total +27,000 
9 But there are still 7,290 of excess reserves in the banliing system. 
. . . . .  Total reserves gained from initial deposits 10,000 
less: Required against initial deposits . -1,000 
less: Required against Stage 1 deposits . -900 
less: Required against Stage 2 deposits. -810 . . .  2,710 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  cquals: Excess reserves 7,290 --> to Stage 3 banks 
10 As borrowers make payments, these reserves will be further dispersed, and the 
process can continue through many more stages, in progressively smaller increments, 
until the entire 10,000 of reserves have been absorbed by deposit growth. As is apparent 
from the summary table on page 11, more than two-thirds of the deposit expansion 
potential is reached after the first ten stages. 
It should be understood that the stages of expansion occur neither simultaneously nor in 
the sequence described above. Some banks use their reserves incompletely or only after a 
considerable time lag, while others expand assets on the basis of expected reserve 
growth. 
The process is, in fact, conlinuous and may never reach its theoretical limits. 
End page 10. back 
Page 1 1. 
Thus through stage a f t r  stage ofexpansion, 
"money" can grow to a total of 10 times the new 
.... reserves supplied to the banking system 
r-----.---..-" - 
Assets 1 Liabilities ] 
- -- 
[ Reserves I 
Reserves 
provided 
Exp. Stage 1 
Stage2 
Stage 3 
Stage 4 
Stage 5 
Stage 6 
Stage 7 
Stage 8 
Stage 9 
Stage 10 
Total (Required) (Excess) Loans and Investments Deposits 
... ... ... ... ... ... 
Stage 20 10,000 8,906 1,094 79,058 89,058 
... ... ... ... ... ... 
Final Stage 10,000 10,000 0 90,000 100,000 
... as the new deposits created by loans 
at each stage are added to those crealed at all 
earlier stages and those supplied by the initial 
reserve-creating action. 
End page 11. & 
Page 12. 
How Open Marlcet Sales Reduce bank Reserves and Deposits 
Now suppose some reduction in the amount of money is desired. Nonnally this would 
reflect telnpora~y or seasonal reductions in activity to be financed since, on a year-to-year 
basis, a growing economy needs at least some monetary expansion. Just as purchases of 
government securities by the Federal Reserve System car1 provide the basis for deposit 
expansion by adding to bank reserves, sales of securities by the Federal Reserve System 
reduce the money stock by absorbing bank reserves. The process is essentially the reverse 
of the expansion steps just described. 
Suppose the Federal Reserve System sells $1 0,000 of Treasury bills to a U.S. govemnent 
securities dealer and receives in payment an "electronic" check drawn on Bank A. As this 
payment is made, Banlc A's reserve account at a Federal Reserve Bank is reduced by 
$10,000. As a result, the Federal Reserve System's holdings of securities and the reserve 
accounts of banks are both reduced $10,000. The $10,000 reduction in Bank A's depost 
liabilities constitutes a decline in the money stock. See illustration 11. 
Contractioii Also Is a Cumulative Process 
While Bank A may have regained part of the initial reduction in deposits from other 
banks as aresult of interbank deposit flows, all barks taken together have $10,000 less in 
both deposits and reserves than they had before the Federal Reserve's sales of securities. 
The amount of reserves freed by the decline in deposits, however, is only $1,000 (1 0 
percent of $10,000). Unless the banks that lose the reserves and deposits had excess 
reserves, they are left with a reserve deficiency of $9,000. See illzistralion 12. Although 
lhey may borrow froin the Federal Reserve B a k s  to covcr this deficiency temporarily, 
sooner or later the banks will have to obtain the necessary reserves in some other way or 
reduce their needs for reserves. 
One way for a bank to obtain the reserves it needs is by selli,ng securities. But, as the 
buyers of the securities pay for them with funds in their deposit accounts in the same or 
other banks, the net result is a $9,000 decline in securities and deposits at all banks. See 
illzrstvation 13. At the end of Stage 1 of the contraction process, deposits have been 
reduced by a total of $19,000 (the initial $10,000 resulting from the Federal Reserve's 
action plus the $9,000 in deposits extinguished by securities sales of Stage 1 banks). See 
. . illustvalion 14. 
However, there is now a reserve deficiency of $8,100 at banks whose depositors drew 
down their accounts to purchase the securities from Stage 1 banks. As the new group of 
reserve-deficient banks; in turn, makes up this deficiency by selling securities or reducing 
loans, further deposit contraction takes place. 
Thus, contraction proceeds through reductions in deposits and loans or investments in 
one stage after another until total deposits have been reduced to the point where the 
smaller volume of reserves is adequate to support them. The contraction multiple is the 
same as that which applies in the case of expansion. Under a 10 percent reserve 
requirement, a $10,000 reduction in reserves would ultimately entail reductions of 
$100,000 in deposits and $90,000 in loans and investments. 
As in the case of deposit expansion, contraction of bank deposits may take place as a 
result of either sales of securities or reductions of loans. While some adjustments of both 
kinds undoubtedly would be made, the initial impact probably would be reflected in sales 
of government securities. Most types of outstanding loans cannot be called for payment 
prior to their due dates. But the bank may cease to make new loans or refuse to renew 
outstanding ones to replace those currently maturing. Thus, deposits built up by 
borrowers for the purpose of loan retirement would be extinguished as loans were repaid. 
There is one important difference between the expansion and contraction processes. 
When the Federal Reserve System adds to bark reserves, expansion of credit and deposits 
may take place up to the limits permitted by the ininimunl reserve ratio that banks are 
required to maintain. But when the System acts to reduce the amount of bank reserves, 
contraction of credit and deposits must take place (except to the extent that existing 
excess reserve balances andlor surplus vault cash are utilized) to the point where the 
required ratio of reserves to deposits is restored. But the significance of this difference 
should not be overemphasized. Because excess reserve balances do not earn interest, 
there is a strong incentive to convert them into earning assets (loans and investments). 
End of page 12. folward 
Page 13 
Deposit Contraction 
1 1 When the Federal Reserve Bank sells government securities, bank reserves decline. 
This happens because the buyer of the securities makes payment through a debit to a 
designated deposit account at a bank (Bank A), with the transfer o f f  nds being effected 
by a debit to Bank A's reserve account at the Federal Reserve Bank. &.& 
-/- I FEDERAL RESERVE . .- BANK -. BANK A 
Assets Liabilities Assets Liabilities 
U.S govt Reserve Accts. Reserves with Customer 
..... securities .... -10,000 Bank A .... -10,000 F.R. Banks .... -10,000 deposts -10,000 
This reduction in ihe customer deposit at Bank A may be spread 
among a number of banks through interbank depositflows. 
12 The loss of reserves means that all banks taken together now have a reserve 
deficiency. 
Total reserves lost from deaosit withdrawal ............. 10,000 
less: Reserves freed by deposit decline(lO%). ............ 1,000 
equals: Deficiency in reserves against remaining deposits. .9,000 
Contraction - Stage 1 
13 The banks with the reserve deficiencies (Stage I banks) can sell government 
securities to acquire reserves, but this causes a decline in the deposits and reserves of the 
buyers' banks. bacfc 
r---- ----- ------ STAGE 1 BANKS I 
- -- J 
Assets Liabilities 
U.S.government securities 
9,000 
Reserves with F.R. 
Banks..+9,000 
r __I.--..- --__-, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
-- 
i 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve Accounts: 
........ Stage 1 banks 4-9,000 
Other bariks ............ -9,000 
- OTHER BANKS 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Banks. . - 
9,000 . . . .  Deposits -9,000 
14 As a result of the process so far, assets and total deposits of all banks together have 
declined 19,000. Stage I contraction has freed 900 of reserves, but there is still a reserve 
deficiency of 8,100. bacl< 
r ALL BANKS 
--
I 
- .-, 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits: Reserves with F.R. Banks . . -10,000 Initial , , , , . , . - 0,000 U.S. government securities . . -9,000 Stage . , , , , , -9,000 
. . . . . . .  . . . .  '-19'000 Total -19,000 
Further contraction must take place! 
End of page 13. forward 
Bank Reserves - How They Change 
Money has been defined as the sum of transaction accounts in depository institutions, and 
currency and travelers checlcs in the hands of the public. Currency is something almost 
everyone uses every day. Therefore, when most people think of money, they thinlc of 
currency. Contrary to this popular impression, however, transaction deposits are the most 
significant part of the money stock. People keep enough currency on hand to effect small 
face-to-face transactions, but they write checks to cover most large expenditures. Most 
businesses probably hold even smaller amounts of currency in relation lo their total 
transactions than do individuals. 
Since the most impoaant component of money is transaction deposits, and since these 
deposits must be supported by reserves, the central bank's influence over money hinges 
on its control over the total amount of reserves and the conditions under which banks can 
obtain them. 
The preceding illustrations of the expansion and contraction processes have demonstrated 
how the central bank, by purchasing and selling gove~nment securities, can deliberately 
change aggregate bank reserves in order to affect deposits. But open market operations 
are only one of a number of kinds of transactions or dcveloptnents that cause changes in 
reservcs. Some changes originate from actions taken by the public, by the Treasury 
Department, by the banks, or by foreign and international institutions. Other changes 
arise from the service functions and operating needs of the Reserve Banks themselves. 
The various factors that provide and absorb bank reserve balances, together with symbols 
indicating the effects of these developments, arc listed on the opposite m. This 
tabulaton also indicates the nature of the balancing entries on the Federal Reserve's 
books. (To the extent that the impact is absorbed by changes in banks' vault cash, the 
Federal Reserve's books are unaffected.) 
Independent Factors Versus Policy Action 
It is apparent that bank reserves are affected in several ways that are independent of the 
control of the central bank. Most of these "independent" elements are changing more or 
less continually. Sometimes their effects may last only a day or two before being reversed 
automatically. This happens, for instance, when bad weatlier slows up the check 
collection process, giving rise to an automatic increase in Federal Reserve credit in the 
form of "float." Other influences, such as changes in the public's currency holdings, may 
persist for longer periods of time. 
Still other variations in bank reserves result solely from the mechanics of institutional 
arrangements among the Treasury, the Federal Reserve Banks, and the depository 
institutions. Tlie Treasury, for example, keeps part of its operating cash balance on 
deposit with banks. But virtually all disbursements are made from its balance in the 
Reserve Banks. As is shown later, any buildup in balances at the Reserve Banks prior to 
expenditure by the Treasury causes a dollar-for-dollar drain on bank reserves. 
In contrast to these independent ele~nents that affect reserves are the policy actions talcen 
by the Federal Reserve System. The way System open market purchases and sales of 
securities affect reserves has already been describcd. In addition, there are two other 
ways in which the System can affect bank reserves and potential deposit volume directly; 
first, through loans to depository institutions, and second, through changes in reserve 
requirement percentages. A change in the required reserve ratio, of course, does not alter 
the dollar volume of reserves directly but does change the amount of deposits that a given 
amount of reserves can support. 
Any change in reservcs, regardless of its origin, has the same potential to affect deposits. 
Therefore, in order to achieve the net reserve effects consistent with its monetary policy 
objectives, the Federal Reserve System continuously must take account of what the 
independent factors are doing to reserves and then, using its policy tools, offset or 
supplement them as the situation may require. 
By far the largest nunber and amount of the System's gross open market transactions are 
undertaken to offset drains from or additions to bank reserves from non-Federal Reserve 
sources that might otherwise cause abrupt changes in credit availability. In addition, 
Federal Reserve purchases andlor sales of securities are made to provide the reserves 
needed to support the rate of money growth consistent with monctary policy objectives. 
In this section of the booklet, several kinds of transactions that can have impoltant week- 
to-week effects on bank reserves are traced in detail. Other factors that normally have 
only a small influence are described briefly on page 35. 
Factors Changing Reserve Balances - 
Independent and Policy Actions 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve Other balances 
Public actions 
Increase in currency holdings ............... 
Decrease in currency holdings ............. 
Treasury, bank, and foreign actions 
...... Increase in Treasury deposits in F.R. Banks 
Decrease in Treasury deposits in F.R. Banks ..... 
Gold purchases (inflow) or increase in official 
valuation* .. 
Gold sales (outflows)* ....................... 
Increase in SDR certificates issued* ................ 
.......... Decrease in SDR certificates issued* 
Increase in Treasury currency 
outstanding* ................... 
Decrease in Treasury currency 
................... outstanding* 
......... Increase in Treasury cash holdings* 
........ Decrease in Treasury cash holdings* 
Increase in service-related balances/adjustments.. 
Decrease in service-related 
....... balances/adjustments 
Increase in foreign and other deposits in F.R. 
Banks.. ...... 
Decrease in foreign and other deposits in F.R 
Banks .... 
Federal Reserve actions 
Purchases of securities .................................... 
Sales of securities ................................... 
Loans to depository institutions ........... 
Repayment of loans to depository institutions ......... 
Increase in Federal Reserve float .................. 
Decrease in Federal Reserve float ...................... 
Increase in assets denominated in foreign currency 
...... 
Decrease in assets denominated in foreign currency 
...... 
Increase in other assetsh* ................. . ................ 
Decrease in other assetsY* ..................................... 
Increase in other 
liabilities** ..................................... 
Decrease in other liabilities** .................................. 
Increase in capital accounts** ............................. 
Decrease in capital accounts** .......................... 
Increase in reserve requirements ............... 
Decrease in reserve requirements ............... 
* These factors represent assets and liabilities of the Treasury. Changes in them typically 
affect reserve balances through a related change in the Federal Reserve Basks' liability 
"Treasury deposits." 
* *  Included in "Other Federal Reserve accounts" as described on page 35. 
*** Effect on excess reserves. Total reserves are unchanged. 
Note: To the extent that reserve changes are in the forin of vault cash, Federal Reserve 
accounts are not affected. & 
Forward 
Changes in the Amount of Currency Held by the Public 
Changes in the amount of currency held by the public typically follow a fairly regular 
intran~onthly pattern. Major changes also occur over holiday periods and during the 
Christmas shopping season - times when people find it convenient to keep more pocket 
money on hand. (See chart.) The public acquires currency from banks by cashing checks. 
(6J When deposits, which are fractional reserve money, are exchanged for currency, 
which is 100 percent reserve money, the banking system experiences a net reserve drain. 
Under the assumed 10 percent reserve requirement, a given amount of banlc reserves can 
support deposits ten times as great, but when drawn upon to meet currency demand, the 
exchange is one to one. A $1 increase in currency uses up $1 of reserves. 
Suppose a bank customer cashed a $100 cl~eck to obtain currency needed for a weekend 
holiday. Bank deposits decline $100 because the customer pays for the currency with a 
check on his or her transaction deposit; and the banlc's currency (vault cash reserves) is 
also reduced $100. See illustrution 15. 
Now the bank has less currency. It may replenish its vault cash by ordering currency from 
its Federal Reserve Bank - making payment by authorizing a cliarge to its reserve 
account. On the Reserve Bank's books, the charge against the bank's reserve account is 
offset by an increase in the liability item "Federal ~ese rve  notes." See illtcshation 16. The 
reserve Bank shipment to the banlc might consist, at least in part, 0fU.S. coins rather than 
Federal Reserve notes. All coins, as well as a small amount of paper currency still 
outstanding but no longer issued, are obligations of the Treasury. To the extent that 
shipments of cash to banks are in the fonn of coin, the offsetting entry on the Reserve 
Bank's boolts is a decline in its asset item "coin." 
The public now has the same volume of money as before, except that more is in the form 
of currency and less is in the form of transaction deposits. Under a 10 percent reserve 
requirement, the amount of reserves required against the $100 of deposits was only $10, 
while a rull$100 of reserves have been drained away by the disbursement of $100 in 
currency. Thus, if the bank had no excess reserves, the $100 withdrawal in currency 
causes a reserve deficiency of $90. Unless new reserves are provided from some other 
source, bank assets and deposits will have to be reduced (according to the contraction 
process described on pages 1_2 and i3) by an additional $900. At that point, the reserve 
deficiency caused by the cash withdrawal would be eliminated. 
When Currency Returns to Ranks, Reserves Rise 
After holiday periods, currency returils to the banks. The customer who cashed a check to 
cover anticipated cash expenditures may later redeposit any currency still held that's 
beyond normal pocket money needs. Most of it probably will have changed hands, and it 
will be deposited by operators of motels, gasoline stations, restaurants, and retail stores. 
This process is exactly the reverse of the currency drain, except that the banks to which 
currency is returned may not be the same banks that paid it out. But in thc aggregate, the 
banks gain reserves as 100 percent reserve money is converted back into fractional 
reservc money. 
When $1 00 of cunency is returned to the banks, deposits and vault cash are increased. 
See i l lzrs trat iu .  The banks can keep the currency as vault cash, which also counts as 
reserves. More likely, the currency will be shipped to the Reserve Banks. The Reserve 
Banks credit bank reserve accounts and reduce Federal Reserve note liabilities. See 
illustration 18. Sinceonly $10 must be held against the new $100 in deposits, $90 is 
excess reserves and can give rise to $900 of additional depositsa. 
To avoid multiple contraction or expansion of deposit money merely because the public 
wishes to change the co~nposition of its money holdings, the effects of changes in the 
public's currency holdings on bank reserves norn~ally are offset by System open market 
operations. 
6The same balance sheet entries apply whether ihe individual physically cashes a paper 
checlc or obtains currency by withdrawing cash through an automatic teller machine. back 
7Under current reserve accounting regulations, vault cash reserves are used to satisfy 
reserve requirements in a future maintenance period while reserve balances satisfy 
requirements in the current period. As a result, the impact on a bank's current reserve 
position may differ from that shown unless the hank restores its vault cash position in the 
current period via changes in its reserve balance. !x& 
1 5 When a depositor cashes a check, both deposits and vault cash reserves decline 
back 
-
r- BANK A -I 
Assets Liabilities 
Vault cash reserves. . -100 Deposits. . . . -100 
(Required. . -10) 
(Deficit. . . . 90) 
1 6 If the bank replenishes its vault cash, its account at the Reserve Bank is drawn 
down in exchange for notes issued by the Federal Reserve. 
r---- - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve accounts: Bank A . . . - 
100 
F.R. nofes . . . +I00 
r---- ' - 
I 
-- 
BANK A 
-- 
Assets 
1 
Liabilities 
Vault cash. . . . . . . .+I00 
Reserves with F.R. Banks . -100 
1 7 When currency comes back to the banks, both deposits and vault cash reserves rise. 
./ BANK - A - 
-- 
Assets Liabilities 
1 
Vault casli reserves . . +lo0 Deposits . . . . +I00 
(Required. . . +lo) 
(Excess. . . . +90) 
1 8 If the currency is returned to the Federal reserve, reserve accounts are credited and 
Federal Reserve notes are taken out of circulation. 
r 
I 
-- 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve accounts: Banlc A . . 
+lo0 
F.R. notes . . . . . -100 
- I 
BANK A I 
Assets Liabilities 
Vault cash . . . . . -100 
Reserves with F.R. Banks . . . 
1-100 
Page 18 
Changes irz US. Treasury 
Deposits in Federal Reserve 
Banks 
Reserve accounts of depository institutions 
constitute the bulk of the deposit liabilities 
ofthe Federal Reserve System. Other 
institutions, however, also maintain 
balances in the Federal Reserve Banks - 
mainly the U.S. Treasury, foreign central 
banks, and international financial 
institutions. In general, when these balances rise, bank reserves fall, and vice versa. This 
occurs because the funds used by these agencies to build up their deposits in the Reserve 
Banlcs ultimately come from deposits in banks. Conversely, recipients of payments from 
these agencies normally deposit the funds in banks. Through the collection process these 
banks receive credit to their reserve accounts. 
The most iinportant nonbank depositor is the U.S. Treasury. Part of the Treasury's 
operating cash balance is kept in the Federal Reserve Banks; the rest is held in depository 
institutions all over the country, in so-called "Treasury tax and loan" (TT&L) note 
accounts. (See chart.) Disbursements by the Treasury, however, are made against its 
balances at the Federal Reserve. Thus, transfers from banks to Federal Reserve Banks are 
made through regularly scheduled "calls" on TT&L balances to assure that sufficient 
funds are available to cover Treasury checks as they are presented for payment. 
Bank Reserves Decline as the Treasury's Deposits at the Reserve Banks 
Increase 
Calls on TT&L note accounts drain reserves from the banks by the full amount of the 
transfer as funds move from the TT&L balances (via charges to bank reserve accounts) to 
Treasury balances at the Reserve Banks. Because reserves are not required against TT&L 
note accounts, these transfers do not reduce required reserves.Qj 
Suppose a Treasury call payable by Bank A amounts to $1,000. The Federal Reserve 
Banks are authorized to transfer the amount of the Treasury call from Bank A's reserve 
account at the Federal Reserve to the account of the U.S. Treasury at the Federal Reserve. 
As a result of the transfer, both reserves and TT&L note balances of the bank are 
reduced. On the books of the Reserve Bank, bank reserves decline and Treasury deposits 
rise. See illusYation 19. 'This withdrawal of Treasury funds will cause a reserve 
deficiency of $1,000 since no reserves are released by the decline in TT&L note accounts 
at depository institutions. 
Bank Reserves Rise as the Treasury's Deposits at the Reserve Banks 
Decline 
As the Treasury makes expenditures, checks drawn on its balances in the Reserve B a k s  
are paid to the public, and these funds find their way back to banks in the form of 
deposits. The banks receive reserve credit equal to the h l l  amount of these deposits 
although the corresponding increase in their required reserves is only 10 percent of this 
amount. 
Suppose a government employee deposits a $1,000 expense check in Bank A. The bank 
sends the check to its Federal Reserve Bank for collection. The Reserve Bank then credits 
Bank A's reserve account and charges the Treasury's account. As a result, the bank gains 
both reserves and deposits. While there is no change in the assets or total liabilities of the 
Reserve Banks, the funds drawn away from the Treasury's balances have been shifted to 
bank reserve accounts. See illz~stration 20. 
One of the objectives of the TT&L note program, which requires depository institntions 
that want to hold Treasury funds for more than one day to pay interest on them, is to 
allow the Treasury to hold its balance at the Reserve Banks to the minimum consistent 
with current payment needs. By maintaining a fairly constant balance, large drains from 
or additions to bank reserves from wide swings in the Treasury's balance that would 
require extensive offsetting open market operations can be avoided. Nevertheless, there 
are still periods when these fluctuations have large reserve effects. In 1991, for example, 
week-to-week changes in Treasury deposits at the Reserve Banks averaged only $56 
million, but ranged from -$4.15 billion to +$8.57 billion. 
8When the Treasury's balance at the Federal Reserve rises above expected payment 
needs, the Treasury may place the excess funds in TT&L note accounts through a "direct 
investment." The accounting entries are the same, but of opposite signs, as those shown 
when funds are transferred from TT&L note accounts to Treasury deposits at the Fed. 
& 
9Tax payments received by institutions designated as Federal tax depositories initially are 
credited to reservable demand deposits due to the U.S. govement.  Because such tax 
payments typically come from reservable transaction accounts, required reserves are not 
inaterially affected on this day. On the next business day, however, when these funds are 
placed either in a nonreservable note account or remitted to the Federal Reserve for credit 
to the Treasury's balance at the Fed, required reserves decline. back 
End page 18. forward 
Page 19 
1 9 When the Treasury builds up its deposits at the Federal Reserve through "calls" on 
TT&L note balances, reserve accounts are reduced. back 
p--- FEDERAL RESERVE BANK - 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve accounts: Bank A . . - 
1,000 
U.S. 'Treasury deposits . . +1,000 
. - 
BANK A I 
Assets Liabilities 
Treasury tax and loan note Reserves with F.R. Banks . . - 
1,000 account 
. . -1,000 
(Required. . . . 0) 
(Deficit . . I ,  000) 
20 Checks written on the Treasury's account at the Federal Reserve Bank are deposited 
in banks. As these are collected, banks receive credit to their reserve accounts at the 
Federal Reserve Banks. &g& 
--.-we--" 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve accounts: Bank A .  . 
+1,000 
U.S. Treasury deposits. . . -1,000 
- 
PI---- . BANK - A .- I 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Banks . . Private deposits . . +1,000 
+1,000 
(Required. . . 4-100) 
(Excess. . . . . +900) 
End of page 19. forward 
Changes in Federal Reserve Float 
A large proportion of checks drawn on banks and deposited in other banks is cleared' 
(collected) through the Federal Reserve Banks. Some of these checks are credited 
immediately to the reserve accounts of the depositing banks and are collected the same 
day by debiting the reserve accounts of the banks on which the checks are drawn. All 
checks are credited to the accounts of the depositing banks according to availability 
schedules related to the time it normally takes the Federal Reserve to collect the checks, 
but rarely more than two business days after they are received at the Reserve Banks, even 
though they may not yet have been collected due to processing, transportation, or other 
delays. 
The reserve credit eiven for checks not vet collected is included in Federal Reserve 
- 
"float."m On the books of the Federal Reserve Banks, balance sheet float, or statement 
float as it is sometimes called, is the difference between the asset account "items in 
process of collection," and the liability account "deferred credit items." Statement float is 
~~sually positive since it is more often the case that reserve credit is given before the 
checks are actually collected than the other way around. 
Published data on Federal Reserve float are based on a "reserves-factor" framework 
rather than a balance sheet accounting framework. As published, Federal Reserve float 
includes statement float, as defined above, as we41 as float-related "as-of' 
adjusiments.(lJ) These adjustments represent corrections for errors that arise in 
processing transactions related to Federal Reserve priced services. As-of adjustments do 
not change the balance sheets of either the Federal Reserve Banks or an individual bank. 
Rather they are corrections to the bank's reserve position, thereby affecting the 
calculation of whether or not the bank meets its reserve requirements. 
An Increase in Federal Reserve Float Increases Bank Reserves 
As float rises, total bank reserves rise by the same amount. For example, suppose Bank A 
receives checks totaling $1 00 drawn on Banks B, C, and D, all in distant cities. Bank A 
increases the accounts of its depositors $100, and sends the items to a Federal Reserve 
Bank for collection. Upon receipt of the checks, the Reserve Bank increases its own asset 
account "items in process of collection," and increases its liability account "deferred 
credit items" (checks and other items not yet credited to the sending bank's reserve 
accounts). As long as these two accounts 
move together, there is no change in float 
or in total reserves from this source. See 
illustration 21. 
On the next business day (assuming Banks 
B, C, and D are one-day deferred 
availability points), the Reserve Bank pays Bank A. The Reserve Bank's "deferred credit 
items" account is reduced, and Bank A's reserve account is increased $100. If these iteins 
actually take more than one business day to collect so that "items in process of 
collection" are not reduced that day, the credit to Bank A represents an addition to total 
bank reserves since the reserve accounts of Banlcs B, C, and D will not have been 
commensurately r e d u c e d . 0  See illz~strution 22. 
A Decline in Federal Reserve Float Reduces Bank Reserves 
Only when the checks are actually collected from Banks 13, C, and D does the float 
involved in the above example disappear - "items in process of collection" of the Reserve 
Bank decline as the reserve accounts of Banlcs B, C, and D are reduced. See illustration 
23. 
On an annual average basis, Federal Reserve float declined dramatically from 1979 
through 1984, in part reflecting actions taken to implement provisions of thc Monetary 
Control Act that directed the Federal Reserve to reduce and price float. (See chart.) Since 
1984, Federal Reserve float has been fairly stable on an annual average basis, but often 
fluctuates sharply over short periods. From the standpoint ofthe effect on bank reserves, 
the significant aspect of float is not that it exists but that its volume changes in a difficult- 
to-predict way. Float can increase unexpectedly, for example, if weather conditions 
ground planes transporting checks to paying banks for collection. However, such periods 
typically are followed by ones where actual collections exceed new items being received 
for collection. Thus, reserves gained from float expansion usually are quite temporary. 
1 O~edera l  Reserve float also arises from other funds tianrfe~ services provided by the Fed, and automatic clearinghouse hansfeis. 
1 1 ~ s - o f  adjustnients also are used as one means of pricing float, as discussed on m, and for nanlloat related corrections, as 
discussed on page 35. back 
121f the checks received from Bank A had been erroneously a s s i ~ e d  a two-day deleired availability, then neither statement float nor reserves 
would increase, although both should. Bank A s  reserve position and publislied Fedeni Reserve float data arc coireotcd for this and similer 
erron through as-of adjustments. & 
2 1 When a bank receives deposits in the fonn of checks drawn on other banks, it can 
send them to the Federal Reserve Bank for collection. (Reauired reserves are not affected \ A 
immediately because requirements apply to net transaction accounts, i.e., total transaction 
accounts minus both cash items in Drocess of collectioli and deposits due from domestic 
depository institutions.) ,ack 
7-- 
i FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Items in process of collection . . 
1-100 Deferred credit items . . +lo0 
J-- - BANK A I I 
Assets Liabilities 
Cash items in process of collection. . +I00 Deposits . . . . . . .  +lo0 
22 If t11e reserve account of the payee bank is credited before the reserve accounts of 
the paying banks are debited; total reserves increase. 
,--_-___-I_-_-- -..-.-A 
I 
- 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
- 
Assets Liabilities 
Deferred credit items . . -100 
Reserve account: Bank A . . +I00 
- --- 
BANK A - 1  
Assets Liabilities 
Cash items in process of collection . . - 
100 
Reserves with F.R. Banlcs . . .  +I00 
. . .  (Required. 4-10) 
(Excess. . . . . .  +90) 
23 But upon actual collection ofthe items, accounts of the paying banks are charged, 
and total reserves decline. 
r- FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Items in process Reserve accounts: 
of collection. . . . . .  -100 Banks B, C, and D . . . . .  -100 
1 BANK B, C, and D / 
__A 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R.Banks . . -100 Deposits. . . . . . -100 
(Required. . . -1 0) 
(Dejcir . . . . . 90) 
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Changes in Service-Related Balances and Adjustments 
In order to foster a safe and efficient payments system, the Federal Reserve offers banks a 
variety of payments services. Prior to passage of the Monetary Control Act in 1980, the 
Federal Reserve offered its seivices free, but only to banks that were members ofthe 
Federal Reserve System. The Monetary Control Act directed the Federal Reserve to offer 
its services to all depository institutions, to charge for these services, and to reduce and 
price Federal Reserve f l 0 a t . a  Except for float, all services covered by the Act were 
priced by the end of 1982. Implelnentation of float pricing essentially was co~npleted in 
1983. 
The advent of Federal reserve priced services led to several changes that affect the use of 
funds in banks' reserve accounts. As a result, only part of the total balances in bank 
reserve acconnts is identified as "reserve balances" available to meet reserve 
requirements. Other balances held in reserve accounts represent "service-related balances 
and adjustments (to compensate for float)." Service-related balances are "required 
clearing balances" held by banks that use Federal Reserve services while "adjustments" 
represent balances held by banks that pay for float with as-of adjustments. 
An Increase in Required Clearing Balances Reduces Reserve Balances 
Procedures for establishing and maintaining clearing balances were approved by the 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System in Febluary of 1981. A bank may be 
required to hold a clearing balance if it has no required reserve balance or if its requircd 
reserve balance (held to satisfy reserve requirements) is not large enough to handle its 
volume of clearings. Typically a bank holds both reserve balances and required clearing 
balances in the same reserve account. Thus, as required clearing balances are established 
or increased, the amount of funds in reserve accounts identified as reserve balances 
declines. 
Suppose Bank A wants to use Federal Reserve services but has a reserve balance 
requirement that is less than its expected operating needs. With its Reserve Bank, it is 
determined that Bank A must maintain a required clearing balance of $1,000. If Bank A 
has no excess reserve balance, it will have to obtain h d s  horn some other source. Bank 
A could sell $1,000 of securities, but this 
will reduce the amount of total bank 
reserve balances and deposits. See 
illt~stration 24. 
Banks are billed each month for the 
Federal Reserve services they have used 
with payment collected on a specified day 
the following month. All required clearing balances held generate "earnings credits" 
which can be used only to offset charges for Federal Reserve services Llfil Alternatively, 
banks can pay for services through a direct charge to their reserve accounts. If acciued 
earnings credits are used to pay for services, then reserve balances are unaffected. On the 
other hand, if payment for services talces the form of a direct charge to the bank's reserve 
account, the11 reserve balances decline. See illustration 25. 
Float Pricing As-Of Adjustments Reduce Reserve Balances 
In 1983, the Federal Reserve began pricing explicitly for float,(l5) specifically 
"intertenitory" check float, i.e., float generated by checks deposited by a banlc served by 
one Reserve Bank but drawn on a bank served by another Reserve Bank. The depositing 
balk has three options in paying for interterritory check float it generates. It can use its 
eamings credits, authorize a direct charge to its reserve account, or pay for the float with 
an as-of adjustment. If either of the first two options is chosen, the accounting entries are 
the same as paying for other priced services. If the as-of adjustment option is chosen, 
however, the balance sheets of the Reserve Banks and the bank are not directly affected. 
In effect what happens is that part of the total balances held in the bank's reserve account 
is identified as being held to compensate the Federal reserve for float. This part, then, 
cannot be used to satisfy either reserve requirements or clearing balance requirements. 
Float pricing as-of adjustments are applied two weeks after the related float is generated. 
Thus, an individual bank has sufficient time to obtain funds from other sources in order to 
avoid any reserve deficiencies that might result from float pricing as-of adjustments. If all 
banks together l~ave no excess reserves, however, the float pricing as-of adjustments lead 
to a decline in total bank reserve balances. 
Week-to-week changes in service-related balances and adjustments c a ~  be volatile, 
primarily reflecting adjustments to compensate for float. (See chart. ) Since these changes 
are known in advance, any undesired impact on reserve balances can be offset easily 
through open market operations. 
13The Act specified that fee schedules cover services such as check clearing and 
collection, wire transfer, automated clearinghouse, settlement, securities safekeeping, 
noncash collection, Federal Reserve float, and any new services offered. &L& 
14"Earnings credits" are calculated by inultiplying the actual average clearing balance 
held over a maintenance period, up to that required plus the clearing balance band, times 
a rate based on the average federal funds rate. The clearing balance band is 2 perceilt of 
the required clearing balance or $25,000, whichever amount is larger. 
1 SWhile some types of float are priced directly, the Federal Reserve prices other types of 
float indirectly, for example, by including the cost of float in the per-item fees for the 
priced service. 
End of page 22. & 
24 When Bank A establishes a required clearing balance at a Federal Reserve Bank by 
selling securities, the reserve balances and deposits of other banks decline. !z& 
i---- BANK A 
Assets Liabilities 
J 
U.S. government securities . . - 
1,000 
Reserve account with F.R. 
Banks: 
Required clearing balance . . 
+I000 
T FEDERAL RESERVE BA~F- -I 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve accounts: 
Required clearing 
. . .  balances Bank A .  +I000 
Reserve balances: 
. . . . . . .  Other hanks. -1000 
r- - OTHER BANKS I 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserve accounts with F.R. 
. . . . . . .  Banlcs: Deposits -1,000 
Reserve balances. . . .  -1,000 
(Required. . .  -1 00) 
(Dejcit . . . . .  900) 
25 When Bank A is billed monthly for Federal Reserve services used, it can pay for 
these services by having earnings credits applied andlor by authorizing a direct charge to 
its reserve account. Suppose Bank A has 
accrued earnings credits of $100 but incurs 
fees of $125. Then both methods would be 
used. On the Federal Reserve Bank's 
books, the liability account "earnings 
credits due to depository institutions" 
declines by $100 and Bank A's reserve 
account is reduced by $25. Offsetting 
these entries is a reduction in the Fed's (other) asset account "accrued service income." 
On Bank A's books, the accounting entries might be a $100 reduction to its asset account 
"earnings credit due from Federal Reserve Banks" and a $25 reduction in its reserve 
account, which are offset by a $125 decline in its liability "accounts payable." While an 
individual bank may use different accounting entries, the net effect on reserves is a 
reduction of $25, the amount of billed fees that were paid through a direct charge to Bank 
A's reserve account. 
I FEDERAL RESERVE BANK - 
Assets Liabilities 
1 
Earnings credits due to Accrued service income . . . . . - 
125 depository institutions . . . . . . . . -100 
Reserve accounts: Bank A .  . -25 
I BANK A 
-- - -- -- 
Assets Liabilities 
J 
Earnings credits due from F.R. 
Banks. .-I00 Accounts payable. . . . . -125 
Reserves with F.R. Banks . . . . . - 
25 
Changes in Loans to Depository Institutions 
Prior to passage of the Monetary Control Act of 1980, only banks that were members of 
the Federal Reserve System had regular access to the Fed's "discount window." Since 
then, all institutions having deposits reservable under the Act also have been able to 
borrow from the Fed. Under conditions set by the Federal Reserve, loans are available 
under three credit programs: adjustment, seasonal, and extended c red i t .m  The average 
amount of each type of discount window credit provided varies over time. (See chart.) 
When a bank borrows from a Federal Reserve Bank, it borrows reserves. The acquisition 
of reserves in this manner differs in an important way from the cases already illustrated. 
Banks normally borrow adjustment credit only to avoid reserve deficiencies or overdrafts, 
not to obtain excess reserves. Adjustrnerit credit borrowings, therefore, afe reserves on 
which expansion has already taken place. How can this happen? 
In their efforts to accommodate customers as well as to keep fully invested, balks 
frequently make loans in anticipation of inflows of loanable h d s  from deposits or 
money market sowces. Loans add to bank deposits but not to bank reserves. Unless 
excess reserves can be tapped, banks will not have enough reserves to meet the reserve 
requirements against the new deposits. Likewise, individual banks may incur deficiencies 
through unexpected deposit outflows and corresponding losses of reserves through 
clearings. Other banks receive these deposits and can increase their loans accordingly, but 
the banks that lost them may not be able to reduce outstanding loans or investments in 
order to restore their reserves to required levels within the required time period. In eitl~er 
case, a bank may borrow reserves temporarily from its Reserve Bank. 
Suppose a customer of Bank A wants to borrow $100. On the basis of the managements's 
judgment that the bank's reserves will be sufficient to provide the necessary funds, the 
customer is accommodated. The loan is made by increasing "loans" and crediting the 
customer's deposit account. Now Bank A's deposits have increased by $100. However, if 
reserves are insufficient to support the higher deposits, Bank A will have a $10 reserve 
deficiency, assuming requirements of 10 percent. See illuslration 26. Bank A may 
temporarily borrow the $10 from its Federal Reserve Bank, which makes a loan by 
increasing its asset item "loans to depository institutions" and crediting Bank A's reserve 
account. Bank A gains reserves and a corresponding liability "borrowings from Federal 
Reserve Banks." See illustration 27. 
To repay borrowing, a bank must gain reserves through either deposit growth or asset 
liquidation. See illustrdion 28. A bank makes payment by authorizing a debit to its 
reserve account at the Federal Reserve Bank. Repayment of borrowing, therefore, reduces 
both reserves and "borrowings from Federal Reserve Banks." See illustration 29. 
Unlilce loans made under the seasonal and extended credit programs, adjustment credit 
loans to banks generally must be repaid within a short time since such loans are made 
primarily to cover needs created by temporary fluctuations in deposits and loans relative 
to usual patterns. Adjustments, such as sales of securities, made by some banks to "get 
out of the window" tend to transfer reserve shortages to other banks and may force these 
other banks to borrow, especially in periods of heavy credit demands. Even at times when 
the total volume of adjustment credit borrowing is rising, some individual banks are 
repaying loans while others are borrowing. In the aggregate, adjustment credit borrowing 
usually increases in periods of rising business activity when the public's demands for 
credit are rising more rapidly than nonbonowed reserves are being provided by System 
open market operations. 
Discount Window as a Tool of Monetary Policy 
Although reserve expansion through borrowing is initiated by banks, the amount of 
reserves that banks can acquire in this way ordinarily is limited by the Federal Reserve's 
administration of the discount window and by its control of the rate charged banks for 
adjustment credit loans - the discount rate.fJ7J Loans are made only for approved 
purposes, and other reasonably available sources of funds must have been fully used. 
Moreover, banks are discouraged froin borrowing adjustment credit too frequently or for 
extended time periods. Raising the discount rate tends to restrain borrowing by increasing 
its cost relative to the cost of alternative sources of reserves. 
Discount window administration is an important adjunct to the other Federal Reserve 
tools of monetay policy. While the privilege of borrowing offers a "safety valve" to 
temporarily relieve severe strains on the reserve positions of individual banks, there is 
generally a strong incentive for a bank to repay borrowing before adding further to its 
loans and investments. 
1 GAdjustment credit is short-tenn credit available to meet temporary needs for funds. 
Seasonal credit is available for longer periods to smaller institutions having regular 
seasonal needs for funds. Extended credit may be made available to an institution or 
group of institutions experiencing sustained liquidity pressures. The reserves provided 
through extended credit borrowing typically are offset by open market operations. && 
17Flexible discount rates related to rates on money market. sources of funds currently are 
charged for seasonal credit and for extended credit outstanding'more than 30 days. 
26 A bank may incur a reserve deficiency if it makes loans when it has no excess 
reserves. 
r-- BANK A - 
Assets Liabilities 
i 
. . . . . .  Loans . . . . . . . . .  +I00 Deposits.. +I00 
Reserves with F. R. Banks . . no 
change 
(Required. . . .  +10) 
(Deficit. . . . . . .  10) 
27 Borrowing from a Federal Reserve Bank to cover such a deficit is accompanied by 
a direct credit to the bank's reserve account. back 
I FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
1 
Loans to depository Reserve accounts: Bank A .  .+ I0  
institution: 
Bank A , .  . . . . . .  +10 
I---' BANK A --I 
Assets Liabilities 
Borrowings from F.R.Banlcs . . Reserves with F.R. Banks . . -t10 
+10 
No further expansion can take place on the new reserves because they are all needed 
against the deposits created in (26). 
2 8 Before a bank can repay borrowings, it must gain reserves from some other source. 
back 
-
I----- BANK A 
........ . 
Assets Liabilities 
i 
Securities . . . . . . . -  10 
Reserves with F.R. Banks . . .  
4-10 
29 Repayment of borrowings from the Federal Reserve Bank reduces reserves. 
I 
-- 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
-- 
Assets Liabilities 
I 
. .  
to depository Reserve accounts: Bank A .  - 
institutions: . n I V Bank A .  . . . . . . . .  -10 
- 
BANK A I 
Assets Liabilities 
Borrowings from F.R. Bank. . - Reserves with F.R. Bank . . -10 10 
Changes in Reserve Requirements 
Thus far we have described transactions that affect the volume of bank reserves and the 
impact thcse transactions have upon the capacity of the banks to expand their assets and 
deposits. It is also possible to influence deposit expansion or contractioll by changing the 
required minimum ratio of reserves to deposits. 
The authority to vary required reserve percentages for banks that were members of the 
Federal Reserve System (member banks) was first granted by Congress to the Federal 
Reserve Board of Governors in 1933. The ralges within wl~ich this authority can be 
exercised have been cltanged several times, most recently in the Monetary Control Act of 
1980, which provided for the establishment of reserve requirements that apply uniformly 
to all depository institutions. The 1980 statute established the following limits: 
On transact ion accounts 
f i r s t  $25 m i l l i o n  . . . . . . . . . 3% 
above $25 m i l l i o n  . . . . . 8% to 1 4 9  
On nonpersonal t ime depos i t s  . . . . 0 %  t o  9 %  
The 1980 law initially set the requirement against transaction accounts over $25 million 
at 12 percent and that against nonpersonal time deposits at 3 percent. The initial $25 
million "low reserve tranche" was indexed to change each year in line with 80 percent of 
the growth in transaction accounts at all depository institutions. (For example, the low 
reserve tranche was increased from $41 .I million for 1991 to $42.2 million for 1992.) In 
addition, reserve requirements can be imposed on certain nondeposit sources of funds, 
such as Eurocurrency liabilities.(l8) (Initially the Board set a 3 percent requirement on 
Eurocurrency liabilities.) 
The Garn-St. Germain Act of 1982 modified these provisions somewhat by exempting 
from reserve requirements the first $2 million of total reservable liabilities at each 
depository institution. Similar to the low reserve tranche adjustment for transaction 
accounts, the $2 million "reservable liabilities exemption amount" was indexed to 80 
percent of annual increases in total reservable liabilities. (For example, the exemption 
amount was increased from $3.4 million for 1991 to $3.6 million for 1992.) 
Tile Federal Reserve Board is autl~orized to change, at its discretion, the percentage 
requirements on transaction accounts above the low reserve tranche and on nonpersonal 
time deposits within the ranges indicated above. In addition, the Board may impose 
differing reserve requirements on nonpersonal time deposits based on the maturity of the 
deposit. (The Board initially imposed the 3 percent nonpersonal time deposit requirement 
only on such deposits with original maturities of under four years.) 
During the phase-in period, which ended in 1984 for most member banks and in 1987 for 
most nonmember institutions, requirements changed according to a predetermined 
schedule, without any action by the Federal Reserve Board. Apart from these legally 
prescribed changes, once the Monetary Control Act provisions were implemented in late 
1980, the Board did not change any reserve requirement ratios until late 1990. (The 
original maturity break for requirements on nonpersonal time deposits was shortened 
several times, once in 1982, and twice in 1983, in connectioli with actions taken to 
deregulate ratcs paid on deposits.) In December 1990, the Board reduced reserve 
requirements against nonpersonal time deposits and Eurocurrency liabilities from 3 
percent to zero. Effective in April 1992, the reserve requirement on transaction accounts 
above the low reserve tranche was lowered from 12 percent to 10 percent. 
When reserve requirements are lowered, a portion of banks' existing holdings of required 
reserves becomes excess reserves and may be loaned or invested. For example, with a 
requirement of 10 percent, $10 of reserves would be required to support $100 of deposits 
See iliustruiion 30. But a reduction in the legal requirement to 8 percent would tie up 
only $8, freeing $2 out of each $10 of reserves for use in creating additional bank credit 
and deposits. See illustraiion_~. 
An increase in reserve requirements, on the other hand, absorbs additional reserve funds, 
and banks which have no cxcess reservcs must acquire reserves or reduce loans or 
investments to avoid a reserve deficiency. Thus an increase in the requirement from 10 
percent to 12 percent would boost required reserves to $12 for each $100 of deposits. 
Assuming banlcs have no excess reserves, this would force them to liquidate assets until 
the reserve deficiency was eliminated, at which point deposits would be one-sixth less 
than before. See illusiration 32. 
Reserve Requirements and Monetary Policy 
The power to change reserve requirements, like purchases and sales of securities by the 
Federal Reserve, is an instrument of monetary policy. Even a small change in 
requirements - say, one-half of one percentage point - can have a large and widespread 
impact. Other instruments of monetary policy have sometimes been used to cushion the 
initial impact of a reserve requirement change. Thus, the System may sell securities (or 
purchase less than otherwise would be appropriate) to absorb part of the reserves released 
by a cut in requirements. 
It should be noted that in addition to their initial impact on excess reserves, changes in 
requirements alter the expansion power of every reserve dollar. Thus, such changes affect 
the leverage of all subsequent increases or decreases in reserves from any source. For this 
reason, changes in the total volume of bank reserves actually held between points in time 
when requirements differ do not provide an accurate indication of the Federal Reserve's 
policy actions. 
Both reserve balances and vault cash are eligible to satisfy reserve requirements. To the 
extent some institutions normally hold vault cash to meet operating needs in amounts 
exceeding their required reserves, they are unlikely to be affected by any change in 
requirements. 
18 The 1980 statute also provides that "under extraordinary circumstances" reserve 
requirements can be imposed at any level on any liability of depository i~lstitutions for as 
long as six months; and, if essential for the conduct of monetary policy, supplemental 
requirements up to 4 percent of transaction accounts can be imposed. 
3 0 Under a 10 percent reserve requirement, $1 0 of reserves are needed to support each 
$100 of deposits. 
I I BANK A 
- - 2
Assets Liabilities 
. . . . . .  Loans and investments . . .  90 Deposits. 100 
Reserves. . . . . . . .  10 
(Required. . . .  10) 
(Excess. . . . . . .  0) 
3 1 With a reduction in requirements from 10 percent to 8 percent, fewer reserves are 
required against the same volwne of deposits so that excess reserves are created. These 
can be loaned or invested. 
r- BANK A J 
Assets Liabilities 
. . . . . .  Loans and investments . . . .  . 9 0  Deposits. 100 
Reserves . . . . . . . .  10 
(Required. . . . .  8) 
(Excess. . . . . .  2) 
Assets Liabilities 
No change No change 
There is no change in the total amount of reserves. 
3 2 With an increase in requirements from 10 percent to 12 percent, more reserves are 
required against the same volume of deposits. The resulting deficiencies must be covered 
by liquidation of loans or investments ... & 
1- BANK A "-1 
Assets Liabilities 
Loans and investments . . . .  . 9 0  Deposits. . . . . . . . .  100 
Reserves . . . . . . . . .  10 
(Required. . . . . 12) 
(Dejicit . . . . . . . 2) 
r- -- FEDERAL RESEI<=BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
No clxailge No change 
... because the total amount of bank reserves remains unchanged 
Changes in Foreign-Related Factors 
The Federal Reserve has engaged in foreign currency operations for its own account 
since 1962. In addition, it acts as the agent for foreign currency transactions of the U.S 
Treasury, and since the 1950s has executed transactions for customers such as foreign 
central banks. Perhaps the most publicized type of foreign currency transaction 
undertalcen by the Federal Reserve is intervention in foreign exchange markets. 
Intervention, however, is only one of several foreign-related transactions that have the 
potential for increasing or decreasing reserves of banks, thereby affecting money and 
credit growth. 
Several foreign-related transactions and their effects on U.S. bank reserves are described 
in the next few pages. Included are some but not all of the types of transactions used. The 
key point to remember, however, is that the Federal Reserve routinely offsets any 
undesired change in U.S. bank reserves resulting from foreign-related transactions. As a 
result, such transactions do not affect money and credit growth in the United States. 
Foreign Exchange Intervention for the Federal Reserve's Own Account 
When the Federal Reserve intervenes in foreign exchange markets to sell dollars for its 
own a c c o u n t , u  it acquires foreign currency assets and reserves of U.S. banks initially 
rise. In contrast, when the Fed intervenes to buy dollars for its own account, it uses 
foreign currency assets to pay for the dollars purchased and reserves of U.S. banks 
initially fall. 
Consider the example where the Federal Reserve intervenes in the foreign exchange 
markets to sell $100 of U.S. dollars for its own account. In this transaction, the Federal 
Reserve buys a foreign-currency-denominated deposit of a U.S. bank held at a foreign 
commercial b a n k , W  and pays for this foreign currency deposit by crediting $100 to the 
U.S. bank's reserve account at the Fed. The Federal Reserve deposits the foreign currency 
proceeds in its account at a Foreign Central Bank, and as this transaction clears, the 
foreign bank's reserves at the Foreign Central Bank decline. See ilIustration 33. Initially, 
then, the Fed's intervention sale of dollars in this example leads to an increase in Federal 
Reserve Bank assets denominated in 
foreign currencies and an increase in 
reserves of U.S. banks. 
Suppose instead that the Federal Reserve 
intervenes in the foreign exchange markets 
to buy $100 of U.S. dollars, again for its 
own account. The Federal Reserve 
purchases a dollar-denominated deposit of a foreign bank held at a U.S. bank, and pays 
for this dollar deposit by drawing on its foreign currency deposit at a Foreign Central 
Bank. (The Federal Reserve might have to sell some of its foreign currency investments 
to build up its deposits at the Foreign Central Bank, but this would not affect U.S. bank 
reserves.) As the Federal Reserve's account at the Foreign Central Bank is charged, the 
foreign bank's reserves at the Foreign Central Bank increase. In turn, the dollar deposit of 
the foreign bank at the U.S. bank declines as the U.S bank transfers ownership of those 
dollars to the Federal Reserve via a $100 charge to its reserve account at the Federal 
Reserve. See illzrstration 34. Initially, then, the Fed's intervention purchase of dollars in 
this exaniple leads to a decrease in Federal Reserve Bank assets denominated in foreign 
currencies and a decrease in reserves 0fU.S. banks. 
As noted earlier, the Federal Reserve offsets or "sterilizes" any nndesired change in U.S. 
bank reserves stemming from foreign exchange intervention sales or purchases of dollars. 
For example, Federal Reserve Bank assets denominated in foreign currencies rose 
dramatically in 1989, in part due to significant U.S. intervention sales of dollars. (See 
chart.) Total reserves of U.S. banks, however, declined slightly in 1989 as open market 
operations were used to "sterilize" the initial intervention-induced increase in reserves. 
Monthly Revaluation of Foreign Currency Assets 
Another set of accounting transactions that affects Federal Reserve Banlc assets 
denominated in foreign currencies is the monthly revaluation of such assets. Two 
business days prior to the end of the month, the Fed's foreign currency assets are 
increased if their market value has appreciated or decreased if their value has depreciated. 
The offsetting accounting en&y on the Fed's balance sheet is to the "exchange-translation 
account" included in "other F.R. liabilities." These changes in the Fed's balance sheet do 
not alter bank reserves directly. However, since the Federal Reserve turns over its net 
earnings to the Treasury each week, the revaluation affects the amount of the Fed's 
payment to the Treasury, which in turn influences the size of TT&L calls and bank 
reserves. (See explanation on pages .@ and 19. 
Foreign-Related Transactions for the Treasury 
U.S. intervention in foreign exchange markets by the Federal Reserve usually is divided 
between its own account and the Treasury's Exchange Stabilization Fund (ESF) account. 
The impact on U.S. bank reserves from the intervention &ansaction is the same for both - 
sales of dollars add to reserves while purchases of dollars drain reserves. See illzrstration 
35. Depending upon how the Treasury pays for, or finances, its part of the intervention, 
-
however, the Federal Reserve may not need to conduct offsetting open market operations. 
The Treasury typically keeps only minimal balances in the ESF's account at the Federal 
Reserve. Therefore, the Treasury generally has to converl some ESF assets into dollar or 
foreign currency deposits in order to pay for its part of an intervention transaction. 
Likewise, the dollar or foreign currency deposits acquired by the ESF in the intervention 
typically are drawn down when the ESF invests the proceeds in earning assets. 
For example, to finance an intervention sale of dollars (such as that shown in illustration 
35), the Treasury might redeem some of the U.S. government securities issued to the 
ESF, resulting in a transfer of funds from the Treasury's (general account) balances at the 
Federal Reserve to the ESF's account at the Fed. (On the Federal Reserve's balance sheet, 
the ESF's account is included in the liability category "other deposits.") The Treasury, 
however, would need to replenish its Fed balances to desired levels, perhaps by 
increasing the size of TT&L calls - a transaction that drains U.S. bank reserves. The 
intervention and financing transactions essentially occur simultaneously. As a result, U.S. 
bank reserves added in the intervention sale of dollars are offset by the drain in U.S. bank 
reserves from the TT&L call. See illustrations 35 and 3. Thus, no Federal Reserve 
offsetting actions would be needed if the Treasury financed the intervention sale of 
dollars through a TT&L call on banks. 
Offsettin~actions by the Federal Reserve would be needed, however, if the Treasury 
restored deposits affected by foreign-related transactions through a number of 
transactions involving the Federal Reserve. These include the Treasury's issuance of SDR 
or gold certificates to the Federal Reserve and the "warehousing" of foreign currencies by 
the Federal Reserve. 
SDR certzj%ates. Occasionally the Treasury acquires dollar deposits for the ESF's 
account by issuing certificates to the Federal Reserve against allocations of Special 
Drawing Rights (SDRs) received from the International Monetary F u n d . 0  For 
example, $3.5 billion of SDR certificates were issued in 1989, and another $1.5 billion in 
1990. This "monetization" of SDRs is reflected on the Federal Reserve's balance sheet as 
an increase in its asset "SDR certificate account" and an increase in its liability "other 
deposits (ESF account)." 
If the ESF uses these dollar deposits directly in an intervention sale ofdollars, then the 
intervention-induced increase in U.S. bank reserves is not altered. See illustrations 35 
a n d a .  If not needed immediately for an intervention transaction, the ESF might use the 
dollar deposits from issuance of SDR certificates to buy securities from the Treasury, 
resulting in a transfer of funds from the ESF's account at the Federal Reserve to the 
Treasury's account at the Fed. U.S. bank reserves would then increase as the Treasury 
spent the funds or transferred them to banks tlrough a direct investment to TT&L note 
accounts. 
Gold stock and gold certificates Changes 
in the U.S. monetary gold stock used to be 
an important factor affecting bank 
reserves. However, the gold stock and 
gold certificates issued to the Federal 
Reserve in "monetizing" gold, have not 
changed significantly since the early 
1970s. (See chart.) 
Prior to August 1971, the Treasury bought and sold gold for a fixed price in terms of U.S. 
dollars, mainly at the initiative of foreign central banlts and governments. Gold purchases 
by the Treasury were added to the UU. monetary gold stock, and paid for froin its 
account at the Federal Reserve. As the sellers deposited the Treasury's checks in banks, 
reserves increased. To replenish its balance at the Fed, the Treasury issued gold 
certificates to tlte Federal Reserve and received a credit to its deposit balance. 
Treasury sales of gold have the opposite effect. Buyers' checks are credited to the 
Treasury's account and reserves decline. Because the official U.S. gold stock is now fully 
"monetized," the Treasury currently has to use its deposits to retire gold certificates 
issued to the Federal Reserve whenever gold is sold. However, the value of gold 
certificates retired, as well as the net contraction in bank reserves, is based on the official 
gold price. Proceeds from a gold sale at the market price to meet demands of domestic 
buyers likely would be greater. The difference represents the Treasury's profit, which, 
when spent, restores deposits and bank reserves by a like amount. 
While the Treasury no longer purchases gold and sales of gold have been limited, 
increases in the official price of gold have added to the value of the gold stock. (The 
official gold price was last raised from $38.00 to $42.22 per troy ounce, in 1973.) 
Warehousing. The Treasury sometimes acquires dollar deposits at the Federal Reserve by 
"warehousing" foreign currencies with the Fed. (For example, $7 billion of foreign 
currencies were warehoused in 1989.) Tlze Treasury or ESF acquires foreign currency 
assets as a result of transactions such as intervention sales of dollars or sales of U.S 
government securities denominated in foreign currencies. When the Federal Reserve 
warehouses foreign currencies for the Treasury,('ZJ "Federal Reserve Banks assets 
denominated in foreign currencies" increase as do Treasury deposits at the Fed. As these 
deposits are spent, reserves of U.S. banks rise. In contrast, the Treasury likely will have 
to increase the size of TT&L calls - a transaction that drains reserves - when it 
repurchases warehoused foreign currencies born the Federal Reserve. (In 1991, $2.5 
billion of warehoused foreign currencies were repurchased.) The repurchase transaction 
is reflected on the Fed's balance sheet as declines in both Treasury deposits at the Federal 
Reserve and Federal Reserve Bank assets denominated in foreign currencies. 
Transactions for Foreign Customers 
Many foreign central banks and 
governments maintain deposits at the 
Federal Reserve to facilitate dollar- 
denominated transactions. These "foreign 
deposits" on the liability side of the Fed's 
balance sheet typically are held at minimal 
levels that vary little from week to week. 
For example, foreign deposits at the 
Federal Reserve averaged only $237 million in 1991, ranging from $178 million to $3 19 
million on a weekly average basis. Changes in foreign deposits are small because foreign 
customers "manage" their Federal Reserve balances to desired levels daily by buying and 
selling U.S. government securities. The extent of these foreign customer "cash 
management" transactions is reflected, in part, by large and frequent changes in 
marketable U.S. government securities held in custody by the Federal Reserve for foreign 
customers. (See chart ) The net effect of foreign customers' cash managcment 
transactions usually is to leave U.S. bank reserves unchanged. 
Managingforeign deposits through sales of securities Foreign customers of the Federal 
Reserve make dollar-denominated payments, including those for intervention sales of 
dollars by foreign central banks, by drawing down their deposits at the Federal Reserve. 
As these funds are deposited in U.S. banks and cleared, reserves of U.S. banks rise. See 
illu~lration 38. However, if payments from their accounts at the Federal Reserve lower 
balances to below desired levels, foreign customers will replenish their Federal Reserve 
deposits by selling U.S. government securities. Acting as their agent, the Federal Reserve 
usually executes foreign customers' sell orders in the market. As buyers pay for the 
securities by drawing down deposits at U.S. banks, reserves of U.S. banks fall and offset 
the increase in reserves from the disbursement transactions. The net effect is to leave U.S. 
bank reserves unchanged when U.S. government securities of customers are sold in the 
market. See illustrations 38 and z. Occasionally, however, the Federal Reserve executes 
foreign customers' sell orders with the System's account. When this is done, the rise in 
reserves from the foreign customers' disbursement of funds remains in place. See 
illustration 38 and 40. The Federal reserve might choose to execute sell orders with the 
System's account if an increase in reserves is desired for domestic policy reasons. 
Managingforeign deposits through purchases of securitites Foreign customers of the 
Federal Reserve also receive a variety of dollar denominated payments, including 
proceeds from intervention purchases of dollars by foreign central banks, that are drawn 
on U.S. banks. As these funds are credited to foreign deposits at the Federal Reserve, 
reserves of U.S. banks decline. But if receipts of dollar-denominated payments raise their 
deposits at the Federal Reserve to levels higher than desired, foreign customers will buy 
U.S. government securities. The net effect gei~erally is to leave U.S. bank reserves 
unchanged when the U.S. government securities are purchased in the market. 
Using the swap network Occasionally, foreign central banks acquire dollar deposits by 
activating the "swap" network, which consists of reciprocal short-term credit 
arrangements between the Federal Reserve and certain foreign central banks. When a 
foreign central bank draws on its swap line at the Federal Reserve, it immediately obtains 
a dollar deposit at the Fed in exchange for foreign currencies, and agrees to reverse the 
exchange sometime in the future. On the Federal Reserve's balance sheet, activation of 
the swap network is reflected as an increase in Federal Reserve Bank assets denominated 
in foreign currencies and an increase in the liability category "foreign deposits." When 
the swap line is repaid, both of these accounts decline. Reserves of U.S. banks will rise 
when the foreign central bank spends its dollar proceeds from the swap drawing. See 
illzrstration 41. In contrast, reserves of U.S. banks will fall as the foreign central bank 
rebuilds its deposits at the Federal Reserve in order to repay a swap drawing. 
The accounting entries and impact of U.S. bank reserves are the same if the Federal 
Reserve uses the swap network to borrow and repay foreign currencies. I-lowever, the 
Federal Reserve has not activated the swap network in recent years. 
19Ovcrall responsibility for U.S. intervention in foreign exchange markets rests with the 
U.S Treasury. Foreign exchange transactions for the Federal Reserve's account are 
carried out under directives issued by the Federal Reserve's Open Market Committee 
within the general framework of exchange rate policy established by the U.S. Treasury in 
consultation with the Fed. They are implemented at the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York, typically at the same time that similar transactions are executed for the Treasury's 
Exchange Stabihzation Fund. & 
20Americans traveling to foreign countries engage in "foreign exchange" transactions 
whenever they obtain foreign coins and paper currency in exchange for U.S. coins and 
currency. However, most foreign exchange transactions do not involve the physical 
exchange of coins and currency. Rather, most of these transactions represent the buying 
and selling of foreign currencies by exchanging one hank deposit denominated in one 
currency for another bank deposit denominated in another currency. For ease of 
exposition, the examples assume that U.S. banks and foreign banks are the market 
participants in the intervention transactions, but the impact on reserves would be the same 
if the U S. or foreign public were involved. 
21SDRs were created in 19% for use by governments in official balance of payments 
transactions. back 
22Technically, warehousing consists of two parls: the Federal Reserve's agreement to 
purcllase foreign currency assets from the Treasury or ESF for dollar deposits now, and 
the Treasury's agreement to repurchase the foreign currencies sometime in the future. 
back 
3 3 When the Federal Reserve intervenes to sell dollars for its own account, it pays for 
a foreign-currency-denominated deposit of a U.S. bank at a foreign commercial bank by 
crediting the reserve account of the U.S. bank, and acquires a foreign currency asset in 
the form of a deposit at a Foreign Central Bank. The Federal Reserve, however, will 
offset the increase in U.S. bank reserves if it is inconsistent with domestic policy 
objectives. @ 
1 FEDEFUL RESERVE BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
J 
Reserves: U.S. bank. . Deposits at Foreign Central Bank. . +I00 
+loo 
/- U. S. BANK -1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Bank . . -1-100 
Deposits at foreign bank . . -100 
r-- FOREIGN BANK --I 
Assets LiabiIities 
Reserves with 
Foreign Central Bank. . -100 Deposits of U.S. bank . . -100 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits of F.R. Banks. . . +I00 
Reserves of foreign bank . . . - 
100 
34 When the Federal Reserve intervenes to buy dollars for its own account, it draws 
down its foreign currency deposits at a foreign Central Banlc to pay for a dollar- 
denominated deposit of a foreign bank at a U.S. bank, which leads to a contraction in 
reserves of the U.S. bank. This reduction in reserves will be offset by the Federal Reserve 
if it is inconsistent with domestic policy objectives. 
r - FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits at Foreign Central Bank . - Reserves: U, S, bank , , 
100 
I--'- U. S. BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Bank . . -100 Deposits of foreign bank . . -100 
I FOREIGN BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
I 
deposits at U.S. bank. . . -100 
Reserves with Foreign Central Bank . +I00 
- 
r - ----.--.A - FOREIGN CENTRAL BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits of F.R. Banks . . -100 
Reserves of foreign balk . . 1-100 
3 5 In an intervention sale of dollars for the US. Treasury, deposits of the ESF at the 
Federal Reserve are used to pay for a foreign currency deposit of a U.S. bank at a foreign 
bank, and the foreign currency proceeds are deposited in an account at a Foreign Central 
B a k .  U.S. bank reserves increase as a result of this intervention transaction. & 
1 ESF .- 
Assets Liabilities 
J 
Deposits at F.R. Bank . . . . -100 
Deposits at Foreign Central Bank . . 
1-100 
r -. lJ.  S. Treasurv 1 
Assets Liabilities 
No change No change 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
A 
Reserves: U.S. banlc. . . 4-100 
Other deposits: ESF . . . -100 
r--- 
I U. S. BANK I I 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Bank. . . 
1-100 
Deposits at foreign bank . . . -100 
I--- - FOREIGN BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
A 
Reserves with Foreign Central Bank . -100 Deposits of U.S. bank . 
-100 
r--- FOREIGN CENTRAL BANK i 
Assets Liabilities 
. . .  Deposits of ESF 4-100 
Reserves of foreign bank . . -100 
3 6 Concurrently, the Treasury must finance the intervention transaction in (35). The 
Treasury might build up deposits in the ESF's account at the Federal Reserve by 
redeeming securities issued to the ESF, and replenish its own (general account) deposits 
at the Federal Reserve to desired levels by issuing a call on TT&L note accounts. This set 
of transactions drains reserves of U.S. banks by the same amount as the intervention in 
(35) added to U.S. bank reserves. 
r'-- ESF 1 
Assets Liabilities 
U.S govt. securities. . .  -100 
Deposits at F.R. Banks. . +I00 
/ U. S. Treasury 
-- -. --A 
Assets Liabilities 
. . .  . . . . . . . . .  TT&L accts -100 Securities issued ESF -100 
Deposits at F.R. Banks. . .  net 0 
@om USbank . .  +loo) 
fto ESF. . . . . . . .  -100) 
Assets Liabilities 
. .  Reserves: U.S. bank. -100 
. . . .  Treas. deps: net 0 
@om US.  bank. +100) 
. . . . . . . .  (to ESF. -100) 
. . .  Other deposits: ESF ,4100 
r - -- U. S. BANK 
-- .- 
Assets Liabilities 
-1 
. . . . .  Reserves with F.R. Bank. . -100 TT&L accts -100 
3 7 Alternatively, the Treasury might finance the intervention in (35) by issuing SDR 
certificates to the Federal Reserve, a transaction that would not disturb the addition of 
U.S. hank reserves in intervention (35). The Federal Reserve, however, would offset any 
undesired change in U.S. bank reserves. 
1 ESF - 
Assets Liabilities 
_i 
Deposits at F.R. Banks . . +I00 SDR certificates issued to 
. . . . .  F.R. Banks. +lo0 
1 U. S. Treasury 1 
Assets 
No change 
Liabilities 
No change 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 1 
-- 
Assets Liabilities 
SDR certificate account. . +I00 Other deposits: ESF . . .  +I00 
- 
u. s. BANK 
- 
Assets Liabilities 
No change No change 
3 8 When a Foreign Central Bank makes a dollar-denominated payment from its 
account at the Federal Reserve, the recipient deposits the fmds in a U.S. banlc. As the 
payment order clears, U.S. bank reserves rise. back 
... 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK -I r------------ 
Assets Liabilities 
. .  Reserves: U.S. bank. +lo0 
. . .  Foreign deposits. -100 
- r____ -. 
1 U. S. BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Banks. . 
. . . . . . . .  Deposits +I00 4-100 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits at F.R. Banks. . . .  -100 Accounts payable . . . . .  -100 
3 9 If a decline in its deposits at the Federal Reserve lowers the balance below desired 
levels, the Foreign Central Bank will request that the Federal Reserve sell U.S. 
government securities for it. If the sell order is executed in the market, reserves of U.S. 
banks will fall by the same sinount as reserves were increased in (38). back 
- - - -  FEDERAL. RESERVE BANK ---.- 
Assets Liabilities 
1 
Reserves: U.S. bank.. . . -100 
Foreign deposits . . . . .+I00 
. . 
I--‘---‘ U. S. BANK 1 
Assets Liabilities 
Reserves with F.R. Banks . . . - Deposits of securities buyer . . - 
100 100 
-- r- 
-  
FOREIGN CENTRAL BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits at F.R. Banks. .+I00 
U.S. govt. securities. . -100 
40 If the sell order is executed with the Federal Reserve's account, however, the 
increase in reserves from (38) will remain in place. The Federal Reserve might choose to 
execute the foreign customer's sell order with the System's account if an increase in 
reserves is desired for domestic policy reasons. 
r- 
- -- 
FEDERAL Rl3SERVE BANK 
Assets Liabilities 
U.S. govt, securities . . . .+I00 Foreign deposits . . . . +lo0 
r- U. S. Bank 1 
Assets Liabilities 
No change No change 
IFOREIGN .- CENTRAL BANK -1 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits at F.R. Banks. . . +lo0 
U.S. govt. securities . . . . . -1 00 
4 1 When a Foreign Central Bank draws on a "swap" line, it receives a credit to its 
dollar deposits at the Federal Reserve in exchange for a foreign currency deposit credited 
to the Federal Reserve's account. Reserves of U.S. banks are not affectcd by the swap 
drawing transaction, but will increase as the Foreign Central Bank uses the funds as in 
(38). 
Assets Liabilities 
deposits at Foreign Central Bank . . 
+lo0 Foreign deposits . . . . +I00 
I U. S. Bank I J 
Assets Liabilities 
No change No change 
r--- FOREIGN CENTRAL BANK I 
Assets Liabilities 
Deposits at F.R. Banks . . . +I00 Deposits of F.R. Banks . . .+I00 
Federal Reserve Actions Affecting Its Holdings of U. S. 
Government Securities 
In discussing various factors that affect reserves, it was often indicated that the Federal 
Reserve offsets undesired changes in reserves tlvough open market operations, that is, by 
buying and selling U.S. government securities in the marlet. However, outright 
purchases and sales of securities by the Federal Reserve in the market occur infrequently, 
and typically are conducted when an increase or decrease in another factor is expected to 
persist for some time. Most market actions laken to implement changes in monetary 
policy or to offset changes in other factors are accomplished through the use of 
transactions that change reserves temporarily. In addition, there are o fha rke t  
transactions the Federal Reserve sometimes uses to change its holdings of U.S. 
government securities and affect reserves. (Recall the example in illustrations 38 and 40.) 
The impact on reserves of various Federal Reserve transactions in U.S. government and 
federal agency securities is explained below. (See-for a summary) 
Outright transactions Ownership of securities is transferred permanently to the buyer in 
an outright transaction, and the h d s  used in the transactio~~ are transferred permanently 
to the seller. As a result, an outright purchase of securities by the Federal Reserve from a 
dealer in the market adds reserves permanently while an outright sale of securities to a 
dealer drains reserves permanently. The Federal Reserve can achieve the same net effect 
on reserves through off-market transactions where it executes outright sell and purchase 
orders from customers internally with the System account. In contrast, there is no impact 
on reserves if the Federal Reserve fills customers' outright sell and purchase orders in the 
market. 
Temporary transactions. Repurchase agreements (RPs), and associated matched sale- 
purchase agreements (MSPs), transfer ownership of securities and use of funds 
temporarily. In an RP transaction, one parly sells securities to another and agrees to buy 
them back on a specified future date. In an MSP transaction, one party buys securities 
&om another and agrees to sell them back on a specified future date. In essence, then, and 
W for one party in the transaction worlcs like an MSP for the other party. 
When the Federal Reserve executes what is referred to as a "System RP," it acquires 
securities in the market from dealers who agree to buy them back on a specified future 
date 1 to 15 days later. Both the System's portfolio of securities and bank reserves are 
increased during the term of the RP, but decline again when the dealers repurchase the 
securities. Thus System RPs increase reserves only temporarily. Reserves are drained 
temorarily when the Fed executes what is known as a "System MSP." A System MSP 
works like a System RP, only in the opposite directions. Ln a system MSP, the Fed sells 
securities to dealers in the market and agrees to buy them back on a specified day. The 
System's holdings of securities and bank reserves are reduced during the term of the 
MSP, but both increase when the Federal Reserve buys back the securities. 
Impact on reserves o f  Federal Reserve transactions 
in U.S. government and federal agency securities 
Federal Reserve Transactions Reserve Impact 
Outright purchase of Securities 
- From dealer in market Permanent increase 
- To fill customer sell orders Permanent increase 
(If customer buy orders filled in market) (No impact) 
Outright Sales of Securites 
- To dealer in market Permanent decrease 
- To fi1.l customer buy orders internally Permanent decrease 
(If customer buy orders filled in market) (No i-mpact) 
Repurchase Agreements (RPs) 
- With dealer in market in System RP Temporary increase 
Matched Sale-Purchase Agreements (MSPs) 
- With dealer in market in a system MSP Temporary decrease 
- To fill customer RP orders internally No impact* 
(If customer RP orders passed to market 
as customer reiated RPs) (Temporary increase*) 
Redemption of Maturing Securities 
- Replace total amount maturing No impact 
- Redeem part of amount maturing Permanent decrease 
- Buy more than amount maturing** Permanent increasek* 
- 
*Impact based on assumption that the amount of RF' orders done 
internally is the same as on the prior day. 
**The Federal Reserve currently is prohibited by law from buying 
securities direct1.y from the Treasury, except to replace maturing 
issues. 
The Federal Reserve also uses MSPs to fill foreign customers' RP orders internally with 
the System account. Considered in isolation, a Federal Reserve MSP transaction with 
customers would drain reserves temporarily. However, these transactions occur every 
day, wit11 the total amount of RP orders being fairly stable from day to day. Thus, on any 
given day, the Fed both buys back securities from customers to fulfill the prior day's 
MSP, and sells them about the same amount of securities to satisfy that day's agreement. 
As a result, there generally is little or no impact on reserves when the Fed uses MSPs to 
fill customer RP orders internally with the System account. Sometimes, however, the 
Federal Reserve fills some of the RP orders internally and the rest in the market. The part 
that is passed on to the market is known as a "customer-related RP." The Fed ends up 
repurchasing more securities from customers to coinplete the prior day's MSP than it sells 
to them in that day's MSP. As a result, customer-related RPs add reserves temporarily. 
Maturing securities. As securities held by the Federal Reserve mature, they are 
exchanged for new securities. Usually the total amount maturing is replaced so that there 
is no impact on reserves since the Fed's total holdings remain the same. Occasionally, 
however, the Federal Reserve will exchange only part of the amount maturing. Treasury 
deposits decline as payment for the redeemed securities is made, and reserves fall as the 
Treasury replenishes its deposits at the Fed through TT&L calls. The reserve drain is 
permanent. If the Fed were to buy more than the amount of securities maturing directly 
from the Treasury, then reserves would increase permanently. However, the Federal 
Reserve currently is prohibited by law from buying securities directly from the Treasury, 
except to replace maturing issues. 
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Miscellaneous Factors Affecting Bank Reserves 
The factors described below normally have negligible effects on bank reserves because 
changes in them either occur very slowly or tend to be balanced by concurrent changes in 
other factors. But at times they may require offsetting action. 
Treasury Currency Outstanding 
Treasury currency outstanding consists of coins, silver certificates and U.S. notes 
originally issued by the Treasury, and other currency originally issued by coinmercial 
banks and by Fedcral Reserve Banks before July 1929 but for which the Treasury has 
redemption responsibility. Short-run changes are small, and their effects on bank reserves 
are indirect 
The amount of Treasury currency outstanding currently increases only through issuance 
of new coin. The Treasury ships new coin to the Federal Reserve Banks for credit to 
Treasury deposits there. These deposits will be drawn down again, however, as the 
Treasury makes expenditures. Checks issued against these deposits are paid out to the 
public. As individuals deposit these checks in banks, reserves increase. (See explanation 
on pages 18 and 19.) 
When any type of Treasury currency is retired, bank reserves decline. As banks turn in 
Treasury currency for redemption, they receive Federal Reserve notes or coin in 
exchange or a credit to their reserve accounts, leaving their total reserves (reserve 
balances and vault cash) initially unchanged. However, the Treasury's deposits in the 
Reserve Banks are charged when Treasury currency is retired. Transfers from TT&L 
balances in banks to the Reserve Banks replenish these deposits. Such transfers absorb 
reserves. 
Treasury Cash Holdings 
In addition to accounts in depository institutions and Federal Reserve Banks, the 
Treasury holds some currency in its own vaults. Changes in these holdings affect bank 
reserves just like changes in the Treasury's deposit account at the Reserve Banks. When 
Treasury holdings of currcncy increase, they do so at the expense of deposits in banlcs. As 
cash holdings of the Treasury decline, on the other hand, these funds move into banlc 
deposits and increase banlc reserves. 
Other Deposits in Reserve Banks 
Besides U.S. banks, the U.S. Treasury, and foreign central banks and governments, there 
are some international organizations and certain U.S. government agencies that keep 
funds on deposit in the Fcderal Reserve Banks. In general, balances are built up through 
transfers of deposits held at U.S. banks. Such transfers may take place either directly, 
where these customers also have deposits in U.S. banks, or indirectly by the deposit of 
funds acquired from others who do have accounts at U.S. banks. Such transfers into 
"other deposits" drain reserves. 
When these customers draw on their Federal Reserve balances (say, to purchase 
securities), these hnds are paid to the public and deposited in U.S. banks, thus increasing 
bank reserves. Just like foreign customers, these "other" customers manage their balances 
at the Federal Reserve closely so that changes in their deposits tend to be small and have 
minimal net impact on reserves. 
Nonfloat-Related Adjustments 
Certain adjustments are incorporated into published data on reserve balances to reflect 
nonfloat-related corrections. Such a correction might be made, for example, if an 
individual bank had mistalcenly reported fewer reservable deposits than actually existed 
and had held smaller reserve balances than necessary in some past period. To correct for 
this error, a nonfloat-related as-of adjustment will be applied to the bank's reserve 
position. This essentially results in the bank having to hold higher balances in its reserve 
account in the current andlor future periods than would be needed to satisfy reserve 
requirements in those periods. Nonfloat-related as-of adjustments affect the allocation of 
funds in bank reserve accounts but not the total amount in these accounts as reflected on 
Federal Reserve Bank and individual bank balance sheets. Published data on reserve 
balances, however, are adjusted to show only those reserve balances held to meet the 
current andlor future period reserve requirements. 
Other Federal Reserve Accounts 
Earlier sections of this booklet described the way in which banlc reserves increase when 
the Federal Reserve purchases securities and decline when the Fed sells securities. The 
same results follow from any Federal Reserve expenditure or receipt. Every payment 
made by the Reserve Banks, in meeting expenses or acquiring any assets, affects deposits 
and banlc reserves in the same way as does payment to a dealer for government securities. 
Similarly, Reserve Bank receipts of interest onAoans and securities and increases in paid- 
in capital absorb reserves. 
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The Reserve Multiplier - Why It Varies 
The deposit expansion and contraction associated with a given change in bank reserves, 
as illustrated earlier in this booklet, assumed a fixed reserve-to-deposit multiplier. That 
multiplier was determined by a uniform percentage reserve requirement specified for 
transaction accounts. Such an assumption is an oversimplification of the actual 
relationship betweell changes in reserves and changes in money, especially in the short- 
nm. For a number of reasons, as discussed in this section, the quantity of reserves 
associated with a given quantity of transaction deposits is constantly changing. 
One slippage affecting the reserve multiplier is variation in the amount of excess 
reserves. In the real world, reserves are not always fully utilized. There are always some 
excess reserves in the banking system, reflecting frictions and lags as funds flow among 
thousands of individual banks. 
Excess reserves present a problem for monetary policy implementation only because the 
amount changes. To the extent that new reserves supplied are offset by rising excess 
reserves, actual money growth Falls short of the theoretical maximum. Conversely, a 
reduction in excess reserves by the banking system has the same effect on monetary 
expansion as the injection of an equal amount of new reserves. 
Slippages also arise from reserve requirements being imposed on liabilities not included 
in money as well as differing reserve ratios being applied to transaction deposits 
according to the size of the bank. From 1980 through 1990, reserve requirements were 
imposed on certain nontransaction liabilities of all depository institutions, and before then 
on all deposits of member banks. The reserve multiplier was affected by flows of funds 
between institutio~~s subject to differing reserve requirements as well as by shifts of funds 
between transaction deposits and other liabilities subject to reserve requirements. The 
extension of reserve requirements to all depository institutions in 1980 and the 
elimination of reserve requirements against nonpersonal time deposits and Eurocurrency 
liabilities in late 1990 reduced, but did not eliminate, this source of instability in the 
reserve multiplier. The deposit expansion potential of a given volume of reserves still is 
affected by shifts of transaction deposits between larger institutions and those either 
exempt from reserve requirements or whose transaction deposits are within the tranche 
subject to a 3 percent reserve requirement. 
In addition, the reserve multiplier is affected by conversions of deposits into currency or 
vice versa. This factor was important in the 1980s as the public's desired currency 
holdings relative to transaction deposits in money shifted considerably. Also affecting the 
multiplier are shifls between transaction deposits included in money and other transaction 
accounts that also are reservable but not included in money, such as demand deposits due 
to depository institutions, the U.S. government, and foreign banks and official 
institutions. In the aggregate, these non-money transaction deposits are relatively small in 
comparison to total trailsaction accounts, but can vary significantly from week to week. 
A net injection of reserves has widely different effects depending on how it is absorbed. 
Only a dollar-for-dollar increase in the money supply would result if the new reserves 
were paid out in currency to the public. With a uniform 10 percent reserve requirement, a 
$1 increase in reserves would suppoli $10 of additional transaction accounts. An even 
larger amount would be supported under the graduated system where smaller institutions 
are subject to reserve requirements below 10 percent. But, $1 of new reserves also would 
support an additional $10 of certain reservable transaction accounts that are not counted 
as money. (See chart below.) Normally, an increase in reserves would be absorbed by 
some combination of these currency and transaction deposit changes. 
All of these factors are to some extent 
predictable and are taken into account in 
decisions as to the amount of reserves that 
need to be supplied to achieve the desired rate 
of monetary expansion. They help explain 
why short-run fluctvations in bank reserves 
often are disproportionate to, and sometiilles 
in the opposite direction from, changes in the 
deposit component of money. 
Money Creation and Reserve 
Management 
Another reason for short-run variation in the 
amount of reserves supplied is that credit 
expansion - and thus deposit creation - is 
variable, reflecting uneven timing of credit demands. Although bank loan policies 
normally take account of the general availability of funds, the size and timing of loans 
and illvestments made under those policies depend largely on customers' credit needs. 
111 the real world, a bank's lending is not normally constrained by the amount of excess 
reserves it has at any given moment. Rather, loans are made, or not made, depending on 
the bank's credit policies and its expectations about its ability to obtain the funds 
necessary to pay its customers' checks and maintain required reserves in a timely fashion. 
In fact, because Federal Reserve regulations in effect from 1968 through early 1984 
specified that average required reserves for a given week should be based on average 
deposit levels two weeks earlier ("lagged" reserve accounting), deposit creation actually 
preceded the provision of supporting reserves. In early 1984, a more "contemporaneous" 
reserve accounting system was implemented in order to improve monetary control. 
In February 1984, banks shifted to 
maintaining average reserves over a two- 
week reserve maintenance period ending 
Wednesday against average transaction 
deposits held over the two-week 
computation period ending only two days 
earlier. Under this rule, actual transaction 
deposit expansion was expected to more 
closely approximate the process explained 
at the beginning of this booltlet. However, 
some slippages still exist because of short- 
run uncertainties about the level of both 
reserves and transaction deposits near the 
close of reserve maintenance periods. 
Moreover, not all banks must maintain 
reserves according to the 
contemporaneous accounting system. 
Smaller institutions are either exempt 
completely or only have to maintain 
reserves quarterly against average deposits 
in one week of the prior quarterly period. 
On balance, however, variability in the 
reserve multiplier has been reduced by the 
extension of reserve requirements to all 
institutions in 1980, by the adoption of 
contemporaneous reserve accounting in 
1984, and by the removal of reserve 
requirements against nonfransaction 
deposits and liabilities in late 1990. As a 
result, short-term changes in total reserves 
and transaction deposits in money are 
more closely related now than they were 
before. (See charts on this page.) The 
lowering of the reserve requirement 
against transaction accounts above the 3 
percent tranche in April 1992 also should 
contribute to stabilizing the multiplier, at 
least in theory. 
Ironically, these modifications contributing to a less variable relationship between 
changes in reserves and changes in transaction deposits occurred as the relationship 
between transactions money (MI) and the economy deteriorated. Because the M1 
measure of money has become less useful as a guide for policy, somewhat greater 
attention has shifted to the broader measures M 2  and M3. However, reserve multiplier 
relationships for the broader monetary measures are far more variable than that for MI. 
Although every bank must operate within the system where the total amount of reserves 
is controlled by the Federal Reserve, its response to policy action is indirect. The 
individual bank does not know today precisely what its reserve position will be at the 
time the proceeds of today's loans are paid out. Nor does it know when new reserves are 
being supplied to the banking system. Iceserves are distributed among thousands of 
banks, and the individual banker cannot distinguish between inflows originating from 
additons to reserves through Federal reserve action and shifts of funds from other banks 
that occur in the normal cowse of business. 
To equate short-run reserve needs with available funds, therefore, many banks turn to the 
money market - borrowing funds to cover deficits or lending temporary surpluses. When 
the demand for reserves is strong relative to the supply, funds obtained from money 
market sources to cover deficits tend to become more expensive and harder to obtain, 
which, in turn, may induce banks to adopt more restrictive loan policies and thus slow the 
rate of deposit growth. 
Federal Reserve open market operations exert control over the creation of deposits 
mainly though their impact on the availability and cost of funds in the money market. 
When the total amount of reserves supplied to the banking system though open marlcet 
operations falls short of the amount required, some banks are forced to borrow at the 
Federal Reserve discount window. Because such borrowing is restricted to short periods, 
the need to repay it tends to induce restraint on further deposit expansion by the 
borrowing bank. Conversely, when there are excess reserves in the banking system, 
individual banks find it easy and relatively inexpensive to acquire reserves, and 
expansion in loans, investments, and deposits is encouraged. 
Miriam G. Carroll 
HC-11 BOX 366 
Kamiah, ID 83536 
208-935-7962 
FAX 208-926-4169 
Defendant, in propria persona 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF IDAHO 
CITIBANK (SOUTH DAKOTA) N.A., ) 
1 Case No. CV-2006-37067 
Plaintiff, ) 
) DEFENDANT'S AMENDED 
vs 1 ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S 
) SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR 
MIRIAM G. CARROLL, 1 ADMISSION, INTERROGATORIES, 
1 AND REQUESTS FOR 
Defendant, ) PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the Defendant, Miriam G. Carroll, under oath, and amends her 
answers to the Plaintiffs second set of Requests for Admission, Interrogatories, and 
Requests for Production of Documents as follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 1: Admit that YOU opened the ACCOUNT 
with the BANK on or about April 1, 1999 
ANSWER: Denied. 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION NO. 2: Admit that when YOU opened the 
ACCOUNT, the BANK provided YOU with a CARD AGREEMENT. 
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ANSWER: The Defendant does not have a CARD AGREEMENT in her 
records and has no memory of receiving a CARD AGREEMENT from the BANK, 
and thus does not have, and cannot obtain enough information to either admrt or 
deny the request. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 3: Admit that YOU purchased goods 
and/or services with the credit card for YOUR ACCOUNT pursuant to the CARD 
AGREEMENT. 
ANSWER: The Defendant admits that goods and/or services were obtained 
through use of the credit card, but without the original CARD AGREEMENT, she 
does not have, and cannot obtain enough information to either admit or deny that 
such goods andlor services were pursuant to the CARD AGREEMENT. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 4: Admit that YOU failed to make all 
prescribed payments on YOUR ACCOUNT as they became due 
ANSWER: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Admit that YOU are indebted to the 
BANK in the amount of $28,868.42 on the ACCOUNT pursuant to the CARD 
AGREEMENT. 
ANSWER: The Defendant denies that the amount of $28,868.42 is correct, 
and without the original CARD AGREEMENT, she does not have, and cannot obtain 
enough information to either admit or deny that any amount is or was pursuant to the 
CARD AGREEMENT 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 6: Admit that the BANK provided YOU 
with periodic billing statements for the sums owed to the BANK in connection with 
the ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER: The Defendant admits that the BANK provided periodic billing 
statements in connection with the ACCOUNT, but denies that the amounts shown on 
the billing statements are correct. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 7: Admit that at the time YOU received 
the periodic billing statements reflecting the sums owed on the ACCOUNT, YOU did 
not object to the BANK regarding the accuracy of any particular charges for any 
goods andlor services reflected on the periodic billing statements 
ANSWER: Admitted 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 8: Admit that the CARD AGREEMENT 
provides for the payment of court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees in the event 
of an action seeking to collect debts owing on the ACCOUNT. 
ANSWER: W~thout the original CARD AGREEMENT, the Defendant does 
not have, and cannot obtain enough information to either admit or deny the request. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 9: Admit that YOU have no valid claim 
In this ARBITRATION 
ANSWER: Denied. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 10: Admit that the BILLING ERROR 
DISPUTE LETTERS do not comply with the notice requirements of the Truth in 
Lending Act, 15 U.S C Section 1601, et seq. ("TILA"), specifically Section 1666(a). 
ANSWER: Denied. 
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REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 11: Admit that the BILLING ERROR 
DISPUTE LETTERS do not comply with the not~ce requirements of Tl lA because 
they do not indtcate the particular charge or amount that YOU are disputing 
ANSWER: Denied 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 12: Admit that the BILLING ERROR 
DISPUTE LETTERS do not comply with the notlce requirements of TlLA because 
they were not t~mely flied 
ANSWER: Denled 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 13: Admit that YOU received the 
statements attached as Exh~b~t I on or about the date reflected on each statement 
ANSWER: Admitted 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 14: Admit that YOU did not contact the 
BANK about the alleged non-receipt of initial disclosures prior to August 23, 2004 
ANSWER: Admitted 
INTERROGATORY NO. 1: For each REQUEST FOR ADMISSION that 
YOU have denied, state all facts upon which such denial is based and identify all 
persons (by name, address and telephone number) having knowledge of such facts 
and all DOCUMENTS supporting such facts 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 1: 
Re: Request for Admission No. 1 : The Defendant denied the request 
because the account was opened February 16'~,1999. 
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Re: Request for Admission No. 4: The Defendant denied the request because 
the amount of the ACCOUNT was in dispute, and payment was being withheld 
pursuant to Title 12 C.F.R §226,13(D)(I). Until the dispute was resolved pursuant 
to the requirements of Title I 5  U.S C. §§ 1666(a)(A) and (B), the amount had not 
become due. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, HC-l1 
Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibits "A" 
and "6. 
Re: Request for Admission No. 5: In addition to disputing the original amount 
as being inaccurate, the amount shown includes late charges, over-limit fees, and 
interest, all in violation of Title 15 U.S.C. § 1666(c), therefore the amount shown is 
denied as being correct. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F 
Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see 
Exhibit "B". 
Re: Request for Admission No. 6: The Defendant denied the request because 
the amounts on the statement, in addition to being disputed in her BILLING ERROR 
DISPUTE LETTERS, include late fees, over-limit fees and interest in violation of Title 
15 U.S.C. § 1666(c) , therefore the amount shown on the periodic billing statements 
are denied as being correct The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F 
Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see 
Exhibit "B". 
Re: Request for Admission No. 9: The Defendant denied the request becau'se 
first of all the Defendant's claim is a valid TlLA claim, and secondly, this is not an 
ARBITRATION. The person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, 
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HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibits 
" A  and "B" 
Re: Request for Admission No. 10: The Defendant denied the request 
because the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS do in fact comply with the 
requirements of TILA, specifically Section 1666(a) as follows: 
(a) Written notice by obligor to creditor; time for and contents of 
notice; procedure upon receipt of notice by creditor 
If a creditor, within sixty days after having transmitted to an 
obligor a statement of the obligor's account in connection with an 
extension of consumer credit, receives at the address disclosed under 
section 1637(b)(10) of this title a written notice (other than notice on 
a payment stub or other payment medium supplied by the creditor if the 
creditor so stipulates with the disclosure required under section 
1637(a) ( 7 )  of this title) from the obligor in which the obligor-- 
(1) sets forth or otherwise enables the creditor to identify the 
name and account number (if any) of the obligor, 
(2) indicates the ob1.igor's belief that the statement contains a 
billing error and the amount of such billing error, and 
(3) sets forth the reasons for the obligor's belief (to the 
extent applicable) that the statement contains a billing error, 
I The BANK received the Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTER on or about the 3rd day of January, 2005, at the address 
disclosed by the BANK for billing disputes disputing the December, 
2004 statement. This falls within the 60 day time limit established in 
this section 
2. The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER set forth or 
otherwise enabled the BANK to identify the name and account number 
of the obligor, specifically: "Miriam G. Carroll", "account number 5424 
3. The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER indicated the 
obligor's belief that the statement contained a billing error, and the 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
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amount of the billing error, specifically: "I am disputing the above 
amount because I believe that you failed to credit my account for 
prepayments you agreed to credit on the statement dated December 
16, 2004." and "Amount in dispute: $20,884.30." 
4. The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER set forth the 
reason for the obligor's belief (to the extent applicable) that the 
statement contained a billing error, specifically: "It was my 
understanding that when I entered into the agreement with you that 
you would accept my signed note(s) or other similar instrument(s) as 
money, credit or payment for previous account transactions, and then 
reflect those credits in the statement dated December 16, 2004. They 
do not appear in the statement and I am wondering why." 
A billing error is defined in Section (b), in this case as " ( 4 )  The 
creditor's failure to reflect properly on a statement a payment made by 
the obligor or a credit issued to the obligor. 
5. The Defendant identified the billing error as a credit issued to the 
obligor, specifically: "Please provide me with a written explanation why 
these credits are not showing." 
The Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER thus complies with the notice 
requirements of Title 15, U.S.C. § 1666(a). The person having knowledge of such 
facts is: David F. Capps, HC-I 1 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962. For 
DOCUMENTS, see Exhibit "B". 
Re: Request for Admission No. 11: The Defendant denied the request 
because first of all, there is no requirement in Section 1666(a) or (b) that a particular 
--. .... - .  . - . -. ....... . - --. -. 
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charge be identified. The statute itself places no restrictions on what type of credit 
can or cannot be claimed, nor does it restrict the amount claimed to a specific 
transaction. This position IS also supported by several court cases, specif~cally: K u n  
v. Chase Manhatfan Bank, 273 F.Supp.2d 474 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) where the court held 
that consumers are not required to have a good faith belief that they actually do not 
owe the disputed amount in order to invoke FCBA's billing error procedures. The 
court also held that once the creditor receives the billing error notice, in writing, at 
the specified address, the creditor must execute certain procedures within a certain 
time frame. The creditor must fulfill these procedural requirements regardless of 
whether it believes the dispute is justified or the good faith (or lack thereof) of the 
consumer in sending the dispute. In addition the court held that the billing error 
dispute letter is not required to have a great deal of clarity. 
Griesz V. Household Bank, 8 F.Supp. 2d 1031 (N.D.111. 1998). Griesz did not 
trigger a billing error dispute because Griesz did not send a letter to the creditor 
within 60 days of receiving her disputed statement as is required by the statute. 
Griesz received the statement in early November, 1995, and did not send a 
complaint to the creditor until March 7th, 1996. Griesz also did not have any 
damages to claim - only "emotional distress" for which she may have been entitled, 
but she provided no evidence of this distress, leaving it as a claim of counsel only. 
Nowhere in the case is a specific transaction mentioned as any kind of a 
requirement under TILA. 
th . In Dawkins v. Sears Roebuckand Co., 109 F.3d 241 (5 Cir. 1997)' the issue 
was over not notifying the creditor within the 60 day limit after receiving the 
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statement. Dawkins received the disputed statement on the 17 '~  of August, 1991, 
and responded on the 13'~ of November, 1991,88 days later. Nowhere in the case 
is the need for a specific event or transaction mentioned, let alone required. The 
person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, 
ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibits "B", "C", " K  and "L". 
Re: Request for Admission No. 12: The Defendant denied the request 
because the BANK received the Defendant's BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER 
on or about the 3rd day of January, 2005, in regards to the disputed December, 2004 
statement, well within the 60 day requirement of the Title 15 U.S.C. 3 1666(a). The 
person having knowledge of such facts is: David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, 
ID 83536,208-935-7962. For DOCUMENTS, see Exhibit "B", " V  and "W.  
INTERROGATORY NO. 2: State the names, addresses, telephone numbers 
and e-mail addresses of all individuals who assisted YOU in drafting the BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 2: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in 
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS and 
David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536,208-935-7962, 
dfcapps@cvbrquest.com prepared the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS 
INTERROGATORY NO. 3: State the names, addresses, telephone numbers 
and e-mail addresses of all individuals who drafted the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS on YOUR behalf. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 3: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in 
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS and 
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David F. Capps, HC-I1 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962, 
dfcapps@,cvbrquest.com drafted the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS 
INTERROGATORY NO. 4: Describe how YOU learned to prepare the 
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 4: 1 did not learn to prepare the BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS from anyone 
INTERROGATORY NO. 5: Identify any persons or entities, ~ncluding any 
internet merchants, who provided any assistance to YOU in preparing the BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 5: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in 
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS and 
David F. Capps, HC-11 Box 366, Kamiah, ID 83536, 208-935-7962, 
dfcapps@cvbruuest.com prepared the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 6: ldentify all DOCUMENTS YOU relied on or used 
in preparing the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 6: Dynamic Solutions inc (no longer in 
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Identify all DOCUMENTS that provided YOU with 
information or instruct~ons on how to draft the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 7:  Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in 
business) provided the form for the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. There 
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were no instructions included other than the form letter provided byqynamic 
%, 
i. 
Solutions Inc. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 8: State the amounts that YOU paid to any other 
persons or entities in connection with the drafting the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 8: Objection: The Request is not relevant 
to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 9: ldentify any person(s) or entities who advised 
YOU that YOU could avoid YOUR credit card debt with the BANK by utilizing 
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 9: No one advised me that I could avoid 
my credit card debt with the BANK by utilizing BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 10: Identify any DEBT CANCELLATION, including 
but not limited to debt elimination, debt consolidation or credit repair companies 
YOU consulted with, or retained the services of, in connection with YOUR 
ACCOUNT. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 10: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in 
business) 
INTERROGATORY NO. 11: State all facts that support YOUR contention 
that the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS are effective to preclude the BANK 
from recovering the amount owed on YOUR ACCOUNT. 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF 
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INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 11: The BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS, if unanswered, preclude the BANK from collecting the first $50 according 
to Title 15 U.S.C. § 1666(e). 
INTERROGATORY NO. 12: If YOU contend that the YOU are not obligated 
to repay the BANK the amount YOU owe on YOUR ACCOUNT, state all facts that 
support YOUR contention and identify all persons (by name, address, and telephone 
number) having knowledge of such facts and all DOCUMENTS supporting such 
facts. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 12: 1 do not contend that I am not 
obligated to repay the BANK the amount that I may owe on my ACCOUNT. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 13: Aside from any circumstances involving the 
present dispute regarding YOUR ACCOUNT with the BANK, have YOU ever made 
any DEBT CANCELLATION ATTEMPTS? 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 13: Objection: The question infers that 
the Defendant is attempting to cancel the alleged debt with the BANK, which the 
Defendant strongly denies. Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the 
Defendant answers: No. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 14: If YOUR answer to Interrogatory No. 13 is "yes" 
describe with particularity any other DEBT CANCELLATION ATTEMPTS 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 14: See answer to Interrogatory No. 13. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 15: Identify any lawsuits in which YOU have relied 
upon "notice of billing error" letters, by stating the name(s) of parties involved in the 
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lawsuit(s), the name of the court in which the lawsuit was filed and the case 
number(s) for each such lawsuit 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 15: Objection: The request is not 
relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible evidence 
Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers, the following lawsuits are 
among those upon which I have relied: 
1. Kurz v. Chase Manhattan Bank, 273 F.Supp.2d 474 (S.D.N.Y. 2003) 
2. Willson v. Bank of America, 2004 WL 181 1148 
3. Citibank v. Mincks, 135 S.W.3d 545 (Mo. App. Ct. 2004) 
4. Asset Acceptance Corp. v. Proctor, 804 N.E.2d 975 (Ohio App. Ct. 2004) 
5. Turk v. Chase Manhattan Bank USA, 2001 WL 34644307 
6. Stafford v. Cross Country Bank, 262 F.Supp.2d 776 (W.D.Ky. 2003) 
7. Belmont v. Associates Nat'l Bank, 119 F.Supp.2d 149 (E.D.N.Y. 2000) 
8. American Express Co. v. Koerner, 452 U.S. 233 (1981) 
9. Greisz v. Household Bank, 8 F.Supp2d 1031 (N.D.111. 1998) 
10. Dawkins v. Sears Roebuck and Co., 109 F.3d 241 (5Ith Cir. 1997) 
?I. Purcell v. Universal Bank, N.A., 2003 WL 1962376 
12. Burnstein v. Saks Fifth Avenue, 208 F.Supp.2d 765 (E.D.Mich. 2002) 
13. Lincoln Bank v. Carlson, 426 N.Y.S.2d 433 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. 1980) 
14. Bell v. May Department Stores Co., 1999 WL 152575 
15. General Electric Capital Financial, Inc. v. Bank Leumi Trust Co., 1999 WL 
16. Gray v. American Express Co., 743 F.2d 10 (D.C. Cir. 1984) 
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17. Saunders v. Ameritrust of Cincinnati, 587 F.Supp. 896 (D. Ohio 1984) 
18. Steimel v. Trans Union Corp., 1988 U.S. Dist. LEXIX 4100 
19. Berman v. Nationsbank, 1998 WL 88342 
INTERROGATORY NO. 16: ldentify any arbitration proceedings in which 
YOU have relied upon "notice of billing error" letters, by stating the name(s) of the 
parties involved in the arbitration(s), the name of the arbitration firm before which the 
arbitration was filed and the case number(s) for each such arbitration 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER N0.16: None. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 17: ldentify any and all attempts YOU have made to 
rely upon BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS in claiming that YOU were not 
obligated to make any payment on an account (other than the ACCOUNT with the 
BANK). 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 17: Title 12 C.F.R 9 226.13(d)(l). The 
Defendant has come to believe that the following banks have been using fraudulent 
practices in regards to her accounts, and has sent BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS in an attempt to determine which banks were violating the law and 
committing fraud against the Defendant: .-A 
1. Advanta 
2. ~merican Express 
3. Bank One 
4. Chase 
5 :  Citibank 
6. 7,, MEiFjA ~ i ~ c o v e ~ .  
8, ~at ionai  , .. . . . , city . . 
9. ~rovidian ' ' 
INTERROGATORY NO. 18: Have YOU ever filed for bankruptcy? 
u r r c l v u n l v  I a nlvlctvucv twavvcna I v r L n l i v  I irr a acbvluu ac I vr 
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INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 18: No. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 19: ldentify all BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS that YOU have sent to any credit card issuer (other than the BANK)? 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 19: See answer to Interrogatory No. 17. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 20: ldentify each and every witness YOU intend to 
have testify at the hearing. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 20: Objection: The use of the term "the 
hearing" is vague and ambiguous. Without knowing what kind of hearing and the 
issues present in the hearing, the defendant cannot know, and cannot reasonably 
ascertain what witnesses will be required or available 
INTERROGATORY NO. 21: ldentify each and every exhibit YOU intend to 
use at the hearing 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 21: Objection: The use of the term "the 
hearing" is vague and ambiguous. Without knowing what kind of hearing and the 
issues present in the hearing, the defendant cannot know, and cannot reasonably 
ascertain what exhibits will be required. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 22: Identify all internet websites, web addresses 
including URL's, and email addresses from which YOU obtained information 
regarding BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
\ 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 22: Dynamic Solutions Inc. (no longer in 
business) 
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INTERROGATORY NO. 23: Identify all Internet websites, website 
addresses, including URL's, and email addresses from which YOU obtained 
information regarding any DEBT CANCELLATION. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 23: None. 
INTERROGATORY NO. 24: For each person that YOU spoke with regarding 
preparing the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS, please identify each such 
person, what they said to you, whether such communications were in person, where 
you were when the statements were made, and the date of each such 
communication. 
INTERROGATORY ANSWER NO. 24: Objection: The question calls for 
privileged information between husband and wife. Subject to, and without waiving 
such objection, the Defendant answers: David F. Capps, husband. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 1: All DOCUMENTS that refer or relate 
to, comprise or evidence the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 1: Objection: The requested 
DOCUMENTS are already in possession of the Plaintiff The request therefore 
amounts to harassment. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 2: All DOCUMENTS IDENTIFIED IN 
your RESPONSES to the Interrogatories propounded by the BANK with these 
Requests. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 2: Please see the following 
Exhibits: 
Exhibit "A" - Title 12 C.F.R. § 226 
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Exhibit "B" -Title 15 U.S.C. § 1666 
Exhibit "C" - Kurz v. Chase Manhattan Bank 
Exhibit "D" - Willson v. Bank of America 
Exhibit " E  - Citibank v. Mincks 
Exhibit "F" -Asset Acceptance Corp. v. Proctor 
Exhibit " G  - Turk v. Chase Manhattan Bank 
Exhibit "H" - Stafford v. Cross Country Bank 
Exhibit "I" - Belmont v. Associates Nat'l Bank 
Exhibit "J" -American Express Co. v. Koerner 
Exhibit " K  - Greisz v. Houshold Bank 
Exhibit "L" - Dawkins v. Sears Roebuck and Co. 
Exhibit "M" - Purcell v. Universal Bank 
Exhibit "N" - Burnstein v. Saks Fifth Avenue 
Exhibit "0" - Lincoln Bank v. Carlson 
Exhibit "P" - Bell v. May Department Stores 
Exhibit "Q" - General Electric Capital Financial v. Bank Leumi Trust 
Exhibit "R" - Gray v. American Express Co 
Exhibit "S" - Saunders v. American Express Co 
Exhibit "T" - Steimel v. Trans Union Corp. 
Exhibit "U" - Berman v. Nationsbank 
Exhibit " V  - Dispute letter of Miriam G. Carroll 
Exhibit " W  - Delivery notice of dispute letter of Miriam G. Carroll 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: All DOCUMENTS that refer to, 
support, comprise or evidence the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 3: See Exhibits " V  and " W  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 4: All DOCUMENTS YOU relied on or 
used in drafting the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 4: See EXHIBIT " X  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 5:  All DOCUMENTS that provide 
information or instructions on how to draft the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 5: See Exhibit "A ,  "B" and 
" X  . 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 6: All DOCUMENTS provided to YOU 
from any person that drafted, assisted YOU in drafting, or advised YOU on how to 
draft, the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 6: See EXHIBIT "X .  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 7: All DOCUMENTS that refer to, 
support, comprise or evidence any communications between YOU and any person 
that drafted, assisted YOU in drafting, or advised YOU on how to draft, the BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 7: See EXHIBIT " X .  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 8: All DOCUMENTS provided to YOU 
by any other person(s) relating or referring to the BlLLlNG ERROR DISPUTE 
LETTERS. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 8: See EXHIBIT "X" 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 9: All DOCUMENTS that refer to, 
support, relate to, comprise or evidence YOUR contention that YOU are not 
obligated to repay the BANK the amount owed on YOUR ACCOUNT 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 9: See answer to 
Interrogatory No 12 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: All DOCUMENTS that refer to, 
support, relate to, comprise or evidence any lawsuits of which YOU presently are or 
have been a party to in the past. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 10: Objection The request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible 
evidence. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: All DOCUMENTS that refer to, 
support, relate to, comprise or evidence any arbitration proceedings of which YOU 
presently are or have been a party to in the past. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 11: Objection: The request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible 
evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: none. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: All DOCUMENTS that refer to, 
support, relate to, comprise or evidence any correspondence (similar to the BILLING 
ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS) sent by YOU to any credit card company in regard to 
any credit card accounts which YOU maintain or possess. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 12: Objection: The request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible 
evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: EXHIBITS " X ,  " Y  
and "Z .  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: All DOCUMENTS relating to the 
BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS, including, without l~mitation, all website 
andlor internet screens, emails, chat room materials, solicitations, pamphlets and 
CD's 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 13: See answer to 
Interrogatory No. 22 and EXHIBITS " X ,  " Y  and "Z .  
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: All DOCUMENTS relating to any 
billing error dispute letters sent to any cred~tor other than the BANK. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 14: Objection: The request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to any admissible 
evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: see EXHIBITS 
'cX", "Y" and "Z", 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: All DOCUMENTS relating to DEBT 
CANCELLATION provided to you by any person(s) or entity relat~ng or referring to 
credit card debt elimination andlor termination andlor discharge. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 15: See answer to 
Interrogatory no. 10. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: All DOCUMENTS that reflect fees 
paid by you to any service related to the BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTERS or 
DEBT CANCELATION. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 16: Objection: The Request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: All DOCUMENTS that reflect the 
engagement letter or financial arrangements between you and any attorney or other 
professionai related to this matter. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 17: None. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: All DOCUMENTS that pertain to 
any expert opinion that you intend to offer in this matter. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 18: The Defendant will be 
calling on the services of an expert witness, and copies of all documents produced 
will be provided as they become available. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: All DOCUMENTS that were 
reviewed by any expert in conjunction with this matter 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 19: See answer to request 
for production No. 18, 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: All DOCUMENTS that relate to the 
purchase of the goods or services that are reflected upon any statement that you 
claim includes a BILLING ERROR or for which you seek DEBT CANCALLATION 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 20: Objection: The request 
indicates that the Defendant is requesting DEBT CANCELLATION which the 
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Defendant strongly denies. Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the 
Defendant is no longer in possession of the requested DOCUMENTS. The Plaintiff 
is currently in possession of the documents, and the demand represents harassment 
of the Defendant 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: All DOCUMENTS that demonstrate 
credit card usage by you, on any credit card, during the period about which you 
claim a BILLING ERROR exists. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 21: Objection. The request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence 
Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the Defendant is no longer in 
possession of the requested DOCUMENTS. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 22: The CARD AGREEMENT for the 
ACCOUNT, including all notices, amendments, or disclosures sent to YOU by or on 
behalf of the BANK. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 22: Objection: The 
requested DOCUMENTS are already in possession of the Plaintiff. The request 
therefore amounts to harassment. Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the 
Defendant is not in possession of the CARD AGREEMENT as the Plaintiff has not 
produced the original AGREEMENT as ordered by the court. 
REQUEST$FOR PRODUCTION NO. 23: If YOU deny Request to Admit No 
13, then produce copies of all statements YOU received in connection with the 
ACCOUNT. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 23: See answer to Request 
for Admission No. 13. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 24: All correspondence YOU sent to 
the BANK at any time regarding the ACCOUNT. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 24: Objection: The request 
is overly burdensome, the requested DOCUMENTS are already in possession of the 
Plaintiff, the Defendant no longer is in possession of the requested DOCUMENTS, 
and the request is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to 
admissible evidence. Without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: this is 
an issue which is being covered in detail in the third set of interrogatories. To avoid 
unnecessary duplication the documents will be provided attached thereto. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 25: All decisions in any arbitration, 
lawsuit or other proceeding filed by YOU relating to BILLING DISPUTE LETTERS. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION ANSWER NO. 25: Objection: The Request 
is not relevant to the present case and is not likely to lead to admissible evidence. 
Subject to, and without waiving the objection, the Defendant answers: None. 
END NOTES: Dynamic Solutions lnc was an internet company which is no 
longer in business. The URL is no longer functional. We d ~ d  not speak to anyone at 
Dynamic Solutions Inc. and were not advised in DEBT CANCELLATION, or DEBT 
ELIMINATION We became aware of the fraudulent nature of the accounts and 
used the form letters in an effort to determine which banks were violating the law. 
Each statement which is sent out on a fraudulent account is a billing error, as it 
incorporates money which is not owed, credits which are not shown on the 
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statements, and interest which is not due. EXHIBITS A through W were provided in 
the original answer and are not duplicated here. EXHIBITS X, Y and Z are lnew and 
are attached herein. 
Dated this / 2  g'day of October, 2006 
0 ' -  r M a w ,  6. c-,t \ 
Miriam G. Carroll, Defendant, in propria persona 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Miriam G. Carroll, hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of my 
DEFENDANT'S AMENDED ANSWERS TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF 
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION, INTERROGATORIES, AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS this / 3 n' day of October, 2006, to the 
attorney for the Plaintiff by Certified mail # 7005 1160 0002 7630 3036, with proper 
postage prepaid, at the following address: 
Sheila R. Schwager 
Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley LLP 
877 Main Street, Suite 1000 
P.O. Box 1617 
Boise, ID 83701-1617 
Miriam G. Carroll 
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[Your name] 
[Your address] 
[Your City, State and Zip Code] 
[Credit Card Company] 
[Address of billing disputelinquiry department] 
[City, State and Zip Code] 
[Month, Day aid Year] 
RE: Billing Inquily on Account # XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-XXXX 
Amount in Dispute: $[AMOUNT OF LAST STATEMENT] 
Dear [Credit Card Comnpany]: 
I arn writing regarding the above account. I believe that my most recent statement, 
[DATE OF LAST STATEMENT YOU RECEIVED MUST BE WITHIN 30 DAYS OF 
RECIEVNG IT] is inaccurate. 
1 am disputing the above amount because I believe that you failed to credit my account 
for prepayments you agreed to credit on the statement dated [DATE OF LAST STATEMENT 
YOU RECEIVED]. It was my understanding that when I entered into the agreement with you 
that you would accept my signed note(s) or other similar insinunent(s) as money, credit or 
payment for previous account transactions, and then reflect those credits in the statement dated 
[DATE OF LAST STATEMENT YOU RECEIVED]. They do not appear in the statement and I 
am wondering why. The amount of the credits on the prepayments of money or credit accepted 
by you should be the approximate amount that I list above. I am making this billing inquiry 
since I am uncertain of all the dates of the prepaid credits, charges and also since there may be 
additional credits that I am entitled to. Please provide me with a written explanation why these 
credits are not showing. 
I am requesting that you provide me with an acknowledgement of this billing error and 
complete a full investigation by sending me a written explanatio~l report related to the subject 
matter of this billing error. 
I am also requesting additional docume~ltary evidence of indebtedness of the account 
charges, which ivlcludes copies of the account charges and entries that made you arrive at the 
recent balance shown on my statement. 
I am exercising my right to withhold the disputed amount until you comply. Thank you 
for your time and consideration in this matter. If you have any questions please contact me 
immediately, but make sure your questions reference an acknowledgement to this billing error 
dispute. 
Sincerely, 
[Your Name] 
[Bank Name] 
[Bank address] 
[City, State, Zip] 
[DATE] 
RE: Billing Enor on Account # XXXX-XXXX-XXMI-XXXX 
Amount in Dispute: $[XXXX CURRENT BALANCE AS INDICATED ON LAST 
STATEMENT OR WHEN YOU CALL THE BANK'S AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR A 
BALANCE REQUEST] 
Dear [Credit Card Company]: 
I am writing because you have not responded as requested to my billing error letter dated 
[DATE OF YOUR FIRST BILLING ERROR DISPUTE LETTER], 2004. 
I encourage you to comply with the resolution procedures to avoid noncomnpliance. I 
therefore ask you to complete your investigation as soon as possible. If you have any questions 
please write to me at the below address. 
Sincerely, 
[Your Name] 
[Your address] 
[City, State, Zip] 
Regular Mail 
Certified Mail#: XXXX-XXXX-XXXX-X'3XX 
Date: [date] 
[Credit card company] 
[Address] 
RE: Billing Error on Account: # xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Original Amount of Dispute [original disputed balance] 
Date of Statement Under Dispute: [date] 
Dear [Credit card company]: 
I pulled my credit report with [credit reporting agency or agencies] dated [date] and 
found that you have misreported my account. It shows that account number# [acct 
number] has been closed by the creditor and is [how many days late], with an incorrect 
balance reported. 
Based on Title 12 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) sec 226.13 (d)(l), pending the 
outcome of the billing error dispute investigation, which has yet to be addressed or 
investigated by you, I am exercising my right to "withhold disputed amount: collection 
action prohibited. This section also states that "the consumer need not pay (and the 
creditor may not try to collect) any portion of any required payment that the consumer 
believes is related to the disputed amount (including related finance or other charges.) ", 
so the amount reported is in error. As I have reiterated to you before, this is not an 
attempt to avoid paying a debt that I may legally owe. 
Title 12 CFR section 226.12 (c) (2) states: 
(1) Adverse credit reports prohibited. If, in accordance with paragraph (c)(l) of this 
section, the cardholder withholds payment of the amount of credit outstanding for 
the disputed transaction, the card issuer shall not report that amount as 
delinquent until the dispute is settled or judgment is rendered 
The Fair Credit Reporting Act, Title 15 United States Code QJSC) Section (sec) 168 1 (a) 
requires accuracy and fairness of credit reporting and if you are not providing true and 
accurate information to the credit bureaus, you are therefore violating my substantive 
rights and my right to privacy. 
Section 1681c(e)(i-) of this Act states that you may not report fraudulent information. In 
my initial Billing Error Dispute Letter dated [date] I did not request that you close my 
account, yet you did close it. Title 15 USC sec. 1666 (c)(i) prohibits you from closing 
this account for non-payment as this dispute remains unresolved. 
In summary and in compliance to the above federal laws, please: 
1. Change the credit report to read "account in dispute". 
2. Remove any reference to late payments. 
3. Report the correct balance listed in my initial billing dispute as shown above 
minus the late fees and interest. 
Once the facts have beell reported correctly please forward me proof that the changes 
have been made. I will be expecting a response within 30 days, ihank you. 
Sincerely, 
[Your name] 
[address] 
Regular Mail 
Certified Mail #:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS 
OF THE 
FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM 
WASHINGTON, D. C 20551 
r)I\/ISION OF BANKING 
SUPERllSlON AND 
REGULATION 
SR 04-3 
January 28,2004 
TO THE OFFICER IN CHARGE OF SUPERVISION AND 
APPROPRIATE SUPERVISORY AND EXAMINATION 
STAFF AT EACH FEDERAL RESERVE BANK AND 
DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN BANKING ORGANIZATIONS 
SUPERVISED BY THE FEDERAL RESERVE 
SUBJECT: Debt Elimination Scams 
Board staff has become aware of various illegal schemes being offered to the 
public that purport to eliminate outstanding debt through the use of specially prepared 
documents. The organizers of these schemes concoct specious legal documents based on 
the borrower's debt, which are then presented to the borrower's bank, mortgage company, 
finance company, or other lending institution in an attempt to satisfy the debt.1 The scams 
are reminiscent of the tax protesters' tax evasion schemes seen throughout the 1990s. 
The purported legal documents used in the current scams include fake financial 
instruments that claim to eliminate the borrower's debt 0bli~ation.2 The instruments usually 
question the authenticity of financial obligations, and often refer to a specific government 
agency (such as the Federal Reserve) in an attempt to support their claims. Some of the 
literature seen by Board staff questions the legitimacy of the Federal Reserve and the validity 
of United States currency. The literature may selectively cite from passages of government 
publications, statements by politicians, constitutional provisions, court decisions, various 
statutes, and private newsletters to support claims and to ultimately conclude that a specific 
government agency sanctions these debt elimination programs. For example, some of the 
documents specifically refer to the elimination of debt through the use of a "Federal Reserve 
approved" procedure. 
Debt elimination programs that claim Federal Reserve approval or acquiescence 
and the satisfaction of legitimate debts through the presentation of suspicious documents are 
totally bogus. The Federal Reserve does not approve and is in no way involved in any 
program aimed at eliminating anyone's debt obligations. 
These schemes are proliferating on the Internet, and the organizers are charging 
borrowers substantial up-front fees and commissions based on the total amount of debt that 
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can be f0r~iven.3 Members of the public are being harmed as borrowers generally 
pay significant amounts of money without eliminating or reducing their overall debt 
obligations - which of course is not in fact possible through any of these programs. Also, the 
cessation of legitimate loan payments increases the risk of a foreclosure or other legal action 
being taken against the borrower, and in addition could negatively affect a borrower's credit 
rating. Financial institutions may find that the use of the specious documents complicates the 
collection process, and may at least temporarily prevent any final action against the 
consumer. 
Examiners and banking organizations should be cognizant of these scams, and 
the public should avoid becoming involved with them. Bank holding companies and state 
member banks should modify their policies and procedures as needed to ensure that staff 
involved in any way in a lending function is able to identify and respond appropriately to 
these current schemes. If an institution supervised by the Federal Reserve is presented with 
fraudulent documents as described in this SR letter, the institution is expected to file a 
Suspicious Activity Report (SAR) in accordance with the Board's suspicious activity reporting 
rules. The banking organization must also retain the written materials associated with the 
purported debt elimination scheme as supporting documentation to the SAR, as required by 
the Board's SAR rules.4 
Reserve Banks are asked to distribute this SR letter to domestic and foreign 
banking organizations supervised by the Federal Reserve in their districts. Questions 
regarding apparent fraudulent debt elimination schemes can be directed to 
Leonard Zawistowski, Senior Special Investigator, at (202) 452-6488. 
Richard Spillenkothen 
Director 
Notes: 
1. Lending institutions and insurance companies offer various products or include 
various terms in loan documents that have the effect of paying off loans (or 
deferring loan payments for certain periods of time) in the event, for example, of a 
borrower's death, loss of employment, or other significant personal life changes. 
These are legitimate products and should not be confused with the false promises 
to eliminate a borrower's debt upon the presentation of fraudulent documents that 
are the subject of this alert. Return to text 
2. The documents have variously been titled: Declaration of Voidance, Bond for 
Discharge of Debt, and Redemption Certificate. Return to text 
3. Federal Reserve staff has seen advertised up-front fees as high as $2,500. Some 
programs also require the up-front payment of an amount equal to 15 percent of a 
borrower's total debt obligations. Return to text 
